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Figure 1.1: 
Bosnia and Herzegovina – Structure of Government 
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1. ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE 

  

A. THE STRUCTURE OF GOVERNMENT 

 
1.1 The Dayton Peace Agreement (DPA) created a decentralized administrative structure, 
with the State of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) as the central authority and the Federation of 
BiH (Federation) and the Republika Srpska (RS) as its constituent Entities.1 The Federation con-
sists of ten cantons, whereas the RS has adopted a more centralist approach. 2 At the lowest level 
of government, both the Cantons in the Federation and the RS rely on municipal governments for 
providing local public services. In March 2000 the Brcko Territory was declared an autonomous 
District of BiH, which is under the direct supervision of the Office of the High Representative 
(OHR).3 The administrative structure of the State is depicted in Figure 1.1 and in Table 1.1. 

1.2 The political system of BiH 
is a parliamentary democracy, with 
a tripartite presidency at the highest 
level of government. All four gov-
ernment levels (State, Entities, 
Cantons, and Municipalities) oper-
ate under democratically elected 
legislatures (State House of Repre-
sentatives; Federation Houses of 
Representatives, Cantonal Assem-
blies, Municipal Councils; and As-
semblies in the RS, both national 

and municipal).4 Except for the Presidents of BiH and of SR,5 each of these legislatures elects, 
among its members, its respective Chief Executive Officers (the Federation and Cantons’ Presi-
dents, the Entities’ and Cantons’ Ministers, and Municipal Mayors).  

                                                 
1 The DPA was signed on December 14, 1995. To oversee its implementation, an Office of the High Representative 
(OHR) of the United Nations was established. In civilian matters, including economic issues, the High Representa-
tive (HR) is the final authority regarding the interpretation of the DPA. This provision was adopted ad interim to 
ensure political stability in a post-conflict society.  
2 While the Federation is a multi-ethnic Entity (5 Bosnian, 3 Croat, and 2 mixed Cantons), RS is basically a mono-
ethnic Serb Entity. 
3 The District of Brcko has about 80,000 inhabitants and covers an area of 500 km2. Brcko, although bound by the 
State Constitution and subject to some horizontal coordination with the Entities, has its own legislative body (29 
members), its own judicial system, and its own administrative procedures, but it is neither represented in the State 
Parliament nor in the Council of Ministers.  
4 Local Communities, and more recently the District of Brcko, are also part of the political-administrative structure. 
However, local communities are not autonomous. They operate under municipality statutes, they are not fully self-
governed, and their fiscal operations are reflected in municipal budgets. The District of Brcko operates under HRO 
supervision. 
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Table 1.1:  BiH - Administrative Structure
(self-governing units)

under jurisdiction of:
State Federation SR OHR Total

Central government 1 1
Entities 1 1 2
Cantons 10 10
Municipalities 80 62 142
Autonomous Districts 1 1
Total 1 91 63 1 156

Tiers   of   government

1.3 Both Entities use the concept of “City” to amalgamate and coordinate policies among ur-
ban municipalities. By forming Cities, two or more municipalities which are territorially con-
tiguous can enjoy economies of scale in producing and administering public goods, and can 

benefit from externality spillovers 
in delivering public services. Cities 
are run by democratically elected 
Governing Councils that indirectly 
elect the Mayor to act as their Chief 
Executive Officer. There are four 
Cities in BiH: two in the 
Federation—Sarajevo and Mostar—
and two in the SR—Banja Luka and 
Srpsko Sarajevo. Cities run their 
own budgets, but they are partially 

financed by their municipalities and Cantons (in the Federation) or Entity (in the RS). In prac-
tice, the distinction between Cities and municipalities or towns, which has a bearing on outlay 
responsibilities and finance, is not always clear and still has to be settled by politics or the Judi-
ciary. 

1.4 The decentralized government structure created by the DPA was designed to promote po-
litical stability and democratic representation in the decision-making process. In theory, it is con-
sistent with the EU principle of subsidiarity, which—by bringing decision-making closer to the 
beneficiaries of policies— tends to maximize allocative efficiency. The peculiarity of Bosnia is, 
however, that important decisions are to be taken in a political environment of lingering disputes 
and prevailing distrust among ethnic groups. Thus, in practice, the greatest challenge is how to 
strengthen policy coordination for adopting critical reforms at the center, for making these re-
forms sustainable, and for avoiding the frequent procrastination and diminished efficacy of pol-
icy decisions.  

1.5 Consequently, policy implementation has been ineffective: (i) almost eight years after the 
DPA, the administrative structures at the State level are still to be developed and a professional 
civil service is not yet in place; (ii) mechanisms for intra- and inter-governmental policy coordi-
nation have not been developed; (iii) employment at the sub-Entity levels has been expanding, 
but public service delivery remains highly inefficient.  

1.6 In order to have the subsidiarity principle contribute successfully to a sustainable decen-
tralized government structure, BiH must still (i) develop the institutions of the State and integrate 
them more effectively with those of the Entities6; (ii) harmonize policies and create, or signifi-
cantly improve, coordination mechanisms, especially among Entities and between Entities and 
the State; and (iii) promote fiscal autonomy and strengthen the mechanisms of accountability at 
the sub-Entity levels of government (i.e., both Cantons and municipalities). 

                                                                                                                                                             
5 The Presidency of BiH rotates among a Bosniac, a Croat, and a Serb politician, who are directly elected in their 
respective territories of the Entities. The President of SR as well as municipal and city mayors are directly elected by 
the population. 
6 See Reshaping International Priorities in Bosnia-Herzegoniva (Part Three-The End of the Nationalist Regimes and 
the Future of the Bosnian State), European Stability Initiative-ESI, March 22, 2001. 
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Table 1.2: Bosnia and Herzegovina – Division of Responsibilities
State Entities and/or Sub-Entity Governments

Monetary policy (currency board) Defense and police
Foreign relations (including payment of 
international obligations of BiH incurred with 
the consent of both Entities)

Special foreign relations with governments 
and international institutions

Trade and customs regulation All residual powers on tax policies and tax 
administration

Regulation on international and inter-Entity 
criminal laws, telecommunications system, 
transport system, and traffic control

Intra-Entity affairs/justice and police; 
regulation of intra-Entity systems of 
transportation and  telecommunications.

Immigration, refugees and asylum policies Provision of public services to the population 
(health, education, social assistance), 
including social security system, and 
assistance to refugees and displaced persons

B. THE DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITIES BETWEEN THE STATE AND THE ENTITIES 

1.7  The State institutions7 at the highest level have only limited powers. The Constitution of 
BiH, which is part of the DPA, essentially confines the responsibilities of the State to foreign re-
lations—legislation on foreign trade and customs,8 compliance with international obligations, 
criminal law enforcement, and immigration—and to a few domestic policies such as monetary 
policy, refugee programs, asylum, inter-Entity criminal law enforcement, and transportation and 
communications, including air traffic control (Table 1.2).9 Any intervention that is not explicitly 
attributed to the State by the Constitution can only be assumed by the State if it is voluntarily re-
linquished by both Entities.10  

1.8 Although the State is the 
country’s ultimate guarantor of 
foreign debt, it does not have fis-
cal autonomy and it lacks a proper 
revenue source of its own, except 
for some administrative fees (e.g., 
passport fees and a few other 
minor ). The resulting vertical fis-
cal imbalances of the State budget 
(including debt obligations and 
administrative costs) are to be 
borne by both Entities on a shared 
basis (Table 1.3).11  

                                                 
7 These are the State Parliamentary Assembly (House of Peoples and House of Representatives), the Presidency, the 
Council of Ministers (Foreign Affairs Minister, Foreign Trade Minister, and Civil Affairs Minister), the Constitu-
tional Court, and the Central Bank (headed by a foreign Governor). The State does not have a Ministry of Defense, 
and the Treasury functions (1999) and the Ministry of Finance (2003) have been installed only recently. 
8 The State only legislates on customs duties. The rest of tax policies (regulations and policy implementation, in-
cluding administration and revenue collection) is assigned to the Entities for their respective jurisdictions (see Sec-
tion 3). 
9 The scope for monetary policy is narrow, since the country has adopted a currency board system (Constitution, 
Article VI), maintaining an exchange rate of the Konvertible Marka at par to the Deutsche Mark (now pegged to the 
Euro). Moreover, internal credit and interest rate policies are extremely limited by the fluid conditions of domestic 
financial markets. 
10 These fiscal constraints (like the restrictions on monetary policy entailed by the Currency Board System) were 
designed as temporary instruments to ensure macroeconomic stability. 
11 Foreign borrowing is typically allotted to the Entities, and the debt service is financed through automatic transfers 
from the Entities’ budgets according to their debt responsibilities. Apart from their shares of the debt service, the 
Entities carry the State’s administrative budget in fixed proportions: the Federation bears two-thirds and the SR one-
third of the State deficit. In recent years, State own revenue has represented less than 15 percent of its budget (Table 
1.3). 
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Table 1.3: Bosnia and Herzegovina
Budget of the State--1999

KM million % of total %Adm.Exp.
I - TOTAL FINANCING 213.2 100.0
     1. Revenues 59.7 28.0 100.0
         From Federation 18.9 8.8 31.6
         From Republika Srpska 9.4 4.4 15.8
         From own sources (adm.fees) 31.4 14.7 52.6
     2. Debt financing 153.5 72.0 257.1

II-  TOTAL RESPONSIBILITIES 213.2 100.0
     1. Expenditures Responsibilities 59.7 28.0 100.0
         a. W ages & Contributions 29.9 14.0 50.1
             State 12.5 5.9 20.9
             DKP(diplomatic represent.) 17.4 8.2 29.1
         b. Goods and Services 21.6 10.1 36.2
             State 7.4 3.5 12.4
             DKP 6.2 2.9 10.4
             DKP, new funds 8.0 3.8 13.4
         c. Refugee programs 3.4 1.6 5.7
         d. Othr.Soc.Prg.&Statist.Ag. 2.3 1.1 3.9
         e. Other exp. & bgt. reserves 2.5 1.2 4.2
     2. Debt Service 153.5 72.0 257.1
Sources: Recica, Nudzeim: Bosnia and Herzegovina - Fiscal Policy and Budget, in Mila Zlatic, Ed., Forum on 
Fiscal Decentralization in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Conference Proceedings (W ashington, DC, FDI, 2000--
W orld Bank Staff estimates.

1.9 The Entities are politically, 
administratively, and fiscally autonomous, and 
they have enacted their own Constitutions.12 In 
their respective jurisdictions, the Entities exert 
all public functions not expressly assigned to 
the State by the State Constitution. On account 
of inter-Entity policy harmonization, 
legislative powers on custom duties have been 
transferred to the State, but residual taxing 
powers still rest with each Entity. Aiming at a 
consolidated BiH common market, the DPA 
stipulates that the Entities should refrain from 
exercising inter-Entity border controls and 
should avoid restricting the freedom of 
movement of goods, services, capital, and persons. However, the Entities are expressly author-
ized by the DPA to: 

1. Establish special parallel relationships with foreign governments and international or-
ganizations 

2. Provide all necessary assistance to enable the State to honor international obligations 

3. Provide defense and social security (including social assistance) to all citizens of their 
respective territories. 

1.10 Despite the endeavor for a detailed power assignment in BiH, the coordination of policy 
formulation and interjurisdictional cooperation on policy implementation (including the ex-
change of information and experience) are still extremely poor in practice. This weakness in in-
tergovernmental coordination and cooperation has been observed at all levels of public admini-
stration, especially in the relationship between the Entities and between the Entities and the 
State. Only a minimal formal relationship on fiscal matters exists between the Entities’ Minis-
tries of Finance and the State’s Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Relations in preparing 
the annual State budget to be submitted to the State Council of Ministers. Apart from that, com-
munication and collaboration between the Entities and between the Entities and the State are 
negligible, and the State remains fiscally weak and detached from the rest of the administrative 
structure of the country. On the whole, most of the existing intergovernmental policy coordina-
tion and harmonization still takes place under the auspices of the OHR and other international 
organizations. More frequent institutional and formal coordination mechanisms are therefore 
needed and should be encouraged. 

 

                                                 
12 The Constitutions of the Federation (based on the “Washington Agreement”, March 1, 1994) and of RS were 
adopted on December 1, 1995.  
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Table 1.4: BiH - Consolidated Budget, 2000 (estimate)*

Revenues Expenditures
KM million % of Total %of Entity KM million % of Total %of Entity

TOTAL 4695 100.0 5233 100.0
State 25 0.5 69 1.3
Federation 3452 73.5 100.0 3713 71.0 100.0
  o/w: Federal 892 19.0 25.9 937 17.9 25.2
         Cantons 1174 25.0 34.0 1272 24.3 34.2
         Municipalities 231 4.9 6.7 294 5.6 7.9
         Public Funds1 1154 24.6 33.4 1211 23.1 32.6
Republika Srpska 1199 25.5 100.0 1428 27.3 100.0
  o/w: Central Gov. 784 16.7 65.3 862 16.5 60.4
         Municipalities 107 2.3 8.9 115 2.2 8.0
         Public Funds1 309 6.6 25.7 451 8.6 31.6
Brcko 20 0.4 22 0.4

1 Extrabudget Retirement Pensions and Disability Benefits; Health and Unemployment Insurances.

* Exclude off-budget operations.

Sources: World Bank staff estimates based on: Min. of Finance, IMF Staff Reports, ZPP statistics on tax collection, 
and sample of municipalities' executed budgets.

C. FISCAL RELATIONS BETWEEN AND WITHIN ENTITIES 

1.11 As a consequence of the poor cooperation and coordination between the Entities, pro-
gress in developing a common market in BiH has been slow. Although some reforms aimed at 
tax harmonization have been adopted spurred by the OHR (e.g., on customs duties, excises, and 
sales taxes), they have been implemented with varying degrees of largesse and still allow for 
substantial price differentials between Entities.13 In practice, the erosion of the tax base owing to 
tax competition among Entities is still a problem (see Section 3). Also, ethnic divergence, linger-
ing distrust, and political disputes still play a major role in policy coordination and have seri-
ously impaired economic efficiency and equity goals. From a country-wide perspective, the cur-
rent lack of cooperation and poor coordination between Entities can also entail a sub-optimal al-
location of public resources, since economies of scale, externalities, and efficiency and equity 
objectives of fiscal policy decentralization can hardly be fully realized. 

 

Administrative and Fiscal Structures of the Entities 

1.12 The political, administrative, and fiscal structures of both Entities are distinct. The Fed-
eration, which comprises ten cantons and 80 municipalities, represents almost three-fourths of 
the consolidated BiH budget (Tables 1.1 and 1.4). It is administratively and fiscally decentralized 
but with extremely poor vertical and horizontal cooperation among government authorities. The 

relatively well-off minority (Croats) has 
revealed a prefer ence for a more 
decentralized government (less regional 
cross-subsidization), while the 
comparably worse-off majority (Bos-
niacs) has revealed a preference for 
more centralized public functions 
(entailing greater fiscal equalization 
across jurisdictions).  

1.13 The RS is constituted of 62 
municipalities, and it is administratively 
and fiscally centralized, with little 

delegation of authority to local governments. Its budget represents about one-fourth of the BiH 
consolidated budget. Intermittently, the creation of an intermediate level of self-governing au-
thorities (between six and eight regions) has been discussed, but a decision on this has succes-
sively been postponed and was apparently abandoned recently. 

1.14 The share of sub-national governments (98.7 percent) in the overall public expenditure 
reflects the peculiar fiscal decentralization arrangements within BiH, and is extremely high for 
any international standard (Table 1.4 and Box 1.1). Moreover, down to the Cantonal level, the 
Federation is perhaps one of the most decentralized governmental structures in Europe, with 

                                                 
13 For example, in March 2001, petrol prices at the pump were some 25 percent lower in RS than in the Federation—
despite officially harmonized tax rates. 
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 Table 1.5: Sub-Entity Total Public Expenditures 
Incl. Public Funds 

Canton+Municip. Municipalities 
BiH 55.2% 7.8% 
Federation* + RS  56.2% 7.9% 
Federation* 74.8% 7.9% 
RS 8.0% 8.0% 
Source: Table 1.4 .  * Cantons  incIude "Public Funds" 

As a share of: 

Cantonal governments enjoying substantial decision-making power on fiscal policies, at least on 
the expenditure side. In fact, the share of sub-Entity government expenditures (considering Can-
tons and municipalities together) in the Federation is estimated to be as high as 75 percent (or 63 
percent if extrabudgetary public funds are excluded).14, 15 

1.15 However, from the Cantonal level down to local governments (municipalities), the Fed-
eration is one of the most centralized fiscal structures, with only 7.9 percent of the Entity’s ag-
gregate budget executed at the municipal level (Table 1.5 and Box 1.1). Also, municipalities in 
the Federation have very little discretionary 
powers in fiscal matters (Sections 2 and 3).16 Com-
pared with the RS, the Federation is also a slightly 
more centralized structure below the Cantonal 
level. However, while the share of local 
expenditures in the RS reaches 8 percent (exclud-
ing Brcko), it does not mean that the municipalities 
in the RS enjoy greater fiscal autonomy than the municipalities in the Federation.17 In BiH, ex-
penditures at the local level have mostly reflected the local implementation of decisions taken by 
Cantonal/Republican governments (i.e., deconcentration of Entity competences) rather than a 
genuine decentralization of fiscal decision-making powers (i.e., devolution of autonomous com-
petencies) to local governments. The latter is a concept still to be developed in both Entities. 

 
 

                                                 
14 In the Federation, extrabudgetary funds (Health Insurance, Pension Fund, and Employment Funds) are still admin-
istered at the Canton level. In SR, they are administered by the Republican Government. (see Table 1.4). 
15 See Box 1.1 for an extended discussion of these comparisons. 
16 Most of the activities of the City of Sarajevo, for example, are directly financed by the Canton’s budget. 
17 Apart from obvious measurement problems, this single quantitative dimension can be a misleading indicator of 
the degree of fiscal decentralization across countries and Entities. A higher expenditure share does not necessarily 
mean that there is more fiscal autonomy at subnational/sub-Entity levels. 
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Box 1.1:BiH--Comparative Sub-National Government Expenditures 
BiH has unique characteristics as a country. It is formed by two distinct political and administrative Entities, a Federation (FBiH) 
and a unitary structure (RS). The constituent Cantons of the Federation have their seats in the FBiH Parliament and, have their 
own Constitutions, and their respective Cantonal assemblies also have - the power to pass and enforce laws in their respective 
jurisdictions. In the RS, as a unitary entity, laws are only enacted by the center (i.e., the RS Republican Assembly). In both Enti-
ties the municipalities’ fiscal powers are regulated by Laws on Local Self-Government, under the respective Constitutions—
Cantonal Constitutions in the FBiH and the Republican Constitution in the RS. 
While this is an important conceptual distinction from the political and administrative viewpoints, in practice intergovernmental 
fiscal relations (fiscal decentralization, for instance) have in general varied substantially, independent of whether the country is a 
federation or a unitary structure. For example, some federations (e.g., Mexico) still maintain a highly centralized fiscal structure, 
while in many unitary countries (e.g., the Scandinavian countries) fiscal policies are highly decentralized. The aggregate sub-
national government expenditure share in BiH is quite high, as compared with the standards of federation countries and with the 
European countries in general. The share of public expenditures is 98.7 percent at the sub-State level, and 55.2 percent at the sub-
Entity level BiH as a whole (Figure 1).  

 

It is perhaps appropriate to compare the structure of the FBiH with that of federation countries, and to compare RS 
with that of unitary countries. In this context, the share of intermediate government expenditure in FBiH is also very high (66.8 
percent) as compared with other federations (Figure 2). Nevertheless, the share of municipalities’ expenditures in BiH is ex-
tremely low, both in comparing the FBiH in the context of the federations (7.9 percent) and the SR in the context of the unitary 
countries (8.0 percent) (Figures 3 and 4). 

Sources of data: (a) BiH, Table 1.4; (b) other unitary countries: World Bank DEC sub-national database initiative, 
GFS/IMF (most recent years available—between 1994-98); and (c) Federation countries: Teresa Ter-Minassian, 
“Fiscal Federalism in Theory and Practice,” IMF,1997. 
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Figure 1.2b: Republika Srpska Municipalities: 
Proportion of Displaced Persons

Post-Conflict Situation in the Municipalities 

1.16 In both Entities of BiH, municipalities are still 
facing the serious consequences of a post-conflict 
situation, in which a high proportion of displaced people 
and refugees must be addressed. This situation is a 
common feature for almost every municipality in both 
Entities. This segment of the local population tends to 
have substantial needs for public services (e.g., housing, 
public utilities, and social assistance), but has practically 
no tax capacity. Such a situation tends to overburden the 
municipalities’ budgets, a problem which can hardly be 

solved within the current intergovernmental fiscal arrangement which is only based on the deri-
vation principle for revenue assignment (see Section 3). On average, 21 percent of the population 
in the Federation and 31 percent in the RS represent 
displaced persons. The percentages vary between 12 
and 46 percent in the Federation, and between 22 and 
39 percent in the RS (see Figures 1.2a and 1.2b for 
percent distribution by municipality size). 

1.17 In 1999, out of the 3.8 million inhabitants of 
BiH, about 60 percent lived in the Federation and 40 
percent in the RS (Table A.1, in the Statistical 
Appendix). One distinctive demographic feature of 
BiH as compared with other transition countries is that 84 percent of the population in the 
Federation and 74 percent in the RS inhabited municipalities with more than 20,000 inhabitants. 
The latter may be a positive aspect that could facilitate local governments to internalize econo-
mies of scale in the provision of basic public services and utilities (e.g., water, sanitation, trans-
port) in a more decentralized fiscal structure. 

D. ISSUES AND OPTIONS 

1.18 Among the critical issues pertaining to intergovernmental fiscal relations in BiH are the 
need for: (a) increasing the credibility and effectiveness of the State as a central authority; (b) 
addressing the design and the implementation of proper fiscal decentralization; (c) strengthening 
the vertical and horizontal coordination of fiscal policies at the central level; and (d) designing 
central policy instruments to assist local governments in supporting refugees/displaced persons. 

a. Increasing the credibility and effectiveness of the State as a central authority. A 
credible and effective State requires some degree of fiscal autonomy and commensurate 
regulatory powers. The lack of fiscal autonomy deprives the State of directly performing 
relevant fiscal functions. In fact, the policies of the State of BiH have mainly been guided 
by international financial institutions (albeit warranted under the current circumstances) 
rather than by a State Parliament that is accountable to taxpayers. However, at the current 
post-conflict development phase, the parts involved should be persuaded that a rigid divi-
sion, even segmentation, of public functions, with a virtual exclusion of the State from 
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domestic affairs, is unfavorable for the country over the longer run. A modern, more in-
tegrative and effective State can coexist with the DPA. Under the spirit of the DPA, a bet-
ter balanced role of the State in BiH can help integrate local economies, political deci-
sion-making, and social policies with the ultimate aim of creating a cohesive society that 
can cope with the challenges of internationalization and globalization. With a more rele-
vant and effective State, the DPA can serve even better as a stepping stone for longer-
term developments that will integrate BiH into the EU. 

1.19 In order to render the State budget a credible national policy instrument, the Entities 
should begin to coordinate government functions that are typically performed more effectively 
either by a central government, or conjointly, rather than individually at sub-national levels. It is 
necessary to identify such policy areas where efficiency gains could be reaped and to commit 
resources to coordinate, harmonize, or even centralize such functions. Since BiH is a federative 
government, however, the Entities should be persuaded that they will keep the ultimate control of 
the State under the spirit of the DPA. This improvement could alleviate the administrative bur-
den on the Entities; it could improve the effectiveness and efficiency of fiscal policies and would 
create an opportunity for better policy coordination from the center.  

1.20 Thus, an effective involvement of the Entities in the national legislative process is neces-
sary. The distinctive feature of federations is not a high degree of decentralization of functions 
(which can also be found in unitary governments, and the degree of decentralization can also 
vary from federation to federation), but rather the effective control of higher level government by 
the constituent entities. Under the conditions prevailing in BiH, the preferred process of transfer-
ring competencies has to be cautious and judicious. While the institutional setting has in princi-
ple been created by the Dayton Agreement and is embedded in the Constitution of BiH, it has to 
be developed further and rendered more effective in practice. In particular, it has to be accompa-
nied by confidence building and by the establishment of appropriate voting mechanisms, proba-
bly even by veto rights on certain sensitive issues initially. The process of transferring the sover-
eignties of nation states onto the EU can serve as a model in this respect. In addition, the pros-
pects for BiH of accessing the EU in the foreseeable future will definitely hinge on progress 
made in this area. The donor community could stress this argument more generally, and with re-
gard to specific issues, continuously and strongly, in order to strengthen the Entities’ readiness 
for greater vertical and horizontal cooperation. 

1.21 There is a number of key policy areas in which the coordination and integration of poli-
cies at the national level are unavoidable if BiH wants to join the EU ultimately.  

• In the area of tax policy, for example, the prospective value-added tax (VAT), cus-
toms duties, and possibly profits tax (CIT), ought to conform to standardized regula-
tion under EU rules (Section 3).18 This is a  sine qua non for entry. It does not neces-
sarily mean that tax revenue will have to be centralized; nor does it require central-

                                                 
18 The need to introduce a VAT in the future—initially projected for 2004—is likely to entail a major debate on in-
tergovernmental fiscal relations in BiH, because the current distribution of the sales tax—to be replaced by the 
VAT—is being implemented by the Entities on a pure derivation basis (destination or retail collection point). Given 
the prevailing political/ethnic conditions of the country, the centralization of these taxes is expected to be an issue of 
contention, because the Entities may be reluctant to voluntarily relinquish their present Constitutional rights of fully 
regulating and administering taxes on their own.  
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ized tax administration—although this would of course be desirable.19 The revenue of 
these taxes could be shared on the basis of rational, pre-determined distribution crite-
ria; and the administration could be with the Entities (as in the case of Germany 
where the States administer VAT). However, cooperation is mandatory for a tax sys-
tem that functions through the crediting of input VAT to the taxpayer irrespective of 
the jurisdiction to which the tax was paid previously. This will test the ability of tax 
administrators in all parts of BiH to cooperate by mutually verifying tax declaration 
forms; it will have repercussions on the distribution of tax revenue across jurisdic-
tions; and it may need to involve the State at least for managing the VAT treatment of 
international cross-border flows.  

 
• As regards customs duties, which play an important role in financing budgets in BiH, 

it is a well-known fact that tax collection and appropriation of the proceeds at the 
point of entry of merchandise leads to locational distortions and distributional inequi-
ties. For this reason the EU member states have centralized customs duties even at the 
supranational level: they represent own revenue of the budget of the European Com-
mission in full, although the administration continues at the national level. The EU 
would hardly accept any special treatment of its member countries, and BiH would 
have to comply with these rules if it wants to join the EU. 

 
• As to expenditure formulation and outlay responsibilities, examples for centralized or 

at least harmonized legislation would include social assistance to the poor (e.g., refu-
gees, displaced people, destitute children, and the elderly), health care, and the pen-
sion system. Regional variation in the level of social protection is likely to induce in-
ternal migration, which would have a negative impact on the budgetary performance 
of subnational governments. As to health and old age insurance, a national scheme 
would allow an efficiency enhancing pooling of risks and (especially in the case of 
health) economies of scale (e.g., hospital care). Central regulation would also help to 
overcome the present problems of excessive fragmentation in the administration of 
these systems. 

 
1.22 Other functions that could be performed conjointly, or could be centrally controlled, in-
clude the regulation, monitoring, and enforcement of financial sector policies (including the 
monitoring of public borrowing and indebtedness of subnational governments) because of their 
macroeconomic implications.  

b. Addressing the design and the implementation of proper fiscal decentralization. The 
adopted model of federation was probably the only feasible and sustainable political con-
cept to restore peace at the time of the DPA. As a result, political, administrative, and fis-
cal decentralization principles are predominant in the Treaty. In practice, however, these 
principles have often been misinterpreted and have encouraged segmentation and frag-
mentation. Although the issue of an adequate degree of fiscal decentralization is central at 
the present juncture, it is now essential to overcome the political division of the country, 

                                                 
19 At present there are plans, supported by the OHR and the EU, to create a body for joint indirect tax and customs 
administration at the national level in Bosnia and Herzegovina. This should facilitate the operation of a VAT sched-
uled to be introduced by 2006. 
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to emphasize the notion of nation building, and to foster the objective of consolidating 
BiH as one country.  

 
1.23 Moreover, the decentralization process has been unbalanced and incomplete. To a large 
extent, fiscal decentralization was only implemented down to the Entity level but has stopped at 
the level of Cantons in the Federation. In neither of the Entities has it progressed down to the lo-
cal level. Cantonal and Republican governments have given very little decision powers to their 
local governments (municipalities). The unfinished, and rather anarchical, fiscal decentralization 
process in BiH has opened opportunities for a myriad of fragmented uncoordinated extrabudget-
ary activities. Consequently, this process has fallen short of producing the expected benefits of 
increased efficiency via fiscal decentralization. The time has come for BiH to properly carry the 
challenge of fiscal decentralization further, especially now that foreign financial assistance is ex-
pected to diminish (see Sections 2 and 3). 

1.24 In the Federation the creation of Cantons was motivated predominantly by ethnic criteria. 
This has to be taken into account in further developing intergovernmental relationships. The ex-
istence of Cantons allows the realization of economies of scale in some areas (for instance, in the 
provision of services in higher education and health), but it also entails higher administrative 
costs. Therefore, a balance has to be struck by stronger horizontal cooperation among the Can-
tons and by municipalities even across jurisdictions. Such cooperation could take the form of in-
stitutionalized permanent consultations and deliberations, and cofinancing in order to internalize 
regional spillover effects. To foster such cooperation, the Entity could play an important role by 
injecting its voice and fostering decision making through own financial contributions. 

1.25 Vertical and horizontal cooperation is particulary important in the case of the greater Sa-
rajevo area. At present, the Canton, the City of Sarajevo, and all municipalities of the Canton are 
discussing a vertical merger of the City and the Canton, although the political process of realiz-
ing this project has been extremely slow. This City-Canton would become a functional govern-
ment for the most prominent metropolitan area of the Federation. These trends are positive and 
must be encouraged. However the metropolitan area of Sarajevo is in fact even larger, as it com-
prises territory that is now located in the RS. Transborder cooperation among municipalities of 
both Entities is therefore desirable and even essential. 

1.26 In view of an ordered fiscal decentralization, the RS may also reconsider the project of 
creating regions. This has been a recurrent issue in its political agenda, but it is still without a 
clear solution. The RS is in a better position than the Federation to create such regions in accor-
dance with appropriate principles for effective public service delivery (rather than ethnic crite-
ria). Given the geographic configuration of the RS, the organization of the municipalities accord-
ing to regions may considerably facilitate the administration of public services in the territory. 
Effective regions may increase allocative efficiency considerably and improve the efficacy of 
fiscal policies for public responsibilities (such as hospital and higher education services) where 
the local incidence is below the territory of the Republic but is larger than that of the municipal-
ity. In this regard, regionally elected representatives could legitimate the prioritization and im-
plementation of local projects and systems of public services delivery which go beyond the scope 
of any one municipality. 
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c. Strengthening the vertical and horizontal coordination of fiscal policies at the cen-
tral level. The fact that the Entities of BiH are autonomous does not preclude close coor-
dination of policies with the State and with Cantons and municipalities in technical, ad-
ministrative, and fiscal matters. Coordination and cooperation are essential for nation-
building, for establishing and consolidating a national common market, and for integrat-
ing the economy. Formal regulation and protocols are important institutions to be encour-
aged, but many conflicting issues can only be satisfactorily overcome through intense 
communication and cooperation among officials from the different levels of government.  

 
1.27 Presently, such concerted activity is extremely poor in BiH. Both vertical and horizontal 
cooperation among authorities and officials is weak among levels of government in both Entities, 
and among the Entities and the State. In particular, there is no central or other level coordination 
on fiscal decentralization policies. This situation limits the potential that can be reaped from de-
centralization. A general strategy for shaping intergovernmental fiscal relations calls for central 
coordination. Moreover, coordination ought to be substantially strengthened for fiscal decentrali-
zation toward Cantons and local governments under the leadership of the Entities in their respec-
tive jurisdictions. Policy effectiveness and the realization of efficiency gains from fiscal decen-
tralization in BiH crucially depend on increased cooperation among governments and on im-
proved coordination (either in the Entities or the State, depending on the situation). 

1.28  Strengthening the coordination of fiscal decentralization policies is essential in BiH for: 
(i) preventing a multiplication of countervailing or contradictory regulations (especially as to fis-
cal policies, concurrent responsibilities, and inter-jurisdictional relations); (ii) improving the ef-
fectiveness of policies and programs and project implementation; and (iii) intensifying feedback 
and resolving conflicts between the State and Entities authorities (as well as between Entities and 
sub-Entity authorities). A State-coordinated effort could be instrumental in promoting a perma-
nent dialogue and cooperation with the Entities. To this effect, a permanent national Working 
Group (e.g., Technical Advisory Secretariat of Experts on Decentralization) could be established, 
with a legal mandate for making proposals and reporting directly to the existing “Coordination 
Board for Economic Development and EU Integration” on fiscal decentralization reform matters. 
This advisory secretariat could be formed of high level representatives from the State Ministry of 
Foreign Trade and Economic Relations or the Ministry of Finance, the Entities’ Ministries of Fi-
nance, and some key line ministries of the Entities, with the assistance of foreign experts. Once 
this secretariat is in place, each Entity should follow suit and install implementation coordinating 
bodies in their respective jurisdictions, including corresponding sub-Entity authorities—
representing Cantons and municipalities (see Section 2). 

d. Designing central policy instruments to assist local governments in supporting refu-
gees/displaced persons. The support of refugees and displaced persons requires a concerted 
effort among all levels of government which goes beyond the scope of local governments. A 
high percentage of displaced persons in the population of practically every municipality in 
both Entities represents a major and sometimes unbearable burden on local budgets, particu-
larly for smaller municipalities with low tax capacity. Although municipalities should carry 
out the delivery of services—as they are supposed to possess advantages in assessing local 
needs—the regulation, the financing, the monitoring, and the general coordination of such 
programs should be centralized in order to maintain a uniform minimum level and quality of 
public services for this segment of the population. 
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2. EXPENDITURE RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
2.1 The Entities possess all public expenditure responsibilities that are not expressly assigned 
to the State by the State Constitution. The same principle applies to the Cantons, which exert all 
responsibilities not expressly attributed to the government of the Federation by the Federal Con-
stitution. In both Entities the municipalities exercise local public functions according to their 
own statutes, which must be consistent with the respective Entity’s Constitution (and the Can-
ton’s Constitution in the case of the Federation) as well as the Laws on Local Self-Government. 

2.2 The administration of fiscal policy is organized differently in each Entity. In the Federa-
tion, expenditure decisions are basically decentralized to the Cantons, which perform a major 
role in the provision of public services, particularly in social policies (including the delivery of 
education, health services, and social assistance). To a much lesser extent, expenditure functions 
are also executed by the third level of government (municipalities), which plays an ancillary, al-
though increasing, role in the Federation. On the other hand, the RS represents a centralized 
structure, where the central (Republican) government embraces most of the responsibilities—
including social service financing and delivery—leaving municipalities only a minor role to 
play.20 

2.3 The Federation can delegate expenditure responsibilities to the Cantons, and the Cantons 
can delegate public functions to their municipalities. Every Canton of the Federation and the RS 
has passed Laws on Local Self-Governance broadly defining expenditure responsibilities (own 
and delegated) for their respective municipalities. 

 

A. ASSIGNMENT OF EXPENDITURE FUNCTIONS 

2.4 In the Federation, most public expenditure functions have been assigned to the Cantons, 
which is broadly consistent with the conventional principle of subsidiarity.21 As part of the 
Washington Agreement, a decentralized expenditure responsibility arrangement was deemed to 
be the only feasible option for the following reasons:  

 

                                                 
20 As an autonomous District, Brcko has assumed, since March 2000, most of the expenditure responsibilities previ-
ously held by the RS (see Section 1). 
21 This principle assigns public functions to the lowest possible level of government, unless they can be performed 
more efficiently at higher levels of government. As preferences and costs vary from place to place, efficiency gains 
can result from applying this principle. For most public services (except national defense, foreign policy, and a few 
others) local decision-makers are in a better position to decide what services—in what quantity and quality, and to 
whom—should be provided. Moreover, local taxpayers should ideally pay for the public services they consume 
(equivalence principle). In practice, however, local needs and tax capacity may differ, and, apart from equity con-
cerns, consumption of certain public services may be considered of national interest (e.g., preventive vaccination 
campaigns, eradication of illiteracy, elimination of poverty). In the latter cases, an option can be the separation be-
tween delivery and financing—while delivery may be better performed locally, financing may be provided by a 
higher-level government. 
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1. The participating parties were apprehensive that centralization could eventually 
violate their specific interests. Moreover, the central (Federal) government could 
be swamped with (and would be incapable of managing) all the details of policy 
and project implementation during the post-conflict reconstruction phase. 

2. Some critical policy choices could only be effected at the regional level, thereby 
reflecting more homogeneous ethnic and local political interests, which could 
help foster a spirit of coexistence and render public policies acceptable. 

2.5 In practice, however, the implementation of the Federal system has faced considerable 
challenges, owing to: (i) deficient cooperation among Cantons (and among municipalities); (ii) 
the multiplication of fragmented extrabudgetary funds (in general, ethnically driven); (iii) the 
absence of central coordination; and (iv) weak technical and administrative capacities, especially 
at the local level. 

2.6  Some fiscal responsibilities have been assigned exclusively to each government level, 
but others are joint/concurrent with an unclear specification of the division of functions. This 
leaves room for allocative and technical inefficiencies because of duplication, or under-provision 
of services. Social assistance to the poor and to refugees, schooling, and primary health care are 
outstanding examples of inefficiencies resulting from concurrent responsibilities (see Table 2.1). 
22 

2.7 The RS has a unitary government structure, and the Republican Constitution and the Law 
on Local Self-Government define local expenditures only broadly, also leaving ample room for 
concurrent responsibilities, which may entail the under-provision of essential public services. 
Similar to the Federation, local government authorities in the RS have little power, a model that 
departs from the subsidiarity principle. The current arrangements on local governance fail to 
convey the right incentives for achieving an optimal allocation of resources, transparency of the 
decision-making process, and accountability to the local population concerned. 

                                                 
22 Table 2.1 summarizes the statutory responsibilities by level of administration. It should be noted that the assign-
ment of responsibilities is not yet clearly defined. The Federal and Cantonal governments are jointly responsible for 
health, environmental policies, reconstruction and transport, social policies, tourism, and natural resources. 
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Table 2.1: Bosnia and Herzegovina – Expenditure Assignment 
Entities 

Federation Republica Srpska 
Expenditure As-
signments 

State 

Federation Cantons Municipalities Republic Muncipalites 
Immigration, Refu-
gees and Asylum 
Policies 

Immigration, 
Refugees and Asy-
lum Policies 

Refugees and dis-
placed persons 

  Refugees and dis-
placed persons 

 

Justice  
Internal Security and 
Police 

Internat. & Inter-
Entity Criminal 
Law Enforcement 

Internal af-
fairs/justice and 
police 

Police  Internal affairs/ 
justice and police 

Local police 

Communications Regul. Inter-Entity 
Telecom. System 

Intra-Entity regula-
tion 

Reg. Radio TV 
intra-Canton 

 Intra-Entity regula-
tion 

 

Public Transportation Regulates  
-Nat.transp.system 
-Inter-Ent.traff.cntl 

Intra-Entity Reg. intra-Canton   Intra-Entity  

Social Safety Net and 
Welfare 

Soc.Ass.--joint 
(Refugee pro-
grams) 

FBiH Pension 
System (being 
consolidated) 
Categorical S.Ass. 

Soc.Ass.--joint Soc.Ass.—joint SR Pension Sys-
tem 

Social assis-
tance 

Energy  Electricity trans-
mission lines 

  Electricity trans-
mission lines 

 

Roads  Highways 
Railways 

Local roads  Highways 
Railways 

Local roads 

Defense (Army)  100 percent   100 percent  
Economic and Social 
Policies 

 100 percent   100 percent  

Reconstruction Pro-
grams 

 100 percent   100 percent  

Education   -Universities and 
research institutes  
-Teachers’ salaries 
-School bldg.Subs. 
-All levels educ. 

-Pre-school 
-Primary school 
part.maintenanc
e  
-School buses 
-
Second.schools1 

-Universities and 
research institutes  
-Teachers’ salaries  
- School.bldg.Subs 

-Pre-school 
-Primary 
school part. 
maintan. 
-School buses 

Health Care   Primary health 
care Hospitals 
Medical research 
institutes – FBiH 
HIF (fragmented) 

Ambulance 
services 
Healthcare sup-
plies 

Primary health 
care Hospitals 
Medical research 
institutes  
– SR HIF 

Ambulance 
services 
Health care 
supplies 

Sanitation  
(Garbage Collection) 

   100 percent  100 percent 

Sewage Treatment    100 percent  100 percent 
Water and Public 
Utilities 

   100 percent  100 percent 

Housing and Spa-
tial/City Planning 

  Housing policy City planning Housing policy City planning 

Culture, Sports, Rec-
reation, Parks, Street 
Lighting 

  Museums 
Theaters 

Culture, sports, 
parks, street 
lighting 

Museums 
Theaters 

Culture, sports, 
parks, street 
lighting 

Fire Protection   100 percent  100 percent  
Libraries    100 percent  100 percent 
Environment and Use 
of Natural Resources 

 Concurrent responsibility Concurrent responsibility 

 
Note: Major areas of joint responsibilities: between State and Entities: justice, refugees, communications; between Entities and 
sub-Entity government: health, environmental policy, infrastructure for communications and transport, social welfare and 
interior affairs, education. 
1 To be transferred to Cities eventually. 
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Expenditures assigned to Entities 

2.8 The Entity governments have retained many functions that are typically performed by a 
national government in other countries. For instance, the Federation’s government has the re-
sponsibility for defense (the Army),23 economic policies, the regulation of financial institutions, 
fiscal policy (including tax policy and administration—see Section 3), reconstruction programs, 
the production and distribution of energy (including electricity transmission lines), highways, 
and railways.  

2.9 The Federal government also retains the responsibility for a substantial part of the social 
protection system including the “categorical” social assistance programs, which includes cash 
and other benefits for veterans, the disabled, and the victims of wars and their families.24 Al-
though in practice the Federation’s pension system is still fragmented and segregated on an eth-
nic basis (under the MIO Fund and the PIO Fund),25 pension financial management is now being 
merged under a new unified Pension Institute. It is expected that the latter arrangement will bring 
uniformity to pension legislation and will improve financial discipline.26 

2.10 In the RS, the expenditures assigned exclusively to the Entity government are more com-
prehensive and include most of the responsibilities on regulating, financing, and delivering edu-
cation and health services, which in the Federation are assigned to Cantons (Table 2.1). The SR 
pension system is also an exclusive responsibility of the Entity. Although the SR pension fund is 
still experiencing considerable difficulties regarding financial management and sustainability, the 
Entity is in the process of implementing important reforms in the system with the assistance of 
the international community, including the World Bank and the IMF. Environmental policies are 
concurrent responsibilities in both Entities, but still remain undefined. 

Expenditures Assigned to Cantons 

2.11 Cantons have the responsibility for the regulation, financing, and implementation of edu-
cation policy, the implementation of health care, cultural affairs (including museums and thea-
ters), fire protection, tourism, local businesses, housing, social assistance, and the regulation of 
radio and television.  

                                                 
23 In practice, BiH has three Armies: the Army of the Federation —which consists of two parts: the HVO (Croatian 
Defense Council Army), and the RBiH (the Army of the Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina)—and the Army of the 
Republika Srpska (VRS). 
24 Veterans constitute a salient political power in both Entities, and the payment of their benefits is considered a high 
priority in budget planning and execution. Veterans are legally entitled to a host of benefits including: soldier pen-
sion supplements; disability and family pensions; health care; food, housing and transportation allowance; employ-
ment assistance and privileges; tax and customs relief; funeral assistance; etc.. 
25 MIO—The Bosnia and Herzegovina Pension and Invalid Insurance Fund (Sarajevo), and PIO-- The Mostar Pen-
sion and Invalid Insurance Fund (Mostar). 
26 Measures to merge the current MIO Fund and PIO Fund into the unified Federation pension system are now under 
way. They include: (i) reviewing the pension entitlements of the existent Funds; (ii) drafting legislation on new 
health contribution rates for pensioners; (iii) establishing segregated military pension accounts; (iv) regulating the 
division of ownership of assets and liabilities between the new Federation Pension Institute and the government; and 
(v) initiating the integration of existing information processing systems. 
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2.12 Education. Although Cantons can delegate some of these functions downward to their 
municipalities (and also upwards to the Federal government),27 Cantons have retained their ex-
clusive responsibility for education policy in general, including wage payments for teachers at all 
levels of education (primary, secondary, and tertiary)28 and the subsidization of educational insti-
tutions in various forms and degrees.29 Cantons are, in principle, also responsible for education 
programs, academic curricula, and research and training, including for universities and research 
institutions.  

2.13 Nevertheless, the current assignment of responsibilities in education has caused financial 
and economic inefficiency, especially with respect to tertiary education. Although there is evi-
dence of some special tertiary educational programs that have adopted student fees, and also of 
some partial cost compensation among Cantons for regular university students, these practices 
are infrequent and have not been systematically regulated.30 As a consequence, universities have 
experienced increasing allocative and technical inefficiencies and permanent financial distress. 
The under-provision of tertiary education (including training, research, and development) has 
been one of the most visible shortcomings. Because of inadequate incentives, certain Cantons 
have reacted by restricting resource allocation and the provision of adequate tertiary education 
services. Therefore, the inappropriate assignment of responsibilities (both on provision and fi-
nancing) and the inability to internalize the regional spillovers of tertiary education programs 
have entailed wrong incentives and have led to a misallocation of public resources.  

2.14 From an economic perspective, the current assignment of responsibilities for tertiary edu-
cation exhibits severe distortions in BiH. On the one hand, the Cantons as providers of the ser-
vice tend to restrain the level of tertiary education—because they perceive part of the expected 
benefits as being captured by others—and the Entity and the nation as a whole end up operating 
at a sub-optimal level in this sector. A more appropriate alternative could be to reassign public 
tertiary education to a higher level of government.31 On the other hand, as the benefits of tertiary 
education can be easily and fully internalized by the beneficiaries themselves, the privatization of 
both the financing and the provision of tertiary education could be encouraged.32 Regarding the 
latter, the regulation of the sector should be reviewed to promote the more efficient users-pay 
principle, fair competition and market incentives, while ensuring high standards of services.  

                                                 
27 For instance, the transfer of secondary education responsibilities to the City of Sarajevo has been under considera-
tion by the Sarajevo Canton government. The possible merger of the Canton with the City would automatically re-
solve this issue. 
28 However, the parameters that determine wage structure for the public administration in general, including educa-
tion, are established centrally at the Entity level. 
29 This includes subsistence and accommodation subsidies for university students. 
30 For example, the Croat Canton of Herzeg-Bosna is reported to have contributed to the University of Mostar about 
1 percent of the university’s operational expenditures as a partial compensation for the costs of the Canton’s students 
attending that university. On the other hand, the University of Sarajevo accepts students from almost every Canton 
in the Federation, including students from the RS, but it does not receive any compensation for the corresponding 
costs. According to the President of Sarajevo Canton, about half of the students attending higher education in Sara-
jevo are from outside the Canton. 
31 At present there is a discussion on shifting the responsibility for tertiary education at least to the Entity level, if 
not to the State. The latter would require the consent of both Entities and is likely to be controversial. 
32 In the short term, the current teaching institutions should be restructured to improve efficiency. 
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2.15 Health. The delivery of medical services and the maintenance of facilities (institutions of 
primary health care, tertiary hospitals), as well as medical research, are all Cantonal responsibili-
ties. In principle the costs of health services are to be assumed (on a reimbursable basis) by the 
extrabudgetary Health Insurance Funds (HIFs), but substantial subsidies are provided by the 
Cantons’ budgets. The need for such subsidies will tend to increase if the Health Insurance Sys-
tem (HIS) is not reformed soon. The budgetary segregation based on ethnicity, and the conse-
quent fragmentation of financing and administration, constitute a major problem for the future of 
the HIS.33 Although Bosnia’s health indicators are apparently in line with those of middle-
income countries, the health system is costly and highly inefficient. The fact that it operates basi-
cally at the Cantonal level prevents the system from realizing its potential economies of scale.34 
The government of the Federation is aware of these losses, but a reform of the system has been 
frustrated due to the absence of coordination and cooperation. Possible sustainable reform op-
tions include: (i) the establishment of a “risk pooling system” centrally administered at the Entity 
(perhaps even the State) level; (ii) a substantial improvement in collecting contributions and re-
ducing evasion; and (iii) increased technical efficiency and transparency in the use of the sys-
tem’s resources.  

2.16 Regional inequities. The current assignment of major public functions to the Cantons 
may pose serious problems on regional disparity/equity grounds. Although Cantons may differ in 
their social sector needs and spending capacities, free access to basic education and primary 
health care (including preventive treatment of contagious disease, and a basic medical package 
for the needy), as well as assistance to the poor and refugees, could all be considered national 
programs in order to guarantee equal access regardless of the ethnic background and current lo-
cation of citizens. This would indicate that in the case of BiH at least the regulating and financ-
ing responsibilities for basic social programs should be assigned to a higher level of government 
in the medium term, preferably to the State level. This reform could constitute one of the pillars 
of nation building. 

 

Expenditures Assigned to Municipalities 

2.17 The Constitution of the Federation establishes that the Cantons may decide to delegate 
functions relating to education, culture, tourism, environmental protection, employment, social 
assistance, and radio and television to the municipalities or cities of their territory. Moreover, it 
is constitutionally mandated that the Cantons must devolve such activities to municipalities if the 
ethnic majority of the local population is different from that of the Canton’s majority. Every 
Canton has already passed its own Law on Local Self-Government, and expenditure responsibili-

                                                 
33 The sustainability of the HIS is at stake because, among other things, evasion is high and not all of its current 
beneficiaries are contributors. 
34 In the Federation, health care is regulated by the Entity and financed by contributions to the extrabudgetary Health 
Insurance System (HIS). Since the war the HIS has been fragmented at the Cantonal level, with its administration 
basically split into two ethnic Funds: one administered in Sarajevo (for the Bosniacs), another in Mostar (for the 
Croats). More recently, an agreement was reached to consolidate and rationalize the system. There is also the idea of 
creating a central re-insurance mechanism to minimize the risks of this fragmented system, which would be a way to 
at least partially offset the absence of a more desirable solidarity system. The present system does not contribute to 
long-term economic progress and social stability because it neither optimizes the use of its scarce resources nor ac-
commodates a minimum standard of equity opportunities in terms of access to public services. 
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ties have been decentralized asymmetrically across Cantons. This asymmetry reflects political 
and ethnic concerns, and uneven administrative and technical capacities, but it also mirrors the 
lack of horizontal coordination among Cantons.  

2.18 In both Entities, municipalities play only a minor role in the decision-making process of 
public spending, although their role in delivering services has been increasing. In principle, mu-
nicipalities are autonomous as to their own expenditures and they can exercise local self-
governance in a range of functions that are attributed to them as their exclusive responsibilities.35  

2.19 Exclusive municipal responsibilities. Granted by the Cantonal Constitutions and the 
Laws on Local Self-Government, the municipalities’ exclusive responsibilities are mainly in ur-
ban planning, utility functions (water, sewerage, sanitation, garbage collection), pre-schooling, 
the maintenance of primary and secondary school buildings, school bus transportation for stu-
dents and teachers, physical education, ambulance services, health care supplies, culture, librar-
ies, sports, parks, and street lighting (Table 2.1). Public expenditures in these areas are to be fi-
nanced from the municipalities’ own revenue sources (see Section 3). However, owing to weak 
fiscal capacity at the local level and the absence of an equalizing mechanism, most municipali-
ties are unable to assume their full functions and/or they accumulate substantial arrears in pay-
ments. Owing to inappropriate revenue assignment, most municipalities—especially in the Can-
ton of Sarajevo36—continue to rely heavily on subsidies (especially negotiated, extraordinary 
transfers) from higher levels of government. In Sarajevo, the City’s exclusive expenditure re-
sponsibilities are almost entirely supported by the Canton. 

2.20 Delegated municipal functions. With respect to delegated responsibilities, the munici-
palities’ role is in general focused on the delivery of public services, while the decision-making 
and financing responsibilities remain with the Canton. However, the criteria for financing these 
delegated responsibilities are not explicit and well specified, and sometimes they are defined ex 
post on a negotiated basis. Some delegated responsibilities have simply been pushed down by the 
Cantons without corresponding means of financing. Social assistance to the poor (including the 
destitute elderly, orphans, invalids, the displaced, and refugees) is an outstanding example of 
such unfunded mandates. In general, the poorest Cantons (e.g., Gorazde, Herzeg-Bosna) cannot 
afford to finance these responsibilities fully, and the result is an accumulation of payment arrears 
(up to 12 months). In particular, the arrears toward local institutions of social assistance are 
mounting, which creates an extremely serious situation for the socially dependent in the near fu-
ture. Also, the negative correlation between poverty indicators and the revenue capacity of local 
governments compounds the situation of the poorest regions and further lowers the standards of 
social assistance (and of public services in general). The aggravation of regional disparities in 
living standards must be considered an essential factor in jeopardizing social stability in BiH.37 
In order to promote the social and political cohesion of the nation, the responsibility for financ-
ing poverty-targeted social assistance should be assigned to higher level governments--the Fed-
eration (or, perhaps, the State)--while the delivery of services should remain a municipal func-
tion because muncipalities are closer to the needy. 
                                                 
35 These include the right of management and disposal of municipal properties (which are neither well defined, nor 
regulated as yet), of levying a few local taxes and fees, and of borrowing subject to municipal council approval. 
(However borrowing has been banned since 1999 by the annual budget laws; see Section 5). 
36 Sarajevo Canton is the only Canton still without a Law on Revenue Allocation (see Section 3). 
37 See also Section 3 for aggravating regional disparities on the revenue side. 
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2.21 In the RS the assignment of own responsibilities to municipalities is similar to that of the 
Federation. In addition, the municipalities of the RS are also responsible for local police and lo-
cal roads (Table 2.1). For the assignment of delegated responsibilities to municipalities, the situa-
tion is also akin to that in the Federation. Unfunded mandates in poverty-targeted social assis-
tance are a major issue of concern in the RS as well.  

2.22 In both Entities the responsibilities for public utilities are exclusively assigned to munici-
palities. These services (treatment and provision of potable water, sanitation, garbage collection, 
and others)38 are typically delivered to the local population by municipal public utility companies 
that are in general considered “autonomous” and that operate off-budget.39 Because of the diffi-
culties in collecting service charges (in part, owing to poverty associated with the high incidence 
of refugees and displaced people, but owing also to lack of political will) these companies are all 
facing serious financial problems and ought to be restructured. The current situation has estab-
lished a complex and still unclear financial relationship between these companies and the mu-
nicipal (sometimes Cantonal) budgets. Although this is not always acknowledged by politicians 
and officials, payment arrears (on the part of both the public sector and households) for utility 
services have built up, with subsequent fiscal spillovers. This “invisible” debt has been com-
pounded by explicitly or implicitly given public guarantees, which also represent municipal 
(sometimes Cantonal) contingent liabilities. There are cases of direct subsidization of households 
for utility services, cases of compensations given directly to utility companies through extraordi-
nary transfers (for existing evidence on ad hoc capital transfers, see below), and also cases of 
mutual clearing of accounts (whereby the utility companies’ receivables—either from the public 
sector or from households—are compensated with taxes to be paid by the utility companies).40 

 

Concurrent Responsibilities 

2.23 The State has a joint responsibility with the Entities for the administration of justice, the 
regulation of communications and public transportation systems, the implementation of policies 
regarding refugees and displaced persons, and the administration of citizenship. With the Can-
tons and municipalities, the government of the Federation has concurrent responsibilities for the 
enforcement of law and order, the implementation of health care policies, intra-Entity communi-
cation and transportation policies, environmental policies, and the administration of social pro-
tection (by taking on the responsibility for categorical social assistance--for instance, the benefits 
of wars veterans, the disabled, and their families).  

2.24 In both the Federation and the RS, the assignment of responsibilities to municipalities is 
not always well specified, which has created ample room for concurrent competencies and has 
led to an under-provision of services and inefficiencies in service delivery. These problems are 
exacerbated by the proliferation of unfunded mandates, as mentioned above. While higher levels 
of government legislate on entitlements of public services, financing and delivery have been 

                                                 
38 Electricity is provided by the Entities’ companies. 
39 In the Federation some of these companies belong to the Cantons. 
40 As most of these cases are anecdotal evidence obtained from interviews, and as systematic reliable statistics are 
not available at this time, it is impossible to quantify the fiscal impact of such contingent liabilities (see also Section 
5). 
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 Table 2.2: BiH - Public Expenditure Structure, Entities 
(Consolidated Figures*) 

1999 2000 Av.1999-2000 
Federation  RS ** Federation  RS ** Fed. RS ** 

KM ml. %  
GDP %  

Exp KM ml. %  
GDP %  

Exp KM ml. %  
GDP %  

Exp KM ml. %  
GDP %  

Exp %  
GDP %  

Exp %  
GDP %  

Exp 
Public Expend. 4455 73 100 1536 70 100 4246 63 100 1619 63 100 68 100 67 100 
  Budgetary 2434 40 55 900 41 59 2503 37 59 999 39 62 38 57 40 60 
    Entity Govern. 892 15 20 790 36 51 937 14 22 862 34 53 14 21 35 52 
    Subentity Gov. 1542 25 35 111 5 7 1565 23 37 137 5 8 24 36 5 8 
  Off-Budgetary 2021 33 45 636 29 41 1744 26 41 620 24 38 29 43 27 40 
    External Finan.Proj. 869 14 20 276 13 18 533 8 13 169 7 10 11 16 10 14 
    Extra Budg.Funds 1 1152 19 26 360 16 23 1211 18 29 451 18 28 18 27 17 26 
Memo: 
Entity GDP in KM (adjt.) 6142 2181 6699 2562 

Item 

Sources: World Bank staff estimates PEIR (2002).  (*) Excluding the State.  (**) Including Brcko 
1 Health Insurance, Pension, Employment, and other Funds 

shifted downwards without adequate funding. Besides poverty-targeted social assistance, other 
examples include the maintenance of school buildings and primary health care. In these policy 
areas the three levels of government in the Federation compete among themselves without a clear 
definition of functions and/or solid financial arrangements. In all these cases the provision of 
public services has been inefficient, and the quantity and quality of services provided to the 
population have fallen short of expectations. To address these problems, responsibilities (as to 
policy, regulation, financing, and delivery) must be better defined for each specific public service 
and for each level of government. This is crucial for eliminating conflicting competencies and 
improving efficiency in service delivery. 

B. PATTERN AND STRUCTURES OF EXPENDITURES  

Public Expenditures 

2.25 Public expenditures in 
BiH have been quite high (about 
two-thirds of GDP) over the last 
two years (Table 2.2). This 
situation seems to be changing 
over recent years, with public 
expenditures falling slightly in 
relation to GDP in both Entities 
(from 73 percent to 63 percent in 
the Federation, and from 70 
percent to 63 percent in RS, between 1999 and 2000).41 The Federation has represented about 64 
percent of public expenditures and accommodates about 62 percent of the total population.42 

2.26 A common feature of both Entities is that almost half of public spending is effected off-
budget (43 percent in the Federation and 40 percent in the RS). Off-budget expenditures are of 
two types: those resulting from projects financed from external sources such as development aid 
(about one-seventh of public expenditures), and those representing truly extrabudgetary funds as 
in the case of health insurance, pension plans, unemployment insurance, and children’s programs 
(above one-fourth of public expenditures). The large proportion of off-budget expenditures 
should be a matter of concern for both Entities because, in general, they lack transparency and 
are inefficiently run. 

2.27 Transparency is also a problem for budgetary expenditures. For example, it is not clear to 
what extent the consolidated budget of the RS includes the totality of its municipalities’ own ex-
penditures. The same applies to the municipalities of the Federation, despite the fact the munici-
palities’ accounts are said to be regularly reported to the respective Cantons, and the Cantons’ 
accounts are said to be regularly reported to the Entity. 

                                                 
41 In relation to the aggregate GDP of BiH, the shift was from 72 percent to 63 percent between 1999 and 2000. The 
figures in Table 2.2 do not include State expenditure. The State expenditure represented only about 0.7 percent of 
BIH GDP in this period. 
42 The sources of preliminary population estimates are: UNHCR and the Federation Statistical Office. 
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Budgetary Expenditures: Entities 

2.28 The structure of budgetary expenditures differs considerably between the Entities. The 
most salient characteristic of the Federation’s budget is an extremely high share of grants pro-
vided to “Defense” and “Veterans Benefits,” which together absorb about 60 percent of the Fed-
eral government’s budget (Table 2.3). The sustainability of “Veterans Benefits” and the effi-
ciency of budgetary expenditures require a better definition of affordable entitlements. The next 
important expenditure item of the Federal government is “Wages and Contributions,” followed 
by “Materials and Services” and “Subsidies to Enterprises.” While subsidies to enterprises have 
fallen since 1998, they are still relatively important. Transfers to sub-Entity governments in the 
Federation (Cantons and municipalities), and expenditures on social assistance to the poor 
(which are included in “Grants to Other Individuals” and to “Non-Profit Organizations”) are 
quite small. 

 

2.29 Although the structure of expenditures seems more balanced in the RS, the accounts for 
the period under review are not strictly comparable, since the accounting classification and pro-
cedures were changed. As a consequence, it is not entirely clear whether the category “Materials 
and Services” still includes some military expenditures, which it should not. Nevertheless, apart 
from “Defense” and “Veterans Benefits” (together absorbing 25 percent of the budget), two im-
portant expenditure items are prominent in the expenditure structure: “Wages and Contribu-
tions,” which consumes about 30 percent of the budget, and “Subsidies to Enterprises” (includ-
ing those to the RS railways), which still account for more than 10 percent.  

2.30 Since 1998 two common characteristic trends have been observed in both the Federation 
and the RS: (i) the share of “Debt Service” has rapidly increased (to 12 and 11 percent in 2000, 
from 5 and 4 percent in 1998, in the Federal and Republican budgets, respectively), signaling 

 Table 2.3: BiH - Entity Government Budgetary Expenditures 

Federation  Republika Srpska 
1998 (exec.) 1999 (exc.) 2000 (est.) 1998 (exec.) 1999 (exc.) 2000 (est.) 

KM ml. % KM ml. % KM ml. % KM ml. % KM ml. % KM ml. % 
Total Expenditures 778.8 100.0 794.0 100.0 927.5 100.0 494.2 100.0 765.8 100.0 698.0 100.0 
Current Expenditures 696.8 89.5 712.3 89.7 792.1 85.4 461.6 93.4 645.6 84.3 602.1 86.3 
  Wages & Contribut. 1 77.3 9.9 93.9 11.8 94.5 10.2 130.2 26.3 208.5 27.2 221.6 31.7 
  Materials & Serv. 34.0 4.4 32.4 4.1 26.4 2.8 157.1 31.8 168.9 22.1 100.6 14.4 
  Grants 555.9 71.4 561.6 70.7 644.9 69.5 116.6 23.6 195.7 25.6 203.7 29.2 
    State 21.0 2.7 18.0 2.3 30.0 3.2 1.1 0.2 10.1 1.3 14.9 2.1 
    Cantons 7.7 1.0 15.9 2.0 15.0 1.6 
    Other Intergv. Grants 7.5 1.0 1.6 0.2 5.5 0.6 
    Defense 285.5 36.7 291.4 36.7 305.5 32.9 60.4 12.2 94.8 12.4 82.8 11.9 
    Veterans Benefits 209.3 26.9 207.9 26.2 258.0 27.8 49.6 10.0 72.6 9.5 95.0 13.6 
    Pensions 12.8 1.6 6.5 0.8 8.6 0.9 
    To other Individuous 6.4 0.8 3.9 0.5 7.0 0.8 
    Non-Profit Organizat. 2 5.7 0.7 16.4 2.1 15.3 1.6 5.5 1.1 18.2 2.4 11.0 1.6 
  Subsidies to Enterp. 29.6 3.8 24.4 3.1 26.3 2.8 57.7 11.7 72.5 9.5 76.2 10.9 
Capital Expenditures 3 40.0 5.1 15.7 2.0 20.4 2.2 0.0 0.0 22.0 2.9 11.0 1.6 
Debt Service 42.0 5.4 66.0 8.3 115.0 12.4 18.1 3.7 84.2 11.0 74.0 10.6 
Reserves 14.5 2.9 14.0 1.8 10.9 1.6 
1 Excludes military 
payroll. 2 Includes refugees, DPs and returnees. 
3 Investment in capital assets. 
Sources: Fiscal Framework Paper, 2001-2003 -- Ministries of Finance, FBiH and SR. 

Item 
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that this will soon become a serious problem for both Entities; and (ii) the ratio between “Mate-
rial and Services” and “Wages and Contributions” has systematically fallen, indicating that the 
efficiency of public service delivery may have been adversely affected by an absence of prioriti-
zation in planning the budget. It should also be noted that, although investment expenditures 
were small and unstable as a share of budgetary expenditures in both Entities, this does not mean 
that public investments (especially for reconstruction and infrastructure) have been insignificant. 
As noted above, most of the externally financed projects (grants or loans) have been executed 
off-budget. Nevertheless, foreign aid has begun to recede and will further be reduced in the years 
to come, and governments in BiH will have to prioritize expenditures better than in the past.  

2.31 It is worth noting that, except for upward transfers to the State (see Section 1), intergov-
ernmental transfers from the Entities are quantitatively insignificant and are not formally regu-
lated. The few transfers that are separately registered in the budget of the Federation, for exam-
ple, are small specific grants that are decided in an ad hoc and non-transparent manner. 

Budgetary Expenditures: Cantons 

2.32 Evidencing the relevance of fiscal decentralization in the Federation, about 60 percent of 
the Entity’s budgetary expenditures are executed by sub-Entity governments, but this decentrali-
zation basically stops at the Cantonal level (see Section 1).  

2.33 While aggregate data by economic and functional classification reveal little about the 
relative efficiency of budgetary expenditures by different levels of government, such data can 
provide some important information on the input composition of service delivery and on spend-
ing priorities. 

Economic Classification 

2.34 The Cantons’ composition of inputs differs considerably from that of the Federation. Re-
vealing the high costs of a large bureaucracy, the economic classification shows that wages and 
the associated benefits (including vacation benefits, hot meal allowances, and social security 
contributions) represent an extremely heavy burden on the Cantons’ budgets. They represented 
about 43 percent of total expenditures in 1999 (Table 2.4). As in the case of the Federal and Re-
publican budgets, the relative allocation between “Materials and Services” and “Wages” in the 
Cantons’ budgets (about 0.4) is too low by international standards.43 This points to an inefficient 
mix of resource inputs—i.e., spending on public employment is too high relative to spending on 
materials for operations and maintenance (O&M) and for facilities and equipment. This is an im-
portant area in which significant efficiency gains can be realized by reforming both public wages 
and employment policies at the Cantonal level in coordination with the Federation.  

2.35 Table 2.4 shows that regular transfers among government levels, including equalization 
transfers, have had no place in the Federation. At the Cantonal level the exception is Sarajevo 
Canton where most of the local expenditures are still financed by ad hoc transfers from the Can-

                                                 
43 This standard is around 1.4 and 1.0 for middle-income and high-income countries, respectively. See “Unproduc-
tive Public Expenditures,” IMF/FAD, Pamphlet Series, no. 48, Washington, DC, 1995. 
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Table 2.4 : Budget Structure-FBiH, 1999 - Economic Classification
(percent of GDP) (%Total Expenditres)

SUM1 Federal Cantonal Federal Cantonal
Expenditures-Econ.Functions 36.2 13.7 22.5 100.0 100.0
Current Expenditures 31.4 13.5 17.9 98.0 79.8
Wages and Remunerations 10.2 1.5 8.8 10.6 39.1
Employers' Soc.Sec.Contr. 1.0 0.2 0.9 1.1 4.0
Materials and Services 4.3 0.6 3.8 4.0 16.8
Defense expenditures 5.0 5.0 0.0 36.4 0.0
Current Grants 9.6 5.2 4.5 37.7 19.9
  Transfers to otherGov.levels 0.7 0.7 0.0 5.3 0.0
  Disability benefits to individ. 3.6 3.6 0.0 26.0 0.0
  Other current grants 2 5.4 0.9 4.5 6.4 19.9
Interest Expenditures 1.1 1.1 0.0 8.2 0.1
Capital Expenditures 4.8 0.3 4.5 2.0 20.2
  Invest. in Fixed Capital 1.3 0.3 1.0 2.0 4.6
  Capital Grants 2.9 0.0 2.9 0.0 13.1
  Net Lending 0.6 0.0 0.6 0.0 2.5
 Repayment of Loans 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.4
Source: FBiH Ministry of Finance
1  Reflects the sum of Federal and Cantonal. 
2 For the Cantons, it includes all Current Grants and Transfers (incl.to other governments) 

ton.44 Nevertheless, owing to 
either the absence of clear rules 
(as in the case of Sarajevo 
Canton) or a general lack of 
intergovernmental cooperation, 
the enormous disparities in the 
capacity to provide services 
tend to accentuate (see below 
and Section 3), and a balanced 
growth across regions is 
jeopardized. A nation-building 
approach would commend a 
serious revision of the current 
system of transfers to finance 
local services (see Section 4). 

2.36  “Current Grants” (mainly grants for social assistance—which are under the heading 
“Other Current Grants” in Table 2.4), represent about 20 percent of Cantonal budgets. This 
points to an area of large and increasing demand for public resources. Responsibilities for service 
delivery in these areas have been “delegated” to municipalities by the Cantons, but without pro-
viding adequate financing. To increase the policy effectiveness and improve the efficiency in the 
delivery of services, reform in this area is no doubt needed. At minimum, this reform will require 
better measurement of affordable benefits with clear identification of sources of finance, as well 
as better targeting of beneficiaries and a clearer definition of the responsibilities of Cantons vis-
à-vis their municipalities. 

2.37 Although the Cantons have been relatively more active than the Federal government with 
regard to capital outlays, their direct investment in fixed capital formation has been small, less 
than 5 percent of total budgets, corresponding to about 1 percent of GDP. Nevertheless, their 
capital outlays have been higher for “Capital Grants” (including grants to loss-making enter-
prises) and Net Lending, activities for which the involvement of government should be mini-
mized. A part of these capital grants and lending went to municipalities and to public utility 
companies (both Cantonal and municipal), which has tended to create a dependency of local 
governments and off-budget companies on Cantons.45 This also gives wrong signals for the 
maintenance of local infrastructure. In the medium term, municipalities should be encouraged to 
access municipal capital markets on their own and assume the responsibility for local infrastruc-
ture financing and maintenance (see Section 5).  

                                                 
44 Sarajevo Canton still maintains a peculiar relationship with its municipalities—especially with the City of Sara-
jevo, to which the Canton provides substantial ad hoc support, including support for reconstruction. This policy en-
tails perverse incentives and runs against a decentralization strategy for greater efficiency and more accountability 
for municipalities (see Section 3). 
45 Although there are probably problems related to accounting, individual municipalities have reported that they, and 
in some cases their Cantons, have financed the capital expenditures of public utilities. The latter is mainly the case in 
Sarajevo Canton, where the Cantonal budget has carried most of the local investments (owing to the absence of a 
Law on Revenue Allocation—see Section 3). 
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Table 2.5 :  Budget Structure-FBiH, 1999- Functional Classification
(percent of GDP) (%Total Expenditres) (% of Classified Exp.)

SUM1 Federal Cantonal Federal Cantonal Federal Cantonal
Expenditures-Functional Clas. 36.2 13.7 22.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
General Administration 4.2 2.5 1.7 18.1 7.8 18.9 8.8
Defense 5.7 5.0 0.7 36.4 3.2 38.0 3.6
Public order and security 5.2 0.9 4.3 6.3 19.3 6.6 22.0
Education 6.6 0.0 6.5 0.3 29.1 0.3 33.2
Health 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.5 1.8 0.5 2.1
Social assistance 5.8 3.8 2.1 27.6 9.1 28.8 10.4
Housing and community 0.8 0.0 0.8 0.1 3.6 0.1 4.1
Culture, leisure and religion 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.8 2.2 0.8 2.5
Energy 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.3
Agriculture 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.8 1.2 0.9 1.4
Mining 0.9 0.2 0.7 1.6 3.0 1.7 3.4
Transport & communication 1.1 0.3 0.8 2.5 3.4 2.6 3.9
Other econonomic Activities 1.0 0.1 0.8 0.7 3.8 0.8 4.3
non-classified 3.3 0.6 2.8 4.3 12.3
1  Reflects the sum of Federal and Cantonal.
Source: FBiH Ministry of Finance

Functional Classification 

1. Table 2.5 represents a rough estimate of the functional allocation of resources in 
the Federation, separately for the Federal and Cantonal governments.46 This allo-
cation of resources reflects the effects of the statutory assignment of responsibili-
ties and the practice of policy priorities of the respective governments. The 1999 
budget outturn basically confirms the following: As a share of its total expendi-
ture, the Federal government spends for “General Administration” 2.4 times as 
much as the Cantons, which may reflect a more inefficient employment policy 
and a relatively higher allocation to the wage bill.47 This should be a matter of 
concern and calls for a civil service reform. 

2. Cantonal governments have shown a massive presence in social affairs, particu-
larly in education, social assistance, public order and security (police), housing, 
and cultural issues, as well as in health care. Although health care is mainly an ex-
trabudgetary item, the Cantons’ budgets subsidize the health care system. Because 
of the substantial incidence of non-contributing beneficiaries and the evasion of 
regular contributions, the current health care system has proved to be unsustain-
able and has become a drain on Cantonal budgets.  

3. Very little federal resources have been allocated to poverty reduction. The Fed-
eral government has eminently focused its resources on “Defense” (36 percent) 
and “Categorical Social Assistance” (28 percent, basically to war veterans’ bene-
fits). Although this is not inconsistent with the Constitutional responsibilities of 
the Federation, priorities should be reviewed in both areas, since extremely scarce 
resources, badly needed for the social areas, are being shifted to defense and cate-
gorical social assistance—both items being unrelated to poverty reduction. 

 
2.38 Tables 2.3 and 2.5 support 
the hypothesis that in the Federation 
social expenditures have, to a large 
extent, been decentralized to the 
level of Cantons, not only for 
financing and service delivery but 
also for decision-making. However, 
apart from off-budget operations 
(including externally financed 
projects and extrabudgetary 
funds—pension, health, employ-

                                                 
46 It should be noted that 4.3 and 12.3 percent of the Federal and Cantonal governments, respectively, are expendi-
tures not yet classified. 
47 The size of the Cantonal governments—measured by their budgetary expenditure as a percentage of GDP—is 
much larger than that of the Federal government—22.5 percent against 13.7 percent (Table 2.5). It is noticeable that, 
although the Federal budget represents only 60 percent of the Cantonal budgets, the former allocates some 47 per-
cent more resources on “General Administration” than the latter, which may reflect a comparably higher employ-
ment and wage bill. 
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ment), the sheer lack of horizontal and vertical cooperation has led to a highly fragmented fiscal 
decision process in the Federation. This calls for urgent reforms and for the establishment of 
formal central coordination of the decentralization process, in order to increase policy efficacy 
and efficiency in public service delivery.  

2.39 In addition, Cantonal governments have been more active than the Federal government in 
“Other Economic Services” (apart from energy, agriculture, mining, transportation and commu-
nications). This is an area from which Cantonal governments should disengage and should pro-
mote greater participation by the private sector. 

 

Budgetary Expenditures: Municipalities 

2.40 Consistent information on the consolidated expenditures of municipalities is not avail-
able, neither for the Federation nor for the RS. Moreover, the scarce individual budget data are 
neither internally consistent nor reliable. Administrative and technical capacities vary considera-
bly at the local level, and in general local officials differ in their interpretation of different budget 
line items. This makes comparison and consolidation difficult, if not impossible. What follows in 
this sub-section are some observations based on a sample of official budget execution data for 
selected municipalities from different regions of the Federation (11 municipalities48) and the RS 
(6 municipalities49). 

2.41 Because of data weaknesses, the diverging pictures of expenditure structures as reported 
by different municipalities may not necessarily reflect only divergent local preferences but may 
be a result of different accounting practices as well. With regard to the expenditure structures 
reported in Tables A.3.b and A.4.b (Statistical Appendix),50 there is uncertainty, in particular 
about the figures for the arrears from previous budget periods, the rollover of deficits, and the 
handling of the capital budget in general.51  

2.42 As expected, in both Entities the coefficients of variation on per capita “Capital outlays” 
among municipalities are quite high,52 while the variation coefficients on “Wages and Salaries” 
outlays are low (0.3 in the Federation and 0.2 in RS). Similar to the Cantonal, Federal, and Re-
publican budgets, the municipal ratio of expenditures for Materials and Services to Wages and 
Salaries (including other benefits and contributions to social security) is too low (less than 0.7), 
revealing an insufficient relative allocation of resources to materials and services (which includes 
the maintenance of the capital stock and material needs for running local public institutions—
                                                 
48 Bihac, Cazin, Gorazde, Krupa, Livno, Novi Travnik, Tomislavgrad, Travnik, Tuzla, Zenica, and Ilidza. These 
municipalities represent 7 out of the 10 Cantons, and cover 27 percent of the Federation’s population. (See also sup-
plementary data from an alternative source: Table I.1 in Annex I. These are questionnaire outturns of 22 municipali-
ties in the Federation, but these data are not entirely consistent). 
49 Celinac, Novi Grad, Pale, Prijedor, Rogarica, and Visegrad. These municipalities represent 13 percent of the SR’s 
population. 
50 Unfortunately, data on a strictly functional classification are not available for municipalities. 
51 According to the General Auditor of the Federation, municipalities tend to overdraw their budgets by 20 percent 
in the expectation of subsidies from Cantons (and Cantons would do the same, in the expectation of some form of 
bailout from the Federal budget). 
52 In the Federation, while per capita capital outlay in Ilidza and Travnik is in a 20-60 KM range, Cazin and Gorazde 
spend only between 0.6 and 1.3 KM per capita.  
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e.g., health care facilities and schools—and service delivery). It also indicates over-employment 
at the level of local governments. Municipal officials have reiterated that policies for budget cuts 
have focused primarily on investment, then on materials and services (i.e., cutting operations and 
maintenance), and then, if necessary, on wages, aiming at preserving public employment. This 
makes an important case for a public management reform at the local level with a focus on pri-
oritizing resource allocation for operations and maintenance and rationalizing public employ-
ment and wage policies. The wage bill has recently been cut by reducing the number of public 
employees; but these employees were typically reemployed by off-budget operations of munici-
palities—such as public utilities where they are less visible, at least from a budgetary point of 
view. 

2.43 There are also large variations with respect to “Current Grants to Individuals” and vari-
ous groups of institutions. The term “Grants to Other Governments” comprises transfers to the 
territorial units of the municipalities (villages). Normally, municipalities do not provide upward 
grants (except eventually for the Cities), and horizontal grants among local governments do not 
exist in BiH. Most municipalities have not used that category at all. Grants to individuals are 
supposed to represent transfers for social assistance, but this category has scarcely been used at 
all. This does not necessarily mean that these particular municipalities would not engage in so-
cial assistance, as the outlays may be recorded in other categories, for example, non-profit or-
ganizations. Local governments have also interpreted the term “non-profit organizations” in a 
variety of ways. It may comprise transfers to social institutions directly involved with social as-
sistance to the poor, dislocated people, and refugees (such as the local Center for Social Assis-
tance, the Red Cross, or the health houses), the fire brigade, and the churches, but also to judo 
and karate clubs, the arts colony, the kindergarten, or the local football club. Support to local in-
terest groups including political parties is also often recorded in this category.  

2.44 Grants to public enterprises are meant to comprise mainly financial support of local util-
ity companies. Despite the current financial distress of local governments, some municipalities in 
the sample (e.g., Livno, Cazin, and Zenica) reported substantial subsidies to public enterprises. 
However, other municipalities (e.g., Bihac, Tamislavgrad, Travnik, and Tuzla) did not report any 
entry in this category, although utilities exist in the respective jurisdictions and it is highly 
unlikely that they are not receiving support from the municipal budget. In many cases, munici-
palities are actually unable to provide any kind of direct financial support to their utility compa-
nies, although they sometimes provide municipal guarantees when there are suppliers or banks 
willing to give them credit. However, guarantees and access to credit markets have not been fre-
quent because of a lack of municipal creditworthiness, owing to the unpredictability of local 
revenues, to wrong tariff policies on utility services, and to difficulties in collecting the utility 
bills (as discussed below). A frequent practice of the municipal utility companies has been to let 
the equipment be used without maintenance until its exhaustion and complete deterioration. This 
reflects a chaotic and destructive policy which tends to aggravate the present situation and jeop-
ardize the quality and sustainability of public service delivery in the near future.53  

                                                 
53 Some municipal governments have reported that they are incapable of changing the present situation because their 
utility companies fall under the Federation’s privatization policy. This prevents them from taking action to restruc-
ture the companies. Nevertheless, much could be done with regard to tariffs and the collection policy, but the lack of 
local political commitment is a major obstacle as well. 
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Figure 2.1: FBiH, Cantons Budgetary Expenditure (1999 per capita)

2.45 An important aspect of service delivery at the local level that is not perceptible in these 
budget data relates to the technical efficiency with which the services under municipal responsi-
bility—mainly utility services—are delivered in BiH. In this respect the inefficiencies are pre-
sumably large, since there is no cooperation among jurisdictions at the local level (with the pos-
sible exception of the municipalities forming Cities) so as to reap economies of scale in the man-
agement and delivery of public services. These inefficiencies are particularly visible in the city 
of Mostar, where cooperation between the different ethnic groups is virtually absent. Despite the 
political difficulties posed by ethnic problems and the large number of displaced persons and 
refugees, municipalities in BiH could still take advantage of economies of scale and render the 
delivery of some specific services (e.g., water and sewage treatment, and garbage collection) 
more efficient through the forming of associations of municipalities or through encouraging pub-
lic-private partnerships. 

 

Regional Disparities in Government Spending 

2.46 The evaluation of “expenditure needs” in relation to local fiscal capacity is difficult to 
assess in BiH because information on social, fiscal, and economic indicators is inconsistent at 
both the Cantonal and municipal levels. Moreover, the most urgent needs of the population have 
often been covered by the provision of public services through off-budget operations, including 
foreign assistance.  

2.47 This sub-section attempts to 
assess some measurable indicators on 
budgetary expenditures and their 
variation among Cantons and 
municipalities. Table A.5 in the Statistical 
Appendix shows per capita indicators at 
the level of Cantonal government 
according to an economic and functional 
classification of budgetary expenditures. 
The disparity of total per capita budgetary 
expenditures among Cantons is 
substantial. It spreads from a minimum of 
195 KM in Herzeg-Bosna to a maximum 
of 1,159 KM in Sarajavo (about six times the minimum), with an average of 529 KM and a coef-
ficient of variation of 0.47 (Figure 2.1). This variation in per capita spending is largely a reflec-
tion of local tax capacity, which has been substantially affected by the high proportion of dis-
placed people and refugees (on a differentiated scale). This has been a major fiscal problem, es-
pecially for middle-size and small communities. 

2.48 In general, the disparities of per capita functional expenditures tend to reflect needs, pref-
erences, and government priorities among jurisdictions, but in BiH, because of the problems of 
displaced people and refugees, these disparities are also strongly influenced by the considerable 
disparities in regional tax capacities. Consequently, in the absence of any compensatory transfer 
mechanism, the current revenue allocation among Cantons on a derivation basis tends to per-
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petuate, and even accentuate, the present dismal disparities in budgetary expenditures (see Sec-
tions 3 and 4). 

2.49 The Cantons differ significantly in 
their allocation of inputs, as is shown in 
Figure 2.2. The largest divergence occurs 
for capital grants, and the smallest for 
wage-related expenditures. On the one 
hand, the disparity of per capita capital 
grants across Cantons is particularly influ-
enced by Sarajevo (the only Canton without 
a Law on Revenue Allocation). On the 
other hand, the small variation of per capita 
wage-related expenditures across Cantons 
is a reflection of two factors that impose a 
rigidity on the public sector wage bill: (i) 
the public sector wage policy, which is 

regulated centrally at the Entity level; and (ii) the adopted adjustment policies at sub-Entity lev-
els that protect public employment at any cost. 

2.50 Figure 2.3 shows the coefficient of variation for the functional expenditure allocation 
across Cantons. Except for public order and security—where the variation coefficient is only 
0.23, with a maximum per capita expenditure of 153 KM in Posavena and a minimum of 73 KM 
in Zenica-Doboi—per capita expenditures vary considerably across Cantons. Even with regard to 

essential Cantonal government functions 
(e.g., education and social assistance), the 
coefficients of variation are comparably high 
(0.70 for education and 1.33 for social 
assistance—with maximum per capita ex-
penditures of 308 KM in Sarajevo and a 
minimum expenditures of 1 KM in Herzog-
Bosna).54 An extreme disparity in functional 
expenditures across Cantons is observed in 
housing, with a coefficient of variation of 
2.49 (a maximum per capita expenditure of 
108 KM in Sarajevo and a minimum of zero 
in Gorazde-Upper Drina).55  

2.51 The disparities in budgetary 
expenditures are also reflected at the level of municipal governments. The sample based on the 
selected 17 municipalities (referred to above) shows that the average per capita expenditure in 
the RS is less than half of that in the Federation, and the coefficient of variation among RS mu-
                                                 
54 This does not mean, however, that the population of Herzeg-Bosna has had no public education or social assis-
tance. Off-budget foreign assistance has, at least partially, compensated for these budgetary deficiencies. But these 
third-party funding will not be sustainable in the longer run. 
55 It should be borne in mind that the measured disparity in this category of municipal budgetary expenditure is 
likely to be magnified by the fact that housing receives substantial foreign aid. 
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Table 2.6: Per Capita Outlay
(Selected Municipalities)

Measure of:
Federation 
Municipal-
ities

SR       
Municipal-
ities

mean (in KM) 111.9 50.4
minimum value (in KM) 62.7 24.7
maximum value (in KM) 193.1 76.4
coefficient of variation 0.36 0.44
Sources: Tables A.3 and A.4 (Statistical Appendix)

nicipalities is larger than that of the Federation (Table 2.6). The lower average municipal budget-
ary expenditures in the RS probably reflect the fact that most expenditure decisions are central-
ized, and relatively fewer responsibilities are assigned to municipalities. As in the case of Can-
tons in the Federation, the disparities in municipal per capita expenditures are smaller for wages 
and related costs and larger for subsidies to enterprises and capital outlays. With few exceptions, 
municipal expenditures in equipment for and reconstruction of local infrastructure are practically 
nonexistent, which does not augur well for the provi-
sion of public services in the future. In both Entities, 
municipalities should be allowed more latitude in their 
own expenditures, but for this to be efficient the 
incentive structures must change. They must 
encourage municipalities to fully explore a well-
defined degree of autonomy for their own sources of 
revenues in a more consistent way—especially for the 
property tax and user fees on public utilities (see 
Section 3). Moreover, the approval of a Law on Allocation of Revenue for the Canton of Sara-
jevo,56 and progress in establishing “regions” in the RS, with an adequate degree of decision-
making power and autonomy in fiscal policies, are the next steps in the direction of consolidating 
fiscal decentralization in BiH. This would release local governments from their current exclusive 
dependency on shared taxes (or the “gap-filling” negotiated transfers in the case of municipali-
ties in Sarajevo) and the unpredictable transfers for delegated responsibilities (e.g., for the deliv-
ery of social assistance to the poor). Moreover, this would provide the minimum conditions for 
municipalities to better access municipal capital markets, thereby opening new opportunities for 
the financing of local infrastructure reconstruction in the face of an expected decline in official 
foreign assistance.  

 

C. ISSUES AND OPTIONS  

2.52 The assignment of responsibilities and the pattern of expenditures in BiH show a number 
of weaknesses, which, if not adequately addressed, will prevent the country from enjoying the 
benefits of the fiscal decentralized governing structure. So far, fiscal decentralization has been 
incomplete, rather chaotic, and without a clear sense of direction. It exhibits the following main 
manifestations: (a) a proliferation of uncoordinated off-budget operations (above 40 percent of 
public expenditures in each Entity)—with non-transparent, fragmented decision-making at all 
government levels; (b) an incomplete fiscal decentralization on budgetary expenditures—it 
stopped short at the Canton level, leaving municipalities in both Entities marginalized in the for-
mal process of decision-making; and (c) the sheer lack of horizontal and vertical cooperation 
among levels of governments, and little, if any, accountability to the local population.  

 
Main issues 
 
2.53 The following are the main critical issues on fiscal decentralization that arise from the 
analysis in this section:  
                                                 
56 Alternatively, the project of creating a City-Canton Sarajevo could be realized. 
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1. A too broad definition of responsibilities at each level of government (including di-
vergences between legislation and practice). This leaves room for perverse incentives, 
concurrent competencies, and a confused attribution of functions, which tends to du-
plication or under-provision of services. This situation has sometimes led to a prolif-
eration of unfunded mandates (delegated functions), with an accumulation of pay-
ment arrears, especially with respect to some items of local budgets that are of na-
tional interest. The latter has been the case for social assistance to the poor, whose en-
titlements are ill defined, and where responsibilities have been pushed back and forth 
between Cantons and municipalities. 

 
2. Weak administrative and technical capacities, especially at the local level of gov-

ernments, a lack of coordination with higher government levels on budget parameters, 
and the absence of a clear prioritization and of adjustment criteria for expenditures, 
during both the planning and the execution of the budget. This has led to misinterpre-
tations of the accounting concept, has obfuscated transparency, and has weakened the 
incentives for efficiency and good governance.  

 
3. A deterioration of utility services delivered, both in quality and quantity. Local utility 

providers run into financial troubles as investments are almost nonexistent, and 
equipment and facilities are not properly maintained.  

 
4. Enormous disparities in per capita budgetary expenditures across Entities, Cantons, 

and municipalities. These disparities will tend to increase over time if the current 
model of intergovernmental relations continues, auguring badly for the desired na-
tion-building approach. 

 
 

Strategic Directions and Options 

2.54 The agenda for the reform of fiscal decentralization in BiH is daunting. It can only be 
fully accomplished in the medium term, but the government should make a start with it, the 
sooner the better. The approach should be to identify and approve a basic strategy for reforms, 
and to put in place an appropriate structure of incentives for an efficient and equitable fiscal sys-
tem, and then to start the implementation of specific policies sequentially in a defined time span. 
The reform agenda should address the key areas of intergovernmental fiscal relations by under-
taking the following actions: 

 
1. Establishing a multilevel decentralization implementation coordinating body at the 

level of each Entity with the aim of orderly and responsibly improving communica-
tion, and overcoming the current lack of cooperation among governments. This body 
would help to coordinate and accelerate the implementation of the fiscal decentraliza-
tion process. Although formed by representatives of local, regional, and Entity gov-
ernments, this body could also serve as a first-stage conflict resolution mechanism, a 
forum for discussion and the initiation of reform proposals as well as for the dissemi-
nation of ideas and best practices to be implemented by regional and local govern-
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ments. This coordinating mechanism would help to improve the exchange of informa-
tion, to increase the understanding and cooperation among government levels, to re-
duce tensions, and ultimately to increase policy effectiveness. 

 
2. Consolidating fiscal transactions (including all off-budget operations) into the re-

spective government budgets in order to increase transparency and accountability. 
This is the only way to clarify and decide on expenditure priorities during the budget 
formulation phase and to monitor policy implementation during the execution phase 
of the budget at each government level. All stakeholders (donors, governments, and 
citizens) should understand that rational allocation of public resources can only re-
flect a given transparent prioritization if all decisions are taken within a unified 
budget for each government, where all public resources are considered simultane-
ously. Accompanying performance indicators should also be used to make monitoring 
sensible and effective. 

 
3. Decentralizing adequate decision-making powers beyond the Cantonal and Republi-

can levels of government toward municipalities and implementing agencies (e.g., 
school boards, health care facility management). 57 In this respect, BiH still has a long 
way to go, since capacities to implement local policies vary substantially across juris-
dictions. Initially, the decentralization of expenditure responsibilities could be asym-
metric, respecting the specific administrative capacity of the respective local govern-
ment/agency, as well as externalities and economies of scale. Adequate training and 
follow-up (financed by higher level governments and implemented by the coordinat-
ing body) should accompany this policy. 

 
4. Reassigning well specified expenditure responsibilities aimed at eliminating concur-

rent competencies, avoiding duplication or the under-provision of services, and 
maximizing the benefits of positive externalities. These reassignments may include 
the following: 

 
(a) Shifting the responsibilities of financing and delivering tertiary educa-

tion to the Entities (or, preferably, to the State), and regulating this ac-
tivity in order to create a proper environment for transferring (in due 
course) both the provision of services and the financing functions to 
the private sector (i.e., students should be charged the full cost of terti-
ary education).58 In the short term, as a second-best solution (despite 
the difficulties imposed by the current ethnic tensions), in addition to 
the restructuring of the teaching institutions, a clearing mechanism 
could be installed between Entities and among Cantons which would 
compensate the provider Entity/Canton. 

                                                 
57 Specially in the case of assigning health care responsibilities, the distinction between simply running the facilities 
and providing the services (which could also be private) may be important.  
58 Certainly, to provide equal access, this shift should be accompanied by an adequate system of financial assistance 
targeting poor students.  
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(b) Reassigning responsibilities for the delivery of primary education to 
municipalities/Cities asymmetrically, respecting the administrative and 
technical capacities needed to adequately perform the services. Al-
though service delivery should be local, the financing of primary edu-
cation should be an Entity or State responsibility. For those munici-
palities/Cities that are able to deliver primary education adequately, 
school directors should be directly appointed (and dismissed) by the 
local school boards/councils. School administrations should be al-
lowed to fire and hire teachers, subject to certain technical parameters 
(e.g., recommended students/teachers ratio, etc). School directors and 
school board members should be given full authority to perform their 
tasks, but should also be personally accountable for the outcomes of 
their policies. In this case, nationwide basic guidelines on monitoring 
and evaluating performance should be developed and followed, and 
the implementation should be carried out by the center (probably the 
Entities). Beyond a minimum required national curriculum, schools 
throughout BiH should be given a degree of flexibility to adapt curric-
ula by also teaching important local cultural aspects at their choice. 
Uniformity should be avoided and students and parents should be 
given options.  

(c) Strengthening the principle that secondary education should remain a 
Cantonal delivery responsibility, although it would be subject to basic 
nation-wide guidelines and rules for monitoring and evaluating per-
formance according to standard criteria. This is essential for establish-
ing a coherent framework for education policies, and it would serve to 
ensure full transparency and accountability as well as healthy competi-
tion among jurisdictions.  

(d) Reassigning the financing responsibilities for a minimum basic health 
care package (which includes vaccination campaigns, preventive 
medicine, and the combating of contagious diseases) to higher-level 
governments (the Entities or, preferably, the State). This is an essential 
part of the nation-building approach. This reassignment should be fol-
lowed by a restructuring of the HIS, which would include the consoli-
dation of the system, a review of entitlements, and enforcement and 
compliance with the rules on collecting contributions. These measures 
are expected to discipline the HIS and to alleviate Cantonal budgets by 
eliminating subsidies. Ongoing reforms have already started this proc-
ess. 

(e) Reassigning financing responsibilities for “social assistance to the 
poor” to Entities (or, preferably, the State) while service delivery re-
mains with municipalities. This is also a critical part of the nation-
building effort. A parallel move to reform the social assistance system 
should consolidate all social assistance programs, review their entitle-
ments, their methods of screening, and the targeting of beneficiaries, 
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and render them commensurate with their sources of financing. The at-
tribution of unfunded mandates and the accumulation of arrears should 
stop immediately. The delegation of responsibilities to lower levels of 
government should be based on specific and clear legal mandates, with 
the provision of the corresponding resources to implementing munici-
pal agents. 

5. Reviewing the input mix and allocative priorities at all level of governments, in or-
der to improve the O&M expenditures/wage bill ratio. This procedure can generate 
substantial savings and improve the efficiency of the public sector. In BiH, expendi-
tures on teaching materials and medical supply, for example, are too low relative to 
the wage bill by international standards. Therefore, the input mix should be substan-
tially improved in order to increase efficiency in the public sector. It is time for BiH 
to face the challenge of a comprehensive civil service reform involving all levels of 
governments.  

 
6. Reviewing the criteria for capital grants to lower level governments; to date, most of 

the investments in physical infrastructure have been provided by foreign donors and 
are off-budget. There are only a few capital grants and instances of direct lending by 
Cantons to municipalities, and local governments themselves have invested practi-
cally nothing—in part because of a lack of creditworthiness (see Section 4). To set up 
the right incentives for responsible investment and capital maintenance policies in the 
future, municipalities should become fully responsible for financing and executing 
their own local investment projects. In due course, they should be encouraged to ac-
cess a properly regulated municipal capital market, but without any form from guar-
antee of higher-level governments. Municipalities should also be prohibited from 
providing financial guarantees to any kind of enterprises, notably to their own utility 
companies. Although this reform item can only be fully implemented later, the design 
of the policy and the right financing regulations must start without delay. 

 
7. Restructuring local utility companies, including privatization, as local utility com-

panies are all facing financial distress. Their equipment and facilities are deteriorating 
rapidly, because of lack of investment and proper maintenance. Some of these com-
panies fall under the privatization program managed by the Entity government. How-
ever, owing to their precarious financial and operational situations (and to a weak 
regulatory framework) the prospects for privatization do not look very bright in the 
short term. Under these circumstances, the best options are either to privatize these 
companies immediately as they are, or, perhaps more feasible, to restructure them 
administratively with a reform in tariff policies and service delivery. The reformed 
companies should then operate under a new paradigm to render them sustainable in 
the long run. Basic elements of this new paradigm would include:  

 
(a) a utility tariff policy based on full cost recovery; 

 
(b) a regulation of the sector to facilitate and encourage cooperation 

among municipalities for a joint provision of services (by either public 
or private companies) in order to exploit economies of scale (by merg-
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ing/associating existing companies and expanding the areas they 
serve), including the outsourcing of services;  

 
(c) a complete separation of the costs of services delivered by the utility 

companies from political influences or concerns related to the social 
condition of the population served. The latter should explicitly be ad-
dressed by different and more adequate instruments in the local gov-
ernment budget, such as current grants to targeted populations (e.g., 
the poor, the displaced, refugees) with the approval of the local council 
or assembly; and  

 
(d) business plans for each local public utility company, which should be 

submitted and approved by the municipal/city council, and which 
company managers should be given full autonomy to perform. These 
managers should, however, be made personally accountable for the 
outcomes of their plans and actions. 

 
8. Addressing the challenge of disparities in per capita expenditures across Cantons 

and municipalities. To avoid a buildup of social and political instability, and to ho-
mogenize the opportunities for all citizens of BiH in the medium term, the enormous 
fiscal disparities across regions should be addressed urgently. Fiscal disparities in 
BiH are mainly a result of diverse regional tax capacities, the allocation of revenues 
exclusively on a derivation basis, and the lack of any compensatory grants. While 
preserving the incentives for local tax collection efforts, compensation grants (i.e., 
equalization transfers) financed from the center (the Entities, or, preferably, the State) 
are the most efficient instruments to be used in the near future to create equal oppor-
tunities for all citizens of BiH, regardless of where they live or what their eth-
nic/cultural background is.59  

 
 
 
 

                                                 
59 In Australia, for example, the equalization grants mechanism to compensate for horizontal disparities has been 
considered the “bonds of the nation,” thereby considered to be untouchable. This should be even more the case in 
the BiH nation-building effort. 
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3. REVENUE ASSIGNMENT 

 
3.1 On taxation, the State has the responsibility only for legislating on customs. All the re-
sidual taxing powers (including tax policies, tax and customs administration, and the appropria-
tion of tax proceeds) rest with the Entities, each in its respective territory.  

3.2 Although they are under distinct political and administrative organizations, the tax struc-
tures are quite similar among Entities, and they are about to be further harmonized. In addition, 
taxation in both Entities suffers, by and large, from similar weaknesses, in particular from weak-
nesses stemming from revenue assignment among governments. In this regard: (i) local govern-
ments are highly and increasingly dependent on tax-sharing revenues; (ii) there is no equalization 
mechanism to offset inequities resulting from tax assignment, which essentially follows a deriva-
tion principle. 

 

A.  ASSIGNMENT OF REVENUES 

3.3 The 1996 Federation Law on the Allocation of Public Revenues allocates tax revenues on 
a pure assignment basis—i.e., there is neither a relevant tax sharing nor a formal intergovern-
mental grant mechanism between the Federation and Cantons.60 However, at the sub-Entity level 
each Canton (except Sarajevo) has passed its Law on the Allocation of Public Revenue, accord-
ing to which some relevant taxes are shared between the Canton and its respective municipali-
ties. In the RS some of the taxes are also shared with the municipalities (Table 3.1).61  

3.4 The taxing powers of sub-Entity governments are limited in both Entities, however. The 
Parliament of the Federation retains legislative competencies in fiscal matters, including the 
power to delegate some authority to the Cantons. Accordingly, Cantons can legislate on a few of 
their own and municipal taxes and on tax sharing with their respective municipalities. However, 
in order to retain a harmonized system, Cantons have no control over the rates and bases of their 
most important taxes (that is, sales and income taxes, namely the personal income tax [PIT]—in 
the forms of the so-called “wage tax” and the “citizens’ tax”—and the corporate income tax 
[CIT]—the so-called “profit taxes”). Cantons have legislative powers for the property and prop-
erty transactions taxes and for some fees, and municipalities can take some decisions on local 
taxes, rents, and fees, including user charges for public utilities. The RS works as a unitary En-
tity, with all tax policy and legislative powers being centralized at the level of the Republic, ex-
cept for public utilities, which municipalities are allowed to manage on their own. 

                                                 
60 The only Federal tax shared with Cantons is the Federal road tax. The Federal share of this tax is 45 percent, the 
remainder going to the Canton, which may decide on how to share its part with its municipalities. In the Canton of 
Tuzla, for example, the municipal share of the Canton’s part is 15 percent. In addition to the Federal road tax, there 
is a Cantonal motor vehicle tax. 
61 See Table A.6 in the Statistical Appendix for specific sharing ratios for the Central Bosnia Canton. 
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Entity Taxes 

3.5 By statute, customs duties, excise taxes, and the profit tax (CIT) (except for some smaller 
corporations in the Federation) are exclusively assigned to the Entities. In the RS the road tax 
(which includes motor vehicle registration) is also an Entity tax. 

3.6 The policy on customs duties is centralized at the State level and harmonized throughout 
the country. However, each Entity administers, collects, and appropriates the proceeds from cus-
toms duties. Currently, customs duties are the second most important source of tax revenue 
(about one-fourth) in both Entities, although their importance is declining and expected to de-
crease further in the future, owing to agreements to phase them out as the free-trading zones with 
Croatia,  Serbia and Monenegro, and Macedonia are realized.  

3.7 Excise taxes (the third most important source of tax revenue) are levied on six commodi-
ties (oil, coffee, alcohol, beer, soft drinks, and tobacco). Except for those on cigarettes, these are 
specific taxes. Recently the Entities have reached an agreement to fully harmonize the rates of 
these taxes—except for those on cigarettes. They apply identical rates on both domestic and im-
ported products. The Entities have also agreed to harmonize the incidence of excise taxes on a 
destination basis, but the internal allocation of the proceeds in each Entity still follows the deri-
vation principle.  

3.8 The profit tax (CIT) is entirely an Entity tax in the RS. In the Federation the profit tax is 
assigned to both the Entity and the Cantons. By a decision of the Parliament in 1999, the profit 
tax on large corporations (including those in telecommunications, the post office, banking, insur-
ance, and the energy producing companies) was assigned to the Entity. The profit tax on all other 
corporations remains a Cantonal tax. Although the CIT is basically allocated to the Entity, its 
administration and collection also affects the horizontal distribution of resources among regional 
governments, particularly in the Federation. As the CIT is collected at the location of the compa-
nies’ headquarters, some Cantons (in general, the more developed ones) have unfairly benefited 
from this allocation rule at the cost of others. The policies on profit taxes also differ between En-
tities. While the Federation applies a 30 percent flat rate, the RS uses now a 10 percentrate.62 

 

Shared Taxes 

3.9 There are few taxes and fees under the sole jurisdiction of the Cantons that typically re-
main with the Cantons. Most of the important tax revenue of the Cantons is shared with their 
municipalities under their Laws on Tax Allocation—except for Sarajevo, which has not yet 
passed such a law. 

3.10 The sales tax (an ad valorem tax on the turnover of goods and services) and the personal 
income tax (PIT)—both the “wage tax” and the “citizens tax”—are the most important shared 

                                                 
62 Until recently RS used a system of regressive marginal rates. 
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taxes in both Entities. In the Federation, the property tax (mainly a real estate tax),63 the property 
transaction tax (on sales, inheritances, and gifts), and road taxes (including the motor vehicle 
registration tax) are also shared between Cantons and municipalities. In both Entities all these 
taxes are shared on a derivation basis, and therefore the definition of the collection point of these 
taxes is important for sub-Entity government finances. 

3.11 Sales tax revenues (on excisable and non-excisable goods) are shared with the munici-
palities in both the Federation and the RS. In the Federation, depending on each Canton’s legisla-
tion, municipalities obtain 20-30 percent of the tax proceeds. In the RS their share is 26 per-
cent.64 Recently, sales taxes have been progressively harmonized among Entities. In April 2000, 
the Federation changed the point of collection from the wholesale/import level to the retail level 
(as in the RS). And in October 2000, the previous four-rate structure of the sales tax was harmo-
nized to a two-rate structure in the Federation (basically a 20 percent general rate and a 10 per-
cent rate for foodstuffs and other favored products and services). These policy changes during 
the budget year had a major impact on the sub-Entities’ revenues. Overall revenue from sales 
taxes declined dramatically because they are extremely difficult to administer at the retail level. 
Wide-spread tax evasion followed. Both Entities have now decided in favor of collecting the tax 
at the producer/importer level. This is likely to increase the tax revenue, but exacerbate the re-
gional inequities of fiscal potentials, notably for municipalities without significant produc-
ers/importers in their juridiction. 

3.12 The Personal income tax (PIT) takes the form of two distinct fiscal instruments: (i) a 5 
percent flat-rate “wage tax,” 65 which is a payroll tax on gross wages minus social security con-
tributions paid by the employer; and (ii) a progressive schedular “citizens’ income tax,” whose 
incidence is on all other personal incomes. Although the Federation regulates the wage tax rate 
and its base, the Cantons determine the sharing rates, which (with the exception of Sarajevo) are 
about 80 percent for the Canton and 20 percent for their respective municipalities. In the RS 
there is just one personal income tax instrument:  

                                                 
63 There is a framework for property taxation in both Entities, but this tax is not exploited. It is often argued that its 
administration would cost more than can be collected. Moreover, the revenue from the property tax is to be shared 
with higher levels of government. Taxes on agricultural properties are typically suspended because of their low po-
tential to generate income. 
64 In general, Cantons do not share taxes on excisable goods (see, for example, Table A..5 in the Statistical Appen-
dix for the Canton of Central Bosnia). 
65 In August 2000 the Federation Parliament reduced the wage tax rate from 15 percent to 10 percent and made it 
effective in the same year. In May 2001 the tax rate was again reduced, to 5 percent. Given the importance of the 
this tax for the sub-national governments in the Federation, the implementation of this change during the current 
fiscal year caused major disruptions in the budgetary process of both Cantons and municipalities. 
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Table 3.1: Bosnia and Herzegovina--Tax Structure and Assignment/Sharing System 
Entities 

Federation Republika Srpska 
Tax1 Type 

and Rate 
Levied on Main Ex-

emptions 
Collec-

tion 
Basis 

State 

Federa-
tion 

Cantons Munici-
palities 

Republic Munici- 
palities 

Customs 
Duties 

Advalorem 
(0.5%; 10%; 
15%) 

Imports Exports Point of entry Regu-
lates 

100% 
Administers 
and Collects 

  100%  
Administ.& 
Collects 

 

Excise Specific and 
Ad valorem 
(rates 3% to 
30%) 

Beverages cof-
fee, tobacco, 
petroleum 
other materials 

Mineral natu-
ral water and 
juices 

Deriv. basis—
SR: retail level 
Federation:first 
sale point 2 

 100% Regu-
lates, 
Administers, 
and Collects 

  100% Regu-
lates, 
Administ. & 
Collects 

  

Feder.: Flat 
5% 
 

Payroll 
Rate 3 
 

 Derivation 
basis (place of 
work) 

 Regulates, 
Administers, 
and Collects 

80% 20% PIT 

Feder: Flat 
rate 10% 
RS:Regressiv
e 25-15% 

“citizens’ 
income”,4 
Schedular 

 Derivation 
basis (place of 
residence) 

 Administers, 
and Collects 

20% 
Regulates 

80% 

 
 
74% 
Regulates, 
Administ.& 
Collects  

 
 
 
26% 

CIT Fed.:Flat30% 
SR: 10% 

Profits -Legal 
entities 

Charitable & 
non-profit 

Profits   100%(large 
enterprises)5 
Regul, Adm., 
and Collects 

100%(other 
enterprises) 

 100%  
Regulates, 
Administ.& 
Collects 

 

Sales Tax (Turnover 
tax) 
harmonized 
rates: 20% - 
10% 

Sales of goods 
and services 6 

8% on food 
(some items 
exempted) 

Deriv.basis-
Destina-
tion(collection 
point: retail) 

 Regulates, 
Administers, 
and Collects 

70-80% 30-20% Regulats, 
Administ.& 
Collects 74% 

26% 

Property 
Tx7 (Real 
Estate Tax)  

Rent based, 
at a rate of 
15% 

Land, build-
ings, structures 

Extensive list 
of exemptions 

   
Administers 
and Collects 

20% 
Regulates 

80% Regulates, 
Administ.& 
Collects 

100% 

Prop.Trnsf. 
(Gifts and 
Inheritance) 

Inheritance, 
gifts 

Real state, 
inheritance and 
gifts  

State org. 
&privatization  

   
Administers 
and Collects 

20% 
Regulates 

80% Regulates, 
Administ.& 
Collects 

100% 

Road Taxes Annual 
(specific) 

Cantonal 
motor vhc.tax 
Fed. Road tax 

Public transp.  
Road use 

  Administer-
and Collects 
(Road tax, 
45%) 

.Road tx. 55% 

.Reg.motor 
vhc. tx 55% 
 

 
Motor Vhc. 
Tx .45% 

100% Regul., 
Administ.& 
Collects 

 

Levy,Fines 
Rents, 
Utility User 
Charges 

Miscella-
neous 

Utilities, 
housing, 
natural re-
sources 

Charitable, 
disabled, 
chil-
dren,seniors 

  Administers 
and Collects 

Some, includ-
ing regulation 

Some, incl. 
aspects of 
regulation 

Some, in-
cluding 
regulation 

Some, 
including 
regulation 

Social 
Sec.Contr.8 

Retirement 
Health care 

Unemploy-
ment8 

Wages and 
personal 
income 

 Derivation and 
ethnic basis 

 Regulates, 
Administers, 
and Collects 

100% ear-
markd extra-
bgt..funds 
(ethnic based) 

 100% ear-
marked to 
Extrabgt. 
funds 

 

Privatiza-
tion Pro-
ceeds 

     80% (20% to 
pension 
funds) 

80% (20% to 
pension funds 

   

Remarks on the Table: 
1 With the exception of customs duties, which are regulated by the State, but administered by the Entities, all other taxes are regulated and administered at the Entity level. In the 
Federation, customs duties, excise taxes, and corporate income taxes on the largest corporations (post office, electricity, banking, and insurance companies) are assigned to the Entity 
government, and all other taxes are assigned to Cantons. The Cantons share some of their taxes (sales tax and payroll tax) with municipalities. In the Republika Srpska all taxes are 
assigned to the central government, and some (including sales tax and personal income tax) are shared with the municipalities. In each Entity, all tax proceeds are collected by the 
respective central tax administration and allocated (according to the derivation principle) to the government level to which the tax is statutorily assigned (Federal, Cantonal, 
Republican, or Municipal). 
2 There is an agreement between Entities to adopt the destination basis (retail basis). 
3 In the Federation, the so-called “wage tax”, a component of the PIT, is charged in advance at the payroll, and paid by employers on gross wages less social security contributions. 
This tax is paid by the employer—on the gross wage-bill minus contributions to social security. This tax is not deductible (or creditable) against the general “citizen income tax” when 
the latter is filed. Since August 2000, the flat 15% rate was reduced to 10%, and in 2001 again to 5%. 
4 Individual and unincorporated income taxes (PIT)— schedular taxes in both Entities—including small businesses, properties, revenue from properties, inheritance and gifts, 
copyrights, etc. In the RS, the allocation of the “citizens’ tax” differs according to the “schedule”: income tax from agriculture and forestry is exclusively assigned to municipalities. 
Income tax from independent businesses is shared between the Republican government and municipal governments at a ratio of 70/30; and other income taxes are assigned 
exclusively to the Republican government. In the Federation this tax is shared at 20% to Cantons and 80% to municipalities. 
5 In the Federation, the profit taxes on banking, insurance, telecommunications and postal enterprises, as well as on energy producing industries are, since 1999, assigned to the Entity 
government  
6This includes a 2% railways tax, which is earmarked to a sub-budget Railways Fund.. 
7 On land and buildings, but tax enforcement is practically nonexistent. Property rights are blurry, and local authorities are hardly aware of the existence of this tax (even in Cantons 
where a property tax law exists—“on paper”). 
8 Total Social Security Contributions rates are now harmonized between Entities to 44%. In the Federation, there are two Pension Funds--one in Mostar(Croat) and one in 
Sarajevo(Bosniac)--with a contribution rate of 24%. The Health Insurance System basically operates at the Cantonal level, with a rate of 17%. Contributions to the Employment Fund 
(also Cantonal) are 3%. By OHR decision the two Pension Funds were to be unified by April 2001. In the RS, the contribution to the Pension Fund is 22%, to Health Insurance it is 
18%, to the Unemployment Fund, 1%, and to the Children Fund, 3%. The basis of the Social Security Contribution is total income received and income paid (including wages and 
salaries). 
Source: Ministry of Finance. 
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the regressive schedular “citizens’ income tax,”66 which (in principle) covers all sorts of personal 
incomes. Its proceeds are in general shared between the RS and its municipalities at a ratio of 74 
to 26 percent. In the RS, personal incomes are taxed in advance (through withholding from the 
payroll) at a flat rate of 9 percent—deductible in the annual income tax declaration.  

 
3.13 As the allocation of the proceeds from the PIT is on a derivation basis, municipal revenue 
from this tax reflects not only the local tax capacity but also the collection point: the place of 
work for the flat-rate “wage tax”67 and the place of residence for the progressive/regressive “citi-
zen’s income tax.”  

3.14 This has major inter-jurisdictional implications and can distort local government tax 
revenues in both Entities. First, the payroll component of the PIT (in both Entities) is allocated to 
the place of work, but this does not necessarily coincide with the place where the demand for 
public services is effected (in general, the place of the taxpayer’s residence). Second, the pro-
gressive/regressive component of the PIT (i.e., the citizens’ income tax, which includes incomes 
from many unincorporated business activities) is regularly allocated to the place of residence.68 
Although the distorting effects may still be negligible, because the proceeds from the citizens’ 
income tax are rather small at present, such inconsistencies should be removed over the medium 
term.69 

3.15 Another major issue related to the PIT in BiH is that, in principle, re-distribution (embod-
ied in the progressive/regressive component of the tax) is normally a national concern, and so 
this tax component should not be assigned to local governments (either Cantons or municipali-
ties) in the first place. The best option should be to reassign it to the central government (either 
the State or the Entities), which in BiH may be a desirable reform for the medium term. 

3.16 A shorter-term and more practical issue with the current PIT, particularly in regard to the 
“citizen’s income tax,” is its reduced effective tax rate in both the Federation and the RS, because 
of: (i) weak central tax administration; and (ii) excessive exemptions regulated by the Canton 
and Republican governments. The latter can seriously affect the predictability of municipal gov-
ernment revenues, particularly in the Federation, where the municipal share is as high as 80 per-
cent of collection. 

3.17 The property and property transfer taxes in the Federation are in general shared between 
Canton and municipalities, with 20 percent going to the Cantons and 80 percent to the munici-
palities (except for Sarajevo). In the RS the proceeds of these taxes go totally to municipalities.  

                                                 
66 Statutory rates decrease from 25 to 15 percent with higher income brackets. 
67 The authorities do not appear to apply this principle strictly. In one case, in Zenica, the authorities claimed to have 
transferred the tax to another municipality upon the request of an individual. 
68 This tends to encourage tax competition among jurisdictions, in the sense that the taxpayer may be attracted to 
live and pay the citizens’ tax in a municipality different from that where most of his/her business activities are being 
generated, thereby causing more infrastructure costs. 
69 Although to date the current distortions in the inter-jurisdictional allocation of the PIT have not manifested them-
selves as a major problem, the government should recognize the existence of the problem and be prepared to face in 
the future. For the time being, it seems that the current allocation system has worked as a compromise while other 
more basic issues in this area have taken precedence. 
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3.18 Although property tax regulations nominally exist “on paper” in both Entities, the tax it-
self and its potential as an efficient source of local revenue is hardly understood by the authori-
ties at all levels. The assessment of property values is not practiced, and compliance is poorly 
enforced. As a legacy from the socialist regime, the property rights on public buildings and fa-
cilities are blurry, and private property rights are still not entirely defined. Moreover, as a result 
of the war, cadastres of both private and public properties are either outdated or are practically 
nonexistent. Consequently, property taxation, although representing a great potential source of 
local revenue in BiH, is currently ineffective.70  

3.19 The road tax (including motor vehicle registration fees) is shared between Cantons and 
municipalities at 55:45 percent, respectively, but in the RS the tax is totally appropriated by the 
Republican government. The tax on lotteries, which is regulated at the Cantonal and Republican 
levels, is shared with the respective municipalities, but quantitatively it is a revenue source of 
minor importance. 

 

Local Taxes  

3.20 Local taxes (for which local authorities have some discretionary power on either the rate 
or the basis of the tax) have not received much attention in BiH. Their importance as a policy 
instrument to improve the allocation of resources at the local level (e.g., the protection of the en-
vironment) and to finance the budget has not been recognized. Local governments are accus-
tomed to depend on shared taxes, which is an income stream that is independent of local tax ef-
forts. This dependency creates perverse incentives, since local authorities do not feel directly re-
sponsible for these resources and are not accountable to their citizens. Actually, local tax collec-
tion represents around 10 percent of municipal budgets on average, and the myriad of uncoordi-
nated tax instruments currently employed at the local level is not always very effective (Table 
A.5 in the Statistical Appendix).  

3.21 However, there are substantial local non-tax revenues, particularly in the urban areas. 
These revenues include local levies and surcharges, rents on local public properties, concession 
and registration fees, fines, and charges for the use of services and utilities. Non-tax revenue 
instruments can be regulated either by Cantons or by municipalities in the Federation, and by 
municipalities in the SR.  

3.22 Levies are imposed, for example, on the exploitation of local natural resources, such as 
forests, and surcharges (on motor vehicles) have been inaccurately used to subsidize water. An 
important revenue source is the rental income from real estate (office buildings, spaces, and land 
concessions), which has represented a substantial contribution to financing municipal budgets, 
especially of municipalities in metropolitan areas.71 Concession fees are charged on the exploita-
tion of natural resources (timber, quarries, sand, and mines), and registration fees are levied on 

                                                 
70 Some tax officials in BiH still confuse the concept of property tax with rental incomes from public properties. 
71 Many municipalities, but especially the Cities of Sarajevo and Banja Luka, are said to be owners of considerable 
urban properties (mainly office buildings and houses), which are providing a regular income stream to the respective 
budgets. It is noteworthy that city officers have focused attention on these rents from properties to the point where 
they have confused these income inflows with revenue from the property tax when asked about the latter. 
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T a b le  3 .2 :  B iH – S o c ia l  P r o tec tio n  S y s te m
c o n trib u t io n  ra te s  on  rec e iv e d  a n d  p a id  in c o m e s ( in  % )

C o n tr ib u to r  ���� P a y e e s P a y e r s T O T A L
F e d e r a t io n
    P e n s io n s 7 1 7 2 4
    H e a lth  In su r . 5 1 2 1 7
    U n e m p lo y m . 1 2 3
T o ta l 1 3 3 1 4 4
R e p u b . S r p sk a
    P e n s io n s 1 1 1 1 2 2
    H e a lth  In su r . 9 9 1 8
    U n e m p lo y m . 0 .5 0 .5 1
    C h ild re n ’s  F . 1 .5 1 .5 3
T o ta l 2 2 2 2 4 4

S o u rc e :S o c ia l P ro tec t io n  S p en d in g  in  B iH , W .B a n k ,1 9 9 9

motor vehicles.72 Few of these local revenue instruments are regulated by the Cities/ municipali-
ties themselves; the Cantons in the Federation and the Republican government in the RS regulate 
the majority of these charges. But, in principle, user charges on utilities can be established and 
adjusted by municipal councils according to their local conditions. The corresponding proceeds 
from utility service charges are directly collected and appropriated by off-budget companies that 
deliver the services. However, service tariffs have not been regularly adjusted, they do not fully 
recover the costs, the collection ratio of the bills issued is very low (reported to be between 20 
and 30 percent in some cases), and utility companies are in serious financial troubles. Munici-
palities have responded to this by either giving direct subsidies to their utilities from the budget 
(without commitment), or by subsidizing certain groups of citizens (e.g., pensioners, for whom 
they pay the heating bill), or covering unpaid bills on a contractual basis where the service is 
provided by private companies.73 

3.23 On the one hand, property taxes—as the most genuine, efficient, and potentially impor-
tant local revenue source—have been neglected and are totally ineffective as an instrument of 
fiscal policy in BiH (see discussion below).74 On the other hand, especially in the Federation, the 
tax structure became unnecessarily pulverized and complex at the level of Cantons and munici-
palities, with a myriad of small surcharges and fees that are sometimes earmarked as extrabudg-
etary revenue for utility companies and for other special purposes (e.g., a fee on cars earmarked 
to finance water in the Canton of Central Bosnia, or education in Croat Cantons—see Table A.6 
in the Statistical Appendix). 

Contributions to Social Security Funds 

3.24 Social security contributions comprise pension, 
health, and employment insurance —as well as contri-
butions to the Child Protection Fund in the RS (Table 
3.2). The incidence of these contributions is basically 
on the payroll, and the proceeds go directly to the 
respective extrabudgetary fund. In the RS the Entity 
regulates, collects, and administers these funds. In the 
Federation, the Parliament regulates these funds, but 
collection and administration are in practice carried 
out at the Canton level. This has permitted these funds 
                                                 
72 For example, the municipality of Visegrad reported that it receives a regular income stream from the concession 
of an area where the electricity generating company operates a dam. However, the regulatory framework for such 
charges is weak or nonexistent, and there is no overarching strategy or plan for environmental control at the Entity 
or Cantonal levels. Also, Tomislavgrad reported that, although any municipality in Herzeg-Bosna Canton can legally 
charge car registration fees, it is the only municipality in the Canton that collects them. 
73 For instance, the municipality of Zenica has contracted out communal services for street cleaning and garbage 
collection to a private company, and the obligation of the municipality to cover all unpaid bills has created a consid-
erable contingent liability on the municipal budget. This tends to encourage moral hazard by potential users of such 
services, because they know that the municipality is complacent if they do not pay. 
74 Proper implementation of public accounting is still a problem in BiH. For example, there are serious doubts as to 
how incomes from government properties (rents) versus property tax proceeds have been interpreted and accounted 
for in BiH government statistics—whether as “property tax” or as “rental of government property buildings—
commercial and residential.” In any case, the perception is that “property tax” proceeds have been of no major rele-
vance in either Entity. 
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to be driven by ethnic factors and it has led to a segregated and fragmented system of social pro-
tection, which is highly inefficient because of insufficient risk pooling, the absence of minimal 
economies of scale, and a lack of administrative flexibility.  

 
Privatization Proceeds 
 
3.25 The basic regulation in the Federation determines that 80 percent of the proceeds from 
privatization go to the government that owned the asset, and 20 percent to the Pension Fund. In 
the RS, 10 percent of privatization proceeds go to the Pension Fund, 5 percent to the Restitution 
Fund, and the remainder to the Republican and municipal governments. The privatization 
strategy also includes local government enterprises engaged in water supply, transportation, 
mining, forestry, and the public media (among others). There are serious complaints from local 
authorities on the slow pace of the privatization process. Local authorities allege that they have 
been immobilized and prevented from reforming their utility companies under the Entity 
governments’ privatization programs. Purportedly, this situation has delayed the adjustment of 
utility tariffs, depleted the capital stock of utility enterprises, and damaged the quality of service 
delivery in general. 

 

B.  PATTERNS OF REVENUE 

3.26 One particular feature of public sector management in BiH is that a substantial part of 
public policy financing is effected outside government budgets. This is especially the case for 
projects that are externally financed and for the extrabudgetary Social Security Funds (pension, 
health, unemployment, and children’s). ZPP75 reports that in the year 2000 public revenues flow-
ing into the extrabudgetary Social Security Funds represented about 30 percent of the total do-
mestic revenues of the public sector in BiH—which corresponds to around 12 percent of GDP. 
Currently, total public domestic revenues (comprehending budgetary and non-budgetary reve-
nues) are estimated to be as high as 40 percent of GDP. For transparency and accountability pur-
poses, as well as for the setting of priorities and the planning and monitoring of public revenues, 
the current distinction between budgetary and extrabudgetary accounts should be eliminated by 
consolidating all public financial flows and bringing them into a single budget (respectively, for 
the Entities, Cantons, and municipalities).  

Entities 

3.27 Tax revenue has represented the bulk of budgetary incomes in both Entities. In 2000, 
revenue from the main taxes (income tax, sales tax, excises, and customs duties) was 89 percent 
of total public revenue in the Federation and 84 percent in the RS, corresponding to a 25 percent 
tax burden relative to GDP for the whole of BiH (Table 3.3). Of lesser quantitative importance 
are other taxes and non-tax revenues (e.g., fees, fines, concessions, environmental charges, priva-
tization proceeds, entrepreneurial incomes, rental incomes). On average, such revenues contrib-
uted 11 percent of the budget in the Federation and 16 percent in the RS. As expected, “other 
                                                 
75 Zavod za Platni Promet (ZPP), the institute previously responsible for the payment system, which was abolished 
with the introduction of treasury systems.. 
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Table 3.4: Federation-Revenue collection by government level
(in percentage of total collected in the Canton)

Year 2000 Federation Federal Canton Municipal Funds
Canton 1: Una-Sana 100 25 32 10 32
Canton 2: Posavina 100 27 35 7 31
Canton 3: Tuzla 100 25 32 7 36
Canton 4: Zenica-Doboj 100 24 30 8 38
Canton 5: Bosnia-Podrinje 100 22 28 6 44
Canton 6: Central Bosnia 100 29 37 8 26
Canton 7: Herzeg,-Neretva 100 25 32 8 34
Canton 8: West Herzeg. 100 27 34 10 28
Canton 9: Sarajevo 100 29 37 1 33
Canton 10: Herzeg,-Bosnia 100 22 28 12 39
Total 100 27 34 6 34
Source: ZPP; Federation Ministry of Finance

 Table 3.3:  BiH - Allocation of Domestic Revenue, 
2000 

(1) 
   --  (in percentage, as 
indicated) BiH Federation Federal Cantons Municipal Repub. Srspka Central Municipal 

% GDP %T.Rev %T.Rev %Bg.Rev %Bg.Rev %Bg.Rev %Bg.Rev %T.Rev %Bg.Rev %Bg.Rev %Bg.Rev
Total Revenue 40.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Budgetary Revenue 28.5 70.3 66.4 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 89.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 
  Main Tax Revenue 25.1 61.9 59.3 89.2 93.6 86.9 82.9 75.4 84.1 84.7 80.9 
    Income taxes 4.4 10.9 10.2 15.4 2.8 20.4 43.2 14.4 16.1 14.2 25.4 
      Profit taxes 0.7 1.7 1.6 2.4 2.8 2.5 0.6 2.1 2.3 2.7 0.2 
      Wage tax 2.3 5.7 6.8 10.2 16.4 20.7 
      Citizens tax 1.4 3.5 1.8 2.7 1.5 21.8 12.4 13.8 11.4 25.2 
    Sales tax 10.3 25.3 24.9 37.5 66.5 39.7 27.3 30.4 25.2 55.5 
    Excises 4.1 10.1 10.2 15.3 38.3 9.6 10.7 12.9 
    Customs duties 6.3 15.6 13.9 21.0 52.5 24.1 26.9 32.4 
  Other budgetary rev. 1 3.4 8.3 7.2 10.8 6.4 13.1 17.1 14.3 15.9 15.3 19.1 
Extra-budgt.Fnds Rev. 12.1 29.7 33.6 10.3 
(*)  World Bank staff estimate.  For Federation collected revenue allocation as reported by ZPP for 2000.  For RS (excl. Brcko) the ZPP  
collection and allocation for the period January-July was expanded for the whole year. 

taxes” and “non-tax proceeds” have been relatively more important for municipalities (almost 20 
percent). 

3.28 Reflecting the tax 
assignment rules discussed 
earlier, sales and wage taxes 
account for about five-sixths 
of the Cantons’ budgetary 
revenues, and municipality 
budgets are highly dependent 
on sales taxes and personal 
income taxes (wage/citizen 
taxes) (more than 80 percent 
in both Entities). The profit 
tax, however, has contributed no more than 2.5 to 2.8 percent to the Entities’ and Cantons’ budg-
ets, and is practically insignificant for municipalities (only 0.6 percent of the Federation’s budget 
and 0.2 percent of the RS’s budget). 

Cantons 

3.29 In the Federation, 27 percent of all 
public revenue went to the Federal govern-
ment. The Cantons and the extrabudgetary 
funds took about 34 percent each, with the 
remaining 6 percent going to municipalities 
(Table 3.4). Across Cantons, there are sig-
nificant discrepancies in the Federal and 
the respective Cantonal governments’ 
shares, but the most significant differences 
are found across municipalities. These dif-
ferences are not only a reflection of the 
distinct local tax capacities, but also of the tax sharing arrangement defined at the Canton level. 
The municipalities’ shares vary widely (between 6 and 12 percent of total tax collection in the 
respective Canton), with one extreme case: the municipalities’ share in the Canton of Sarajevo 
represents only about 1 percent of the total. Unlike other Cantons, the Canton of Sarajevo did not 
pass a Revenue Allocation Law, leaving its municipal administrations highly dependent on dis-
cretionary transfers from the Canton government. This lessens the revenue autonomy and re-
duces accountability of municipal governments and local Councils to their citizens. 

3.30 Per capita incomes and wages could be taken as proxies for (Cantonal and municipal) tax 
capacities, but reliable data for these variables are hardly available in BiH. Alternatively, the to-
tal (i.e., Federation) per capita revenue collected locally could, as a first approximation, indicate 
the relative tax capacities (Table 3.5).76 In this sense, disparities in tax capacity across Cantons 

                                                 
76 The considerable proportion of refugees, and their spatial distribution, creates a considerable divergence between 
the total and resident populations, with implications also for local tax capacity. A large number of refugees reduces 
the average local tax capacity of the total population. 
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Table 3.6a: Federation BiH - Disparities in Local Revenue Capacity and Tax Collection
All 59 Municip. Una Sana Tuzla Zenica-Doboj

Tot.Rev. Loc.Tx. Tot.Rev Loc.Tx Tot.Rev. Loc.Tx. Tot.Rev. Loc.Tx.
Number of Municipalities 59 59 8 8 14 14 11 11
Maximum Value in KM (per capita) 15383 159 1199 159 1172 110 1167 116
Minimum Value in KM (per capita) 17 2 278 28 171 9 121 12
Average Value in KM (per capita) 899 48 465 59 504 48 708 68
Coefficient of Variation 2.22 0.65 0.66 0.71 0.46 0.53 0.39 0.43
Sources: ZPP, Federation Ministry of Finance

Table 3.5: Federation-Revenue collection by government level
(in KM, per capita of the Canton population)

Year 2000 Federation Federal Canton Municipal Funds
Canton 1: Una-Sana 959 244 311 96 308
Canton 2: Posavina 1024 279 357 68 320
Canton 3: Tuzla 869 217 276 64 312
Canton 4: Zenica-Doboj 949 226 289 76 358
Canton 5: Bosnia-Podrinje 776 171 218 47 340
Canton 6: Central Bosnia 1039 302 385 84 269
Canton 7: Herzeg,-Neretva 1525 388 495 125 518
Canton 8: West Herzeg. 1253 338 431 127 356
Canton 9: Sarajevo 2822 814 1038 33 937
Canton 10: Herzeg,-Bosnia 780 170 217 91 302
Total 1279 340 433 76 429
Max 2822 814 1038 127 937
Min 776 170 217 33 269
Av. 1200 315 402 81 402
Coef.Var. 0.51 0.60 0.60 0.37 0.50
CV(-Saraj.) 0.23 0.29 0.29 0.31 0.21
Source: ZPP; Federation Ministry of Finance

are quite large—from a maximum of KM 
2,822 (Sarajevo) to a minimum of KM 
776 (Bosnia-Podrinje), with a coefficient 
of variation of 0.51. While excluding 
Sarajevo reduces the coefficient of 
variation by one-half, the disparity in tax 
capacity still remains, even when 
measured alternatively by Federal or 
Cantonal tax collections, instead of the 
total. 

3.31 Table A.2 in the Statistical 
Appendix shows significant disparities 
across Cantons in effective revenue 
collection by type of revenue. On the one 
hand, coefficients of variation are very substantial for individual revenue items but are relatively 
lower for sales and wage taxes and for user charges on the provision of public services. Apart 
from different tax capacities among Cantons, this reflects the impact of some degree of uniform-
ity in policies on these most important revenue sources. On the other hand, the coefficients of 
variation are higher for items such as the property tax, capital revenues and grants, and other 
non-tax revenues, which significantly reflects the distinct local tax efforts and economic condi-
tions of Cantons.  

Municipalities 

3.32 The largest horizontal 
fiscal disparities in both 
Entities are observed at the 
level of municipalities (Tables 
3.6a and 3.6b).77 A sample of 
59 municipalities in the 
Federation78 resulted in a 
coefficient of variation for the tax capacity indicator as high as 2.22, with a maximum per capita 
value of KM 15,383 (Centar Sarajevo) and a minimum of KM 17 (Prozor-Rama, in the Canton 
of Herzeg-Neretva). As expected, larger municipalities exhibit in general a much higher tax ca-
pacity.79 Municipalities in the City of Sarajevo (mainly Centar, Novo Sarajevo, Stari Grad, Novi 
Grad, and Ilidza) are in a much better position (indicated by total tax collection) than the rest of 
the country. Excluding the municipalities of the Canton of Sarajevo, the average of the coeffi-
cients of variation of tax capacity in the Federation drops to 0.59, which is still high. 

 
                                                 
77 See also Tables II.1, II.2 and II.3 in Annex II. 
78 They represent 87.6 percent of the Federation’s population. 
79 Besides the fact that these are relatively more prosperous localities in themselves, there are also some agglomera-
tion factors that help magnify their effective tax revenues. For instance, many enterprises prefer to collect their CIT 
in the larger Cities (Sarajevo, Banja Luka, Mostar), where they are registered or their headquarters are situated, 
rather than in municipalities where they develop most of their normal businesses (production, selling). 
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Table 3.6b: Federation BiH - Disparities in Local Revenue Capacity and Tax Collection
Bosnia-Prodinje Central Bosnia Herzeg-Neretva Sarajevo

Tot.Rev. Loc.Tx. Tot.Rev. Loc.Tx. Tot.Rev. Loc.Tx. Tot.Rev. Loc.Tx.
Number of Municipalities 3 3 11 11 4 4 8 8
Maximum Value in KM (per capita) 645 50 811 84 904 103 15383 54
Minimum Value in KM (per capita) 291 23 69 2 17 2 847 19
Average Value in KM (per capita) 412 32 365 31 516 56 3394 32
Coefficient of Variation 0.49 0.47 0.83 0.95 0.71 0.75 1.45 0.44
Sources: ZPP, Federation Ministry of Finance

Table 3.7:RS-Disparities in Local Rev.Capacity and Tax Collection
All 63 Munic. Excl.Banja Luka Excl.Bj Lk & Brcko

Tot.Rev. Loc.Tx. Tot.Rev. Loc.Tx. Tot.Rev. Loc.Tx.
Number of Municipalities 63 63 62 62 61 61
Maximum Value in KM (per capita) 1588 341 824 341 824 120
Minimum Value in KM (per capita) 44 10 44 10 44 10
Average Value in KM (per capita) 249 56 227 55 224 50
Coefficient of Variation 0.90 0.85 0.64 0.86 0.65 0.58
Sources: ZPP, Republika Srpska Ministry of Finance

3.33 The RS also shows 
very high horizontal fiscal 
disparities across munici-
palities (Table 3.7), with a 
coefficient of variation of 
0.9 (0.6 if Banja Luka and 
Brcko are excluded). While the 
average tax capacity of municipalities 
in the RS is much lower (about one-
half), the horizontal disparities, 
although still large, are not so 
dramatic as in the Federation. 

3.34 With regard to local taxes, the average tax collection by municipalities is higher in the RS 
(KM 56 per capita) than in the Federation (KM 48 per capita). Also, excluding the District of 
Brcko, the disparities in effective tax collection tend to be lower in the RS (0.58) than in the Fed-
eration (0.65).80 As referred to above, these results largely reflect the policy of the Canton of Sa-
rajevo, which has no clear and predetermined rules for tax sharing with its municipalities. 

C. ISSUES AND OPTIONS IN REVENUE ASSIGNMENT 

 
3.35 BiH can significantly improve the efficiency of its sub-Entity government finance. For 
this purpose, it has to redesign the general framework for tax policy, tax assignment/sharing, tax 
administration, and local utility tariffs. If the potential gains of fiscal decentralization are to be 
fully realized, BiH must reform its intergovernmental fiscal relations. The main issues identified 
regarding revenue assignment include the following: (i) the reduced significance of “own reve-
nue sources” and the lack of revenue autonomy, which have seriously undermined the ac-
countability of local authorities; (ii) diffused incentive mechanisms as to local tax effort, 
which are costly and ineffective in terms of both budget financing and fiscal policy outcomes; 
(iii) large horizontal disparities in tax capacities, which, in view of the current system of reve-
nue allocation, have entailed an unfair distribution of tax revenues across Cantons and across 
municipalities; (iv) an unsettled tax sharing system, which still retains features of an arbitrary 
allocation of public resources among governments and of inappropriate incentives; (v) undesir-
able tax compensation mechanisms, which have led to recurrent tax arrears and moral hazard; 
(vi) unstable central and Cantonal fiscal policy rules, which render local revenues and budg-
ets unpredictable; and (vii) an unsettled tax administration policy, which entails compliance 
and efficiency problems and widespread discontent on the part of sub-Entity governments.  

3.36 The following are possible means and options for addressing the above identified revenue 
assignment issues: 

                                                 
80 The maximum is KM 341 per capita (Brcko), KM 127 for the RS (Banja Luka), and KM 159 for the Federation 
(Bihac, in Una Sana). The minimum is KM 10 (Skelani) in the SR, compared with a minimum of KM 2 in the Fed-
eration (Kresevo, in Central Bosnia).  
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a. Completing the implementation of fiscal decentralization. To proceed with fiscal decen-
tralization at least two essential measures should be immediately implemented: 
  

(i) Approving and implementing Sarajevo Canton’s “Law on Allocation of Reve-
nues.” Sarajevo is the only Canton in the Federation that has suffered from pro-
crastination regarding tax-sharing legislation year after year. On the one hand, the 
excuse has been the fact that a uniform tax-sharing rate would increase revenue 
disparities in the Canton, since tax capacity varies considerably across its munici-
palities. On the other hand, the still prevailing old gap-fill transfer system, based 
on ad hoc “negotiated” grants, regulates the relations of the Canton government 
with its municipalities and the City of Sarajevo. With the maintenance of this old 
system, the Cantonal government keeps the upper hand over local decision-
making power, but this also fosters discontent on the part of local leadership, in-
creases allocative inefficiencies, and conveys wrong incentives to local authori-
ties, which undermines accountability and encourages soft budget constraints. An 
option to resolve these problems simultaneously is to introduce an equalization 
formula mechanism for the allocation of the sales tax revenue in the Canton (at 
least a formula which would differentiate according to tax capacity across mu-
nicipalities—e.g., RS has adopted such a type of revenue allocation scheme with 
its new Budget System Law since end-2002).81 Since the Canton collects 33 per-
cent of public resources in the Federation, passing the new law on revenue alloca-
tion and implementing it accordingly would be a significant step in the process of 
reforming fiscal decentralization in BiH.82  

 
(ii) Reviewing the legislation on tax sharing and implementing it consistently. To 

date, the RS has operated a tax-sharing system that is uniform across municipali-
ties. However, in 1999 the National Assembly approved a law (#35/99, Law on 
Self-Government) that redesigns the revenue allocation criteria, based on devel-
opment/needs indicators. This is a highly commendable legislation because it is 
based on a transparent formula and attempts to address equalization concerns 
among governments.83 Nevertheless, the revenue to be distributed is still depend-
ent on derivation, only the shares will vary among different categories of munici-
palities. This gives the poorer municipalities a more favorable treatment in shar-

                                                 
81 Official gazette no. 63/02. 
82 There is also a new initiative seemingly under way that aims at merging two layers of government: that of the 
Canton and that of the City. This City-Canton, unique in BiH, would comprise all municipalities of the present Can-
ton of Sarajevo, not only those that form the City today. If this initiative would come to fruition, it would require a 
new set of rules and new legislation to coordinate public decision making in this new jurisdiction, a clear division of 
functions and revenues, and most likely a revision of present tax assignment and tax sharing rules. 
83 Article 35 of Law # 35/99 categorized local government according to the degree of development (extremely non-
developed, non-developed, and others), and applies the sharing proportions of 60, 40, and 30 percent, respectively. 
The norms for classifying municipalities are also specified in the Law, which mentions indicators for: local average 
gross salary; average amount of war damage; number of refugees and displaced persons; level of unemployment; 
and other criteria as established by the government. Nevertheless, before  the implementation of this law and this 
categorization of municipalities came into full effect, another law was approved to be effective as of January 2003 
(the new “Budget System Law,” Official gazette no. 63/02).  Article 8 of the new law (which revoke provisions in 
local self-government law—Law # 35/99, Art. 8) establishes five, instead of three, categories of local governments 
(four, based on level of development, plus the city of Banja Kuka as a separate category).  
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ing their tax potential with the Republican level, but it does not represent a true 
equalization scheme, which would compensate deficiencies in local tax potentials 
from sources of wealthier jurisdictions. Fiscal equalization goes beyond tax shar-
ing with differentiated shares. The government may therefore want to review the 
legislation to consider this aspect as well.84 The reforms should also eliminate any 
apparent internal inconsistencies with the Law on Budget Rules and the current 
tax-sharing system. 

 
b. Strengthening local fiscal autonomy. The lack of fiscal autonomy is a critical issue in 
revenue sharing and assignment in BiH, particularly at the local government level. In the 
Federation, a substantial degree of autonomy (including some decision-making power) was 
transferred to the Cantons, but in both Entities municipalities have almost no discretion in 
fiscal policy and they retain very little revenue autonomy. The potential efficiency gains of 
fiscal decentralization in BiH have been constrained by this lack of autonomy, and for this 
reason local authorities tend to under-perform, as they are not accountable for policy out-
comes. Providing local authorities with significant autonomy, at the margin, on “local own 
taxes” is a conditio sine qua non for realizing the gains of decentralization. In general, the 
least disruptive option in terms of administration and compliance costs is the ability of local 
authorities to set the rates of their taxes within a bandwidth. This tends to provide local 
communities with some sense of control over their own resources—since they have the pos-
sibility to take decisions at a cost at the margin—and to make local authorities more account-
able to voters. In this regard, two major reform actions should be prepared and implemented 
in the shortterm: 

 
(i) Streamlining the myriad of existing earmarked fees/surcharges. Cantonal and 

municipal councils have recently imposed a certain number of special contribu-
tions on cars, incomes, etc., that are earmarked for financing community infra-
structure such as water, education, sports, and culture. Sometimes the destination 
of the proceeds is off-budget, and the legality of these impositions and the trans-
parency on the use of such resources are disputable. In order to increase the le-
gitimacy of such taxes, to strengthen the compliance with local taxation, to en-
hance transparency, and to ensure the efficacy of fiscal policy, these 
fees/surcharges should be thoroughly reviewed, streamlined, and made explicit in 
the budget. Fewer, well-targeted and legally justified, local fees/surcharges are 
more effective instruments in terms of budget financing and desired policy out-
comes (e.g., environmental control, infrastructure reconstruction, improved water 
treatment, and sanitation). Therefore surcharges, fees, and user charges are suit-
able additional instruments to provide local governments with a meaningful de-
gree of tax autonomy on the revenue side of the budget. 

 
(ii) Boosting the property tax. Local properties constitute a stable basis for taxation, 

since they are immovable and not easily exportable. Taxes on properties are also 
less distorting for business, and they can establish a link between payments and 
benefits. Moreover, the property tax (on vehicles and real estate, namely, land and 

                                                 
84 In fact, it is impossible to address two contradictory objectives (tax effort incentives and equity concerns) with 
only one instrument (the derivation basis tax-sharing system). See the discussion that follows, below. 
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buildings) can be a powerful instrument for providing local governments with 
adequate revenue sources and securing their fiscal autonomy. In BiH there is a le-
gal framework for property taxation in both Entities; however, the legislation is 
not fully implemented and the tax is not exploited. It has often been argued that its 
administration would cost more than can be collected. The alleged reasons for the 
ineffectiveness of the property tax in BiH include the following: (1) a consider-
able proportion of the territory is contaminated by land mines; (2) property rights 
are not yet settled and clear; and (3) the population, in particular refu-
gees/displaced persons and poorer landowners, is unable to pay the property tax. 
Moreover, in the Federation the revenue from property taxes does not constitute 
exclusive “own local revenue”; the proceeds are shared with the Cantons, which 
tends to reduce the compliance and tax effort as well as the effectiveness of the 
instrument. Despite the special challenge presented by these peculiar conditions in 
BiH, an immediate reactivation of the property tax is not only possible, but is also 
a conditio sine qua non for restoring the fiscal autonomy and creditworthiness of 
local governments. Box 3.1 drafts a set of arguments and steps to for dealing with 
such objections and presents the case for not postponing the reforms. 
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c. Assuring the predictability and reliability of sub-Entity revenues. Autonomy, reliability, 
and predictability are required attributes of local government revenue for good governance. 
Predictable and reliable revenues allow for the establishment of policy priorities in the plan-
ning phase of the budget, and for a successful implementation without arrears. This is an area 

Box 3.1: BiH – Property Tax as an Effective Municipal Financing Source  
 

Increasing property tax effectiveness in BiH requires that the register (cadastre) be simplified and completed in accordance 
with uniform rules. Many countries allow municipalities to: (a) set the property tax rates within a bandwidth; (b) apply these 
rates to all taxable property in the respective municipal jurisdictions; and (c) administer the collection of property tax pro-
ceeds. This policy establishes a welfare-enhancing tax-benefit link, and tends to increase tax effort incentives, municipal tax 
autonomy, and political accountability at the local level. Such an effective property tax could also help to establish a sound 
and independent wealth-related revenue base for municipalities and could be used to finance complementary local infrastruc-
ture in BiH.  

Most problems related to the currently dysfunctional property tax in BiH can be overcome by the adoption of the follow-
ing criteria: 

o The property tax should fall on the real asset, and either the owner or user would be liable to pay the tax. Apart 
from a physical record of the property, a cadastre must therefore include information on ownership/lease/usufruct 
and a monetary valuation of the property. Temporary users of the property could also become liable for paying the 
tax (eventually as a poll tax).  

o The tax basis would be the assessed cadastral value of the property or, alternatively, its self-assessed (or negotiated) 
value while cadastres do not exist. It should cover all local properties of households, public establishments, and in-
dustrial and commercial enterprises. The property value can be derived from either: (a) the effective or presumed 
rental income (for agricultural properties the presumed annual producer-value of a typical crop), and capitalizing 
these returns on the basis of a uniform discount rate of, say, 5 percent; or (b) the producer or market value, for the 
new buildings and changing property ownership.  

o The proceeds from the property tax should remain within the municipality and serve to improve local infrastruc-
ture and services. The stronger the benefit-tax link, the higher the taxpayer’s readiness to pay. This is particularly 
important in BiH, since in the short-term self-assessment may be the only option in which official cadastres have 
been destroyed or are incomplete. 

o Small owner-occupied dwellings could be excluded from paying the property tax by flat-amount exemptions (in-
cluding small rural properties the base of poor families’ subsistence) for social reasons and for minimizing adminis-
trative costs.  

o The updating of property values would be based on information obtained from the register of property transac-
tions and other documentation, which would establish reference prices for selected properties. These reference 
prices would be used to evaluate neighboring properties for more homogeneous areas, where various characteristics 
must be taken into account and consolidated on the basis of some weights.1 Although updating cadastral values is not 
urgent, it could be introduced in the medium term. 

o A part of the property tax could be tied to the construction of housing and public works, in order to enhance com-
pliance and foster local investment, and there could be, at the discretion of the municipality, a surcharge on the tax, 
which would be tied to programs for protecting the environment and natural resource bases.  

o The tax rates should be set by the Municipal Council, but should be constrained within, for example, a 10-15 per 
thousand band-width. Moreover, the rate should be uniform within any one jurisdiction and should apply to all 
assessed properties without discrimination. Progressive rate structures, as exist in some countries, are unnecessary if 
the valuation of the tax base is made properly. 

It is expected that urban municipalities with an industrial and commercial base would benefit most from a property tax, 
and taxing agricultural properties is likely to be less effective for various reasons. 2 Therefore, a more effective use of a prop-
erty tax may add to regional inequities, reinforcing the argument for some complementary scheme of equalizing grants. 
_______________________________________ 
 1 The evaluation of properties could also be effected through private bodies including banks and insurance companies—that finance the 
acquisition of properties or mortgages—based on procedures that include, inter alia, a minimum rate of return, expected rentals, the costs of 
construction (as an opportunity cost measure in the case of existing buildings), and other factors. 
 2 Indeed, Novo Sarajevo, an industrial part of the capital city, has installed a commission to assess the value of its properties. 
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that requires major reforms in both Entities. Apart from the lower local technical capacity to 
estimate revenues (see below), local government revenues are hard to forecast in BiH be-
cause of uncertainties related to the policies of upper level governments. In this regard, the 
reforms should focus on the following: 

 
(i) Establishing the structural parameters of local revenue at the level of organic 

law. Currently, these structural parameters (e.g., transfers rules, Federal ban on 
borrowing for sub-Entity governments) are sometimes determined annually by 
ordinary budget legislation, which has led to unpredictable changes in the short 
run. A review of the current fiscal legislation is required in these cases, and all the 
structural parameters (e.g., sharing ratios, tax rates, tax bases and structures, trans-
fers arrangements, accounting and Treasury procedures, rules on borrowing) 
should be included in the organic laws (e.g., Law on Self-Government, Law on 
Budget Rules) as opposed to the ordinary/annual budget laws. This will bring 
more credibility to the prevailing rules and will enable local governments to plan 
their budgets on the basis of predictable revenues. 
 

(ii) Approving legal procedures to enforce changes in fiscal legislation, to become ef-
fective only in the following fiscal year. In both Entities, tax rates, tax structure, 
and points of collection have often been changed during the same fiscal year (e.g., 
wage tax, sales tax in 2000and 2001), with immediate effects that have provoked 
major disruptions in Cantonal and municipal budgets. Legal procedures to avoid 
such frequent changes and to establish policy discipline during the same fiscal 
year are called for. Many countries use a rule according to which any structural 
change in tax policy that affects sub-national government revenues becomes ef-
fective only in the next fiscal year. This avoids disrupting the execution of current 
budgets, it provides local administrations with time to adjust, and it brings more 
stability and predictability to the overall budgetary process. 
 

(iii) Eliminating the practice of tax compensation. Although it is prohibited in princi-
ple, negotiation on the settlement of receivables among government institutions 
and their public enterprises has become a common practice. Such negotitations 
include settlements to offset tax arrears/receivables with government obligations 
without any money flow involved. It has been alleged that local governments 
have not performed this type of operation, but there is evidence of compensation 
on shared taxes (sales and wage taxes) being frequently negotiated with taxpayers 
by higher government level authorities (e.g., the RS compensated about KM 100 
million in tax arrears with the oil refinery, the Army, and other agencies in 2000). 
Such negotiations may also have implications for the tax-sharing system, which—
apart from the serious efficiency and transparency issues involved—tends to cre-
ate either liquidity problems for the central government or uncertainties on reve-
nue inflows for local governments. Therefore, an outright elimination of this prac-
tice is an essential step to improve efficiency, increase transparency, and render 
intergovernmental fiscal relations more stable, predictable, and reliable. 
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Box 3.2: Criteria for Tax Assignment in BiH 
Tax  Assignment to level Rationale 

Customs duties State (later European 
Union) Arbitrariness of entry/exit of merchandise into the common market. 

Specific 
consumption 
taxes (excises) 

State, Entities 
Administrative ease at the importer/producer level. Central tax assignment avoids 
Cantonal/local tax competition due to tax arbitrage for different local tax rates. 
(Uniform tax rates could allow assignment of excises to Canton/local level.) 

Sales taxes (retail 
sales) Entities, Cantons Point of consumption pays for public services to support the local economy/ benefit 

principle. 

VAT State 

To avoid the interregional compensation of input VAT credits, administrative 
considerations support central collection. Net exporting/net producing regions would 
lose if the derivation principle is applied. The regional apportionment can be achieved 
via a formula using social and economic criteria (population, tax potential, etc.) 

Corporate in-
come tax (CIT) State, Entities Uneven and centralized distribution of company headquarters would entail regional 

inequities. Centralized assignment reduces regional tax competition. 

Personal income 
tax (PIT) 

State, Entities, Cantons, 
Municipalities 

A PIT can be assigned to any/all government levels on a derivation basis. The 
progressive part of it should, however, go to the central government for distributive 
and stabilization reasons. Cantons and municipalities could piggyback on the national 
tax base without creating much tax competition. The predominant criterion should be 
the taxpayer's residence. 

Property tax Municipalities 
The property tax is the ideal candidate for a municipal tax. It fosters local 
accountability and minimizes the excess burden of taxation. It could also be 
interpreted as a benefit tax. 

 
d. Reviewing tax assignments in the light of current distortions and horizontal disparities 
in revenue allocation. The property tax (especially the urban real estate tax) has all the posi-
tive attributes of a local tax and should be entirely allocated to municipalities. Nevertheless, 
while the use of the derivation principle in revenue allocation tends to encourage tax effort, it 
runs counter the idea of interjurisdictional equity. For instance, the appropriation of the pro-
ceeds from a tax on natural resources on a derivation basis tends to be highly unfair among 
municipalities and to lead to feelings of rivalry. The appropriation of the proceeds from sales 
and income taxes at the collection point may also raise the issue of interjurisdictional fair-
ness. Reform options for BiH should not deviate from the basic principles of local govern-
ment finance: local revenue sources should be non-exportable, and stable, and should ideally 
establish a direct link between the benefits received from public services and taxes paid by 
the users. To improve efficiency and fairness, BiH can reform its tax assignments by under-
taking the steps listed below (see also Box 3.2): 

 
(i) Reassigning the property tax (particularly the urban real estate tax) exclusively to 

municipalities. In general, the stronger the benefit-tax link, the higher the tax-
payer’s readiness to pay. At the local level there tends to be a high degree of will-
ingness to pay if the proceeds from local taxes are perceived to remain within the 
municipality and to serve to improve local infrastructures and local public ser-
vices.85 In BiH, property taxes are administered/collected by the Entities, and in 
the Federation the proceeds are shared between Cantons and municipalities. Al-
though regulation could remain with the Cantons, assigning property tax proceeds 
and administration exclusively to municipalities is an option for greater effective-
ness in terms of fairness, compliance, and local budget financing. With this reas-

                                                 
85 For example, the city of Santafé de Bogotá (Colombia) was able to double the proceeds from the municipal prop-
erty tax in one year (1994) by appealing to self-assessment after properly justifying the use of proceeds. 
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signment of revenues, municipalities would be better off and more autonomous 
(which would create the conditions for greater accountability on the part of mu-
nicipal authorities) without significantly affecting the Cantons’ current revenue. 

 
(ii) Reassigning all CIT (profit tax) to the Entity government. The CIT is never a good 

tax to be assigned to subnational/sub-Entity governments, because it tends to be 
too volatile, it is easily exportable, and its incidence can fall outside the jurisdic-
tion in which an enterprise’s activities generally occur. In addition, the CIT’s ba-
sis tends to be unevenly distributed across regions. Moreover, in BiH it is com-
mon practice for enterprises (not only large corporations) to pay their profit taxes 
at places where their headquarters are situated—in general the larger cities/towns, 
regardless of where production and/or sales take place. In the Federation, this 
practice tends to distort tax allocation, since the CIT (except for that of larger cor-
porations) is assigned to the Cantons (with the derivation principle applied to the 
collection point) and there is no apportionment mechanism to distribute the tax 
proceeds across the Entity. A better option would be to reassign all CIT proceeds 
to the Entities (as is the case in the RS)—and, in the long-term, perhaps to the 
State—and then redistribute the proceeds to Cantons according to some formula-
based apportionment rule, using appropriate economic activity criteria (e.g., ob-
jective indicators for the sectoral production, employment, sales, etc., of each 
Canton) or, if that is not possible, using a formula-based equalization principle 
(e.g., per capita to population size).  

 
(iii) Allocating the sales tax (and the future VAT) proportionately to subnational gov-

ernments according to population. With the aim of promoting fiscal harmoniza-
tion among Entities, the recent Federal legislation on the structure of the sales tax 
and the changing of the collection point to the retail level was appropriate. How-
ever, as the derivation principle continues to prevail, the recent measures fell short 
of accomplishing a fair distribution of the tax proceeds among Cantons, and 
among municipalities within each Canton. The same is true for the RS. For exam-
ple, a car dealer will collect the sales tax where it operates (for example, in Sara-
jevo), regardless of the buyer’s regular place of residence (for example, Bihac). 
Therefore, in the case of the sales tax a fairer rule for revenue allocation would be 
to distribute it among municipalities on a per capita basis (see Box 3.3 on the fu-
ture VAT). 

 
(iv) Preparing for a reassignment of the PIT (wage and citizens’ taxes). The assign-

ment of the proceeds from the wage and citizens’ taxes is not adequate for practi-
cal reasons. The present arrangements have to be understood as a sort of compro-
mise. Nevertheless, it must be recognized that this allocation does not conform to 
the direct benefit-tax link principle, which is essential for realizing public sector 
efficiency in the medium term. The government could consider the assignment of 
the flat-rate wage tax (on the payroll) component of the PIT to the municipality in 
which the taxpayer resides (thus making municipalities more accountable to their 
citizens), and the progressive component of the PIT (the “citizens’ tax”) to a 
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higher level of government, either the Entity or the State.86 On the one hand, pos-
sible difficulties with these options may be related to the availability of data on 
residences and other operational complexities. On the other hand, enforcement 
could eventually be simplified in regard to the citizens’ tax, which could be col-
lected centrally and apportioned according to some pre-specified criteria. The 
revenue (or parts of it) could be used to fund some formula-based equalization 
mechanism (on a per capita basis, considering some relevant local needs indica-
tors, such as population size and composition, poverty, disease incidence, as re-
ferred to above) (see also Section 4). 

 
e. Decentralizing administration of local own taxes asymmetrically, according to the im-
plemention capacities of local governments. There is a general perception among sub-Entity 
governments that the administration of taxes by Entities has a severe shortcoming. The per-
ception of the sub-Entity governments is that Entities tend to focus on their own revenues 
and to neglect the administration of taxes whose revenues accrue to other levels of govern-
ment, especially if these taxes are difficult to enforce (such as the citizen income tax) or in-
tricate to administer (such as the property tax). Although a case for central administration can 
be made on the grounds of economies of scale and weak local technical capacities, the decen-
tralization of administration of own local taxes by the local authorities remains a commend-
able option. In order to account for differences in administrative capacity, one may follow an 
asymmetric model, whereby the higher level retains the responsibility to administer for those 
jurisdictions whose technical capacities are (still) insufficient. In order to achieve a high de-
gree of effectiveness of tax administration and of compliance by taxpayers, the responsibility 
for local tax administration can be conveyed to the authority that uses its proceeds, as long as 
it is capable of carrying this activity on its own. The theoretical downside of this option is a 
lesser technical efficiency because of a possible loss of economy of scale in the tax collection 
system. (See also Box 3.4) 

                                                 
86 The choice hinges on the capacity to administer taxes at the lower tiers of government. 
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Box 3.3: The challenge of introducing VAT in BiH 
There appears to be agreement among policy makers in BiH and the international community to introduce a VAT 
system in 2006. This tax requires a high degree of interjurisdiciontal cooperation and mutual trust to be rendered 
effective in administrative terms. In this regard, BiH’s adjustment to the way VAT operates within a single market repre-
sents a major challenge, since: 

1. VAT is levied at all stages of processing, but it targets final consumption only. It therefore requires the tax crediting of taxes 
paid at earlier stages of processing. These tax credits have to be given irrespective of the question to which tax office (or ju-
risdiction, Entity, Canton, or municipality) the tax was originally paid. 

2. Input tax credits therefore require a high degree of inter-agency cooperation in order to contain abuses of the system (such 
as the creation of “phantom firms” that generate false invoices for tax crediting), and it requires mutual trust 
among tax officers because taxes paid to one jurisdiction will have to be credited in another in the faith that the 
allocation of fiscal revenue between jurisdictions will be fair. It runs counter the current principle of derivation, 
which reflects a reluctance to accept interjurisdictional transfers and also mirrors, probably, mutual distrust. 

3. In order to illustrate the perverse distribution effects of a VAT system that would insist on the derivation princi-
ple as is now common in BiH, consider two jurisdictions, A and B, with different economic performances: In A 
private firms are highly dynamic, they invest intensely in infrastructure, and they tend to be globally-oriented; 
in B private firms are less active, and production is insufficient to cover local consumption, so the jurisdiction is 
generally import-oriented. Under a VAT, input tax on investment is fully deductible from output taxes, and in-
ternational exports are zero-rated. So jurisdiction A will generate comparably little tax revenue, which could 
even become negative if input VAT credits exceed output VAT (which could be true for net exporting regions). 
The situation is reverse in jurisdiction B. So, ironically, the strongly growing jurisdiction will have little reve-
nue from VAT and, probably, insufficient expenditures on public services and infrastructure, while the lagging 
jurisdiction will benefit under the derivation principle. (This situation may entail equalization effects, but might 
run counter policies to foster regional development and growth.)  

4. These (and other) reasons make a strong case for (a) administering VAT centrally;1 and (b) allocating the pro-
ceeds from the tax on the basis of some pre-determined formula, and not according to the principle of deriva-
tion. At present there are plans (by CAFAO)2 to propose a joint tax administration for customs duties and indi-
rect taxes, whose adoption would definitely be beneficial for both Entities. As to the allocation rule, the pro-
posal includes tax assignment in accordance with retail sales by Entity, which requires separate recording of 
transactions with households, government agencies, businesses, and zero-rated or tax exempt customers. How-
ever, CAFAO has no plans to develop a formula for VAT allocation to jurisdictions below the Entity level.  

5. Since sales taxes now represent a substantial share of sub-Entity levels of government, it is crucial for the Enti-
ties to develop their own formulas for assigning tax shares onto their Cantons and municipalities. Given the ar-
bitrariness of VAT collections by regions and municipalities, and immense intricacies to record retail sales at 
that level,3 there is a strong case for abandoning the derivation principle altogether. No country in the world as-
signs VAT revenue according to retail sales. The formulae to be introduced for VAT sharing at the sub-Entity 
level (and eventually even at the Entity level) should therefore be based on other criteria and could incorporate 
some elements of equalization, for instance a per-capita allocation rule, which is found in many other coun-
tries.4 

__________________________________ 
1 This is not mandatory where there is a high degree of inter-jurisdictional cooperation and exchange of information, which is the case in Ger-
many, for instance, where the VAT is run basically by the States.  
2  Since 1996, the Customs and Fiscal Assistance Office ( CAFAO ), has been assisting the State and Entity authorities of BiH to implement the 
customs and tax related provisions of the DPA. Assistance and advice are given on all aspects of customs and taxation work: management, or-
ganization, structure, procedures, legal questions, computer systems, investigation, and training.  
3 Especially at the municipal level there is a large incentive to record all purchases, of private households and firms, as retail sales, because this 
would increase the jurisdiction’s share of VAT. In order to prevent this from happening, the system would have to use sanctions—for instance the 
denial of input VAT credits for purchases declared final—which would be extremely difficult to administer, especially in the context of BiH. 
4  See also Section 4 for a discussion and illustration of possible application of equalization schemes in BiH. 
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Box 3.4: Tax Administration in BiH  
In BiH, the Entity tax authorities administer all taxes, including those whose yield is allocated to other tiers of gov-
ernment, the Cantons and municipalities. Nevertheless, substantial tax arrears are being accumulated. Some larger 
firms do not pay taxes and social security contributions, allegedly for lack of liquidity.1 But there is also a moral 
hazard incentive embodied in this behavior; some are accustomed to benefit from periodic tax compensation (off-
setting) mechanisms for their taxes in arrears. In addition, municipal officers have perceived the central tax admini-
stration as striking deals with the larger taxpayers by means of which they would collect higher-level taxes to the 
detriment of municipalities. Sub-Entity governments have stressed the point that the share of Cantonal and munici-
pal taxes has fallen systematically in relation to the Federation’s customs duties and excises.2 As a result of this, 
there has been general dissatisfaction on the part of lower tiers of government (Cantons in the FBiH and municipali-
ties in both Entities) with centralized tax collection.  

On the one hand, municipalities perceive central tax administration and collection as ineffective, even for 
those taxes that are not directly shared, but that tend to affect the collection of shared taxes indirectly. For instance, 
frontier municipalities complain about ineffective controls of cross-border transactions for customs duties and ex-
cises. Although revenues from these two taxes are exclusively assigned to the Entities, the indirect effects of tax 
evasion bear on the proceeds from shared taxes such as the sales tax. Consequently, while municipalities are nor-
mally reluctant to take on responsibilities for (co-) administering the shared taxes, they often seem prepared to col-
lect their own taxes.3  

On the other hand, central tax administrators complain that until recently local tax inspectors had allegiance 
to local politicians instead to their central bosses. This may have seriously impinged on compliance and overall tax 
collection performance. However, although these inspectors are all employed by the Entity government, tax inspec-
tors are not supposed to be stationed in Cantons other than those for which they were hired. This procedure substan-
tially limits the flexibility of the tax administration system. 
________________________ 
1 There is also a “culture” of non-payment in BiH, and firms are said to be “proud to owe taxes” to government—which seemingly conveys a 
sense of prestige and power. At present municipalities are not even informed on who pays and who does not. Some municipalities, such as Pale, 
have suggested that a pertinent remedy would consist in decentralizing tax administration, by bringing it closer to the companies and linking the 
proceeds more visibly to the financing of local infrastructure. Some have also proposed giving local governments control of the instruments to 
sanction non-complying taxpayers.  
2 Officials of Tomislavgrad municipality reported recent cases where tax inspectors have encouraged large taxpayers to pay their taxes due to the 
Federation at the expense of taxes payable to lower tiers. 
3 Tomislavgrad municipality (FBiH) and Pale (RS) explicitly recorded their readiness to administer their own taxes. 
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4. FISCAL IMBALANCES AND TRANSFERS 

A.  FISCAL IMBALANCES 

 
4.1 Fiscal imbalances among levels of government and across regions are common features 
of intergovernmental relations in decentralized countries. Most countries have addressed the im-
balance problem through mechanisms which financially compensate the weaker budgets (where 
revenue capacity is not enough to cover expenditure responsibilities). The problem of fiscal im-
balances is particularly serious in BiH, since compensation mechanisms between the Entities and 
the Cantons have been frustrated on account of the politically charged ethnic dimensions that the 
issue may involve. 

 

Vertical Fiscal Imbalances 

4.2 Vertical fiscal imbalance is a manifestation of mismatched (inappropriate) expenditure 
responsibilities and revenue-raising powers at different levels of governments. These vertical im-
balances may sometimes arise from centralized tax collection, justified by administrative effi-
ciency. In BiH, the vertical imbalance issue is aggravated by the fact that the most relevant tax 
policy decisions are usually made only by the Entity government,87 and the delegation of social 
expenditures by the Canton government,88 both negatively affecting the balance of Canton and 
municipal budgets, respectively. 

4.3 The structural (ex ante) fiscal deficits could be used to measure vertical fiscal imbalances, 
because they would reflect the inability of the tiers to finance their expenditure responsibilities. 
In practice, however, this indicator cannot be measured with the data available, and only the ac-
tual (ex post) budget deficit can be assessed. The actual budget deficit, however, tends to be a 
biased measure of the vertical imbalances, since higher-level government budgets tend to show 
most of the budget deficits. This is because access to financing mechanisms, including borrow-
ing, by lower level governments tends to be more restricted. In fact, in BiH the Entities are the 
only ones allowed to borrow from abroad, although they may on-lend afterward to lower tiers..89 
Moreover, Cantons (especially the Canton of Sarajevo) have frequently absorbed (through the 
provision of extraordinary grants to municipalities) some recurrent and capital responsibilities 
that the lower level governments are unable to finance on their own on a regular basis. 

                                                 
87 See Section 3 on the Federation Parliament’s decision in 2001 to reduce the tax rates of shared taxes (sales and 
wage taxes) during the budget execution. 
88 See Section 2 on the Cantons’ delegation to municipalities of social assistance to the poor, without a clear defini-
tion of the financing sources. 
89 This is not necessarily understood by the local authorities as “on-lending.” Local authorities in BiH have usually 
(mis)understood any transfer from the center as intrinsically a “non-repayable” grant (see Section 2). This misunder-
standing has been a major intergovernmental fiscal relations concern, especially in the Federation, which needs ur-
gent clarification. While this confusion prevails, fiscal risks are high and the issue of vertical imbalances remains 
blurred. 
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T a b le  3 .2 :  B iH – S o c ia l  P r o tec tio n  S y s te m
c o n trib u t io n  ra te s  on  rec e iv e d  a n d  p a id  in c o m e s ( in  % )

C o n tr ib u to r  ���� P a y e e s P a y e r s T O T A L
F e d e r a t io n
    P e n s io n s 7 1 7 2 4
    H e a lth  In su r . 5 1 2 1 7
    U n e m p lo y m . 1 2 3
T o ta l 1 3 3 1 4 4
R e p u b . S r p sk a
    P e n s io n s 1 1 1 1 2 2
    H e a lth  In su r . 9 9 1 8
    U n e m p lo y m . 0 .5 0 .5 1
    C h ild re n ’s  F . 1 .5 1 .5 3
T o ta l 2 2 2 2 4 4

S o u rc e :S o c ia l P ro tec t io n  S p en d in g  in  B iH , W .B a n k ,1 9 9 9

4.4 Rough measures of vertical fiscal imbalances have been used by (i) computing, in a nar-
row sense, the share of expenditures that subnational governments are able to finance exclusively 
from their own sources of revenues (over which they have control); or by (ii) computing more 
broadly, the share of expenditures that they can finance with their tax revenue, including shared 
taxes but excluding transfers. The latter approach is more appropriate where subnational gov-
ernments have at least some control of the shared taxes, while the former approach is more ade-
quate where they do not have such discretion, as in the case of BiH’s municipalities.  

4.5 Using the narrow definition, vertical fiscal imbalances in BiH are considerable, and they 
go basically against the State and the municipalities, since both the State and the municipalities 
have insignificant sources of revenue of their own to finance their current responsibilities. For 
example, in 1999 the State’s own revenue could cover only about half of its own operational ex-
penditures,90 and in 2000 the municipalities were unable to cover one-third of their expenditure 
responsibilities.91 Conversely, the income of Entities and Cantons derives mainly from their own 
tax revenues (Section 3).92 Between the Federation 
and the Cantons, there is a fiscal imbalance favoring 
the Cantons, perhaps because the Federation has had a 
comparably higher ability to directly access infrastruc-
ture financing. The vertical fiscal imbalance between 
the Cantons and the municipalities clearly does not 
favor the municipalities, because the latter have only 
very limited discretion and autonomy over their own 
local revenues. This situation is similar in the RS as 
regards the relationship between the Republican gov-
ernment and the municipalities.  

4.6 Regarding the broader definition of vertical fiscal imbalances, the observations made 
above also apply to the relationship between the State and the Entities, and between the Federa-
tion and its Cantons, since there are no shared taxes at these levels of government. Shared taxes, 
on the other hand, are the most relevant source of municipal revenues in both the Federation and 
the RS. But even if the broader definition of own revenue (which includes shared taxes) is used, 
the vertical fiscal imbalances against municipalities are likely to remain high,93 which has also 
been indicated by the accumulation of arrears at the lowest level of government.94 Reasons for 
this vertical imbalance in BiH include the frequent decisions of higher-level governments to ei-
ther arbitrarily change tax rates of shared taxes (such as the recent decisions of the Federation on 
sales and wage tax rates), changes in tax administration (shifting of the point of collection), or to 

                                                 
90 See Table 1.3, Section 1. 
91 See Table 3.3 and Section 3, and Table A3.a in the Statistical Appendix. 
92 It should be noted, however, that tax capacity varies considerably among the Cantons (Section 3), and—although 
aggregate transfers between the Federation and Cantons are insignificant—some Cantons still depend on extraordi-
nary grants or non-tax revenue (e.g., Gorazde, Posavina—see Table A.5 in the Statistical Appendix). 
93 This is true even when the municipalities in the Canton of Sarajevo are excluded. Based on the budget execution 
of a selected municipality sample for the year 2000 (11 in the Federation, and 6 in the RS) (see Table A.3a of the 
Statistical Appendix), the need for extraordinary transfers has been high, although it varies widely across munici-
palities.  
94 The accumulation of arrears was repeatedly reported to the World Bank staff by municipal administrations. 
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Table 4.1 - Fed. BiH:  Per capita value added per canton
Value Added Total Per Capita

Canton KM Population
Value Add 
DM

Una-Sana 427955 301469 1420
Posavski 79032 50711 1558
Tuzla 917847 609115 1507
Zenica 646027 395665 1633
Gorazde 52633 40927 1286
Central Bosnia 405249 255298 1587
Mostar 694406 227854 3048
West Hercegovina 255626 89966 2841
Sarajevo 1795628 362218 4957
Herceg-Bosanski 132985 84153 1580
Fed. BiH 5407388 2417376 2237
Notes: "Value added" refers to 1995.  Source is FBiH Statistical Yearbook, 2000.

           "Population" is the UNHCR estimates of the Total Population for 1999.

push down responsibilities to municipalities that are funded insufficiently (especially those re-
lated to social assistance to the poor). 

4.7 Over time, the vertical fiscal imbalance, now in favor of the Entities, may tend to dimin-
ish or even turn against the Entities, because they possess tax revenues that are inelastic relative 
to GDP growth (e.g., customs duties, CIT on large corporations). The most elastic tax revenues 
(e.g., sales tax, PIT) are assigned to, and shared among, sub-Entity governments. However, given 
the current intergovernmental fiscal arrangement in the Federation, vertical imbalances between 
Cantons and municipalities tend to worsen for municipalities. This results from a blurry defini-
tion of expenditure responsibilities, allowing Cantons to push down unfunded mandates instead 
of reviewing the entitlements themselves and cutting expenditures accordingly (Section 2). 

4.8 In the RS, these developments of vertical fiscal imbalances are additionally complicated 
by the fact that, while on the one hand the proceeds from property taxes are fully assigned to 
municipalities, on the other hand, municipalities do not possess any decision power on tax pol-
icy. Moreover, the Republican government still retains great discretion on the definition of 
“joint” responsibilities.  

 

Horizontal Fiscal Imbalances 

4.9 Horizontal fiscal imbalances arise from the discrepancy between tax capacity and expen-
diture needs across regions at the same level of government. The considerable variations in per 
capita expenditures across regions95 reflect not only distinct regional/local preferences, but also 
disparities in economic conditions and in tax bases, which directly affect local/ regional fiscal 
ability and the delivery of public services. But tax capacity and expenditure needs are also ex 
ante concepts and may not necessarily be reflected in the observed per capita coefficients; for 
instance, the effective per capita tax collection may be biased by distinct tax efforts, and effec-
tive per capita expenditures may be biased by distorted allocation incentives. 

4.10 Sub-Entity governments in BiH differ 
considerably in terms of their ability to raise reve-
nues. Their economic bases (e.g., the natural 
resource endowment, the level and organization of 
agricultural activities, the level of industrial 
development, employment, factor productivity) are 
unevenly distributed regionally. For example, Table 
4.1 shows an estimated per capita gross value added 
in Sarajevo Canton (KM 4, 957) that is four times 
higher than that in the Canton of Gorazde (KM 1, 
286), with a Federation-wide coefficient of variation 
of 0.5 (see also Annex II, for regional discrepancies 
in fiscal capacity). 

                                                 
95 See Table A5 in the Statistical Appendix, and Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, and Table 2.6, in Section 2. 
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4.11 In addition, distinct expenditure needs—owing to unequal costs of service provision (e.g., 
civil security, water, energy, housing, transportation) and the share of population with special 
needs (e.g., refugees and displaced populations, children to be educated, the elderly, the poor)—
tend to lead to horizontal fiscal imbalances across regions. While the aggregate share of dis-
placed persons is about 20 percent in the Federation (varying from 4 to 30 percent among Can-
tons) and 30 percent in the RS, these shares vary substantially across municipalities within each 
Entity (Section 2). While about two-thirds of the inhabitants are displaced persons in some mu-
nicipalities (e.g., Sanski Most, Bosanski Petrovac, and Glamoc in the Federation, and Srpski 
Brod, Srebrenica, and Srpsko Trnovo in the RS), in some others the displaced population is less 
than 5 percent (e.g., Cazin, Velika Kladusa, and Posusje in the Federation, and Knezevo, Se-
konici, and Srbac in the RS). 

4.12 Nevertheless, actual discrepancies in revenues and expenditures among regions cannot 
properly measure horizontal fiscal imbalances, since these values observed ex post might be af-
fected by differential tax efforts and expenditure adjustment policies across regions. True meas-
ures of horizontal imbalances, useful for corrective policies, must rather focus on potential (i.e., 
ex ante ) tax capacities and expenditure “needs.” Indicators of tax capacity in BiH should defi-
nitely consider at least an adequate measure of Cantonal per capita income (proxied by variables 
such as net product, average wages), or resource endowments. Indicators of “needs” should ex-
plicitly include regional poverty indicators (such as a head count of the population with special 
needs, the percentage of persons below the poverty line, unemployment) and social variables 
such as the incidence of contagious diseases and infant mortality. In addition, the cost differential 
in the provision of public services should be taken into account. In the short term, these indica-
tors should focus on the country’s post-conflict efforts, particularly those relating to the integra-
tion of refugees and displaced persons, and to the reconstruction of basic infrastructures.  

4.13 The current system of tax assignment is based solely on a derivation principle. This tends 
to exacerbate existing horizontal imbalances across regions, since regional tax capacity is in-
versely correlated with regional poverty indicators. The poorest and the stagnating regions tend 
to be left behind in the process of development, and the economic convergence requirements for 
nation building and potential accession to the EU will be jeopardized. This can be avoided only 
if decentralization policies strike a balance between efficiency and equity concerns. 

4.14 To resolve the problem of fiscal imbalances, and to ensure financial and social sustain-
ability in the fiscal decentralization process, most countries have adopted the following:  

1. Some local government autonomy in raising revenue, at the margin, which 
reconciles the problem of vertical fiscal imbalances with local accountability. 
The strengthening of local revenue autonomy hinges on a minimum of deci-
sion power on important local taxes (mainly the property tax), and on user 
charges (see Section 3). 

 
2. Compensatory grants or transfers that reduce horizontal fiscal disparities, 

which would allow every region of the country to provide similar standards of 
public services to its citizens. 
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3. Regulated access to borrowing by subnational governments to solve the prob-
lem of financing infrastructure investments, and to promote local economic 
development and converging growth, without burdening the budget of the 
central government (see Section 5). 

 
4.15 These options are also available to the governments of BiH, which may help reduce re-
gional fiscal disparities and encourage the post-conflict effort to build the nation. The following 
sub-section reviews alternative transfer mechanisms suitable to attain these objectives. Section 5 
examines the conditions for improving access to responsible borrowing by subnational govern-
ments in BiH. 

 

B.  TRANSFER MECHANISMS 

Fiscal Transfers Among Government Levels 

4.16 In BiH, transfers among governments have been unsystematic, except for the special 
“gap-filling” transfers, from the Entities to the State (Section 1), and the “negotiated” transfers 
from the Canton of Sarajevo to its municipalities and its City. In 1999 only about 5 percent of the 
Federation’s expenditures were for “transfers to other government levels” (Table 2.3, Section 2). 
The bulk were transfers to the State, and only an insignificant amount consisted of “extraordi-
nary” transfers for sub-Entity governments, mainly municipalities.  

4.17 Between Cantons and municipalities there are transfers for cost reimbursement, particu-
larly for the payment of wages of primary school teachers, and for other specific purposes (such 
as capital investments, especially in support of public utility companies), but these are actually 
expenditures of the Cantons, since municipalities have no policy discretion in these matters. In 
the Federation, the only systematic “transfers” between Cantons and municipalities are the deri-
vation-based shared taxes (sales taxes, wage taxes, property taxes, and road taxes). Equalizing 
transfers had practically no place in the Federation. Transfers among governments at the same 
level are also nonexistent. Given the considerable divergence in taxable capacity across regions, 
the prevalence of the derivation approach to allocating revenue will tend to perpetuate the current 
disparities in public expenditures and service delivery among Cantons—and among municipali-
ties in the same Canton—and this will end up aggravating the imbalanced economic growth 
across regions in the future. 

4.18 Also in the RS, shared taxes (sales tax and citizens tax) are the only systematic form of 
fiscal “transfers” between the Entity and its municipalities (apart from the primary school teach-
ers’ salary reimbursement). However municipalities/cities may sporadically receive extraordi-
nary support from the Entity (for specific purposes, mainly investment). In the RS there is new 
legislation (Law # 35/99 on Local Self-Government, modified by the new Budget System Law, 
Official Gazette no. 63/02), which may represent a first significant effort to introduce a transpar-
ent, formula-based transfer system (on the basis of development/needs indicators) into the reve-
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nue allocation mechanism.96 Nevertheless, as the revenue to be distributed still depends on local 
tax capacity (only the shares are supposed to vary among different categories of municipalities), 
the new system does not represent a true equalization scheme (see also Section 3). 

4.19 Many nations have resolved the incompatibility between efficiency and equity concerns 
by using basically two complementary, distinct instruments: the derivation-based tax allocation 
system (to promote efficiency through the incentive to raise local revenue) and an equalization 
transfer scheme (to deal with equity concerns among regions). While the derivation-based tax 
allocation system will increase tax collection—especially if local authorities administer their 
own taxes and the respective tax rates97—this system tends to increase regional disparities. Con-
sequently, equity concerns have to be addressed by a complementary instrument (equalization 
transfers), which compensates for existing disparities in fiscal capacities (on “needs” and “tax 
capacity”), so that every citizen has the opportunity to access the same standard of public ser-
vices wherever that citizen lives in the country.98 

                                                 
96 Article 8 of the new Budget System Law, categorizes local governments according to the degree of development 
(developed, medium-developed, underdeveloped, exceptionally underdeveloped municipalities and the city of Banja 
Luka), and applies varying tax shares of 30, 40, 50, 60, and 35 percent, respectively. The norms for classifying mu-
nicipalities are also specified in the Law on Local Self-Government (Law # 35/99), which mentions indicators such 
as: the local average gross salary; the average amount of war damage; the number of refugees and displaced persons; 
the level of unemployment; and other criteria as established by the government.  
97 In BiH the tax administration is entirely centralized at the level of the Entities, although Cantonal governments 
have an influence on the appointment of tax inspectors. Inspectors are not yet supposed to serve in a Canton other 
than that for which they were initially appointed. 
98 It should be noted that this makes the implicit assumption that labor and population mobility is not perfect. If it 
were perfect, there would be no theoretical justification for “equalization transfers,” since mobility by itself would 
take care of the regional disparities. In a sense, people would “vote with their feet” by moving from place to place to 
take advantage of regional differentials in taxation and the provision of public services, and in the long run there 
would be no horizontal imbalances. See more on this below. 
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Box 4.1: Basic Types of Intergovernmental Transfers 
 Intergovernmental grants/transfers can be classified into two basic types: conditional grants and unconditional 

grants. 
 
1. Conditional Grants. These are specific-purpose transfers (i.e., categorical grants). In this case the grantor au-
thority (in general, a higher level government) specifies the purposes for which the recipient (in general lo-
cal/regional) government can use the funds. These grants are often used to address concerns of particular interest to 
the grantor (in general local interventions with spillover effects) but of less interest to the recipient authority; for 
example, projects on primary education (elimination of illiteracy), on health care (preventing and combating con-
tagious diseases), on social assistance to the poor. Types of conditional grants include: 

a) Matching open-ended grants. For each unit of money allocated by the recipient authority for the 
specific purpose, the grantor authority will match a certain amount of grant; 

b) Matching closed-ended grants. For budget purpose control, the grantor may put a maximum limit 
(ceiling) on its contribution to the matching grants; 

c) Non-matching grants. In general, the grantor offers a fixed amount of the grant to be spent for a spe-
cific purpose, and the recipient authority is not required to match the contribution of the grantor. 

 
2. Unconditional Grants. These are general-purpose grants, usually as a lump-sum transfer to the recipient au-
thority with no restrictions placed on the use of funds. The main reason for the grantor to provide unconditional 
grants is for the equalization of fiscal capacities to ensure the provision of a minimum standard of public services 
across regions. Countries have designed their equalization grants according to different methods: 

a) Ad hoc transfers. Each year the Parliament, or the government, decides on the amount and distri-
bution of the equalization grants on a discretionary basis. This method is non-transparent, gener-
ates great uncertainties, tends to treat sub-national governments as a lower priority residual item in 
the consolidated national budget, and denies the linkage between expenditure responsibilities and 
revenue resources. This is the most centralized method of transfers, which gives central govern-
ment maximum flexibility on fiscal policy; 

b) Rule-based transfers. On both the size and the distribution of the equalization grants there are pre-
determined rules, legally established. In general, the size is determined as a proportion of some na-
tional/regional taxes, but the distribution system has varied from country to country: 

   i. Horizontal, “fraternal” system. This is a special feature of the German system, where 
regions with above the average tax capacity explicitly transfer part of their shared tax 
revenue to regions with below the average tax capacity and with special burdens (i.e., 
high proportion of refugees, mountainous areas, harbor maintenance). Although this
“fraternal” system has been maintained in Germany since the early 1950s, it has proved 
not very welcome to developing or transition countries where every region of the coun-
try claims a desperate need of financial help. 

   ii. Vertical system. The central/regional government simply transfers the legal tax share 
to the sub-national governments. These transfers may take the form of a common “tax 
sharing system” where the allocation of revenue is based on a pure derivation principle, 
or may take the form of indirect transfers from a central pool of a tax sharing system, 
whose allocation to individual recipient governments also obeys a pre-determined for-
mula (formula-based equalization transfers). The latter has become the most accepted 
system and has been widely adopted, including in Canada, Australia, the United King-
dom, Japan, and Korea. 

_____________________________________ 
Source: Jun Ma, Intergovernmental Fiscal Transfers in Nine Countries, Policy Research Working Paper # 1822, World Bank, 1997. 
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4.20 The economic rationale for transfers is grounded in efficiency and equity arguments, 
and basically aims at compensating for vertical fiscal imbalances, horizontal fiscal imbalances, 
and positive externalities. On this rationale, the following is the best international practice, from 
which BiH should profit in designing its transfer system: 

1. Transfers to compensate for the vertical fiscal imbalances resulting from the 
assignment of revenues and expenditures, whereby local governments’ expen-
diture needs exceed their revenue raising capacity. This may be due to either a 
justifiable centralization of tax collection for efficiency reasons (e.g., to avoid 
tax competition and inter-jurisdictional tax distortions), or may simply be a re-
sult of an inappropriate assignment of responsibilities. In this regard, for BiH 
to avoid the accumulation of unfunded mandates, persistent deficits, payment 
arrears, and increased indebtedness, transfers are necessary to compensate for 
the structural fiscal gaps, thereby creating the conditions for the budgets of 
different government levels to balance. In this case, allocative efficiency 
would require that transfers be unconditional (Box 4.1), and  revenue raising 
capacity and expenditure need must be standardized in order to avoid “gap 
filling” and soft budget constraints. 

 
2. Transfers to compensate for the horizontal fiscal imbalances which naturally 

arise in decentralized systems as a result of regional disparities in economic 
conditions (tax basis and special needs). In this regard, if equity is an objec-
tive, these imbalances may be reduced or eliminated by associating transfers 
(equalization grants) to the relative revenue capacities and relative expendi-
ture needs (including the costs of providing public services) of each jurisdic-
tion. Again, transfers should be unconditional, and revenue raising capacity 
and expenditure need must be standardized in order to avoid inefficient “gap 
fillig” strategies.  

 
3. Transfers to compensate for positive externalities that arise from spillovers 

across jurisdictions. This may lead to increased economic efficiency. In gen-
eral, subnational governments tend to under-fund public services that generate 
positive externalities because their jurisdictions are unable to internalize all 
the benefits stemming from their expenditures. In BiH, local governments 
may spend too little on primary education, on primary health care services, 
and on the reintegration of refugees/displaced populations in relation to what 
would be appropriate from a nation building perspective. Thus, conditional 
specific purpose grants may be the instrument to promote the right level of lo-
cal spending in those social areas.99 In addition, strategic investment and re-

                                                 
99 For example, cost reimbursement for teachers’ and doctors’ salaries, social assistance costs, etc. However, in gen-
eral, a cost-sharing strategy may be the most appropriate way for the principal (Entity or Cantons) to compensate the 
agent (municipalities). This strategy would avoid the problems of encouraging moral hazard by the municipalities 
and soft budget constraints by the Entity (or Cantons), which usually are associated with the full cost reimbursement 
of delegated expenditures. Reimbursement should also differentiate between costs in Sarajevo and in Gorazde, for 
example. Thus,, a reasonable responsibility sharing arrangement could be: (i) the Entity (or Canton) government 
would legislate on the program (eligibility criteria for the program to be funded from the Entity/Canton budget); and 
(ii) local governments would supplement this basic support according to “leverage ratios” that vary across regions. 
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construction of local infrastructure may be attained through this type of condi-
tional specific purpose transfer, by the use of some type of matching grants 
(Box 4.1). 

 
4.21 The size and distribution of transfers are two dimensions that define the impact of a 
system of grants. The size of transfers will basically be defined by the existing vertical imbal-
ances (the structural fiscal gaps) and will be dependent on the degree of the desired equalization. 
The distribution of transfers will be a function of the current horizontal imbalances and will de-
pendend on the factors influencing these imbalances and the costs of service delivery.  

4.22 The design of transfers should fulfill certain basic criteria and follow best practices in 
order to be effective in reaching decentralization objectives. Among the most important criteria 
in designing an equalization transfer system, the following should be prioritized and considered 
by the BiH government: (i) local government should be autonomous in setting its expenditure 
priorities and its own tax rates at the margin; (ii) revenue from transfers should be adequate for 
the discharging of sub-Entity government responsibilities; (iii) transfers should factor in needs 
(directly) and tax capacity (inversely); (iv) parameters determining the size of transfers should be 
stable and should be known in advance by the recipient authorities; (v) transfers should be neu-
tral in terms of sector and type of activity; (vi) the transfer formula should be transparent and 
simple; (vii) the transfer should promote incentives for sound fiscal management; and (viii) the 
transfer should safeguard the grantor’s objectives (Box 4.2 defines these criteria). 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
A minimum “leverage ratio” greater than 1 should be set by national (Entity or Canton) legislation, so that local 
governments would be expected to contribute to the program from own resources.  
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Box 4.2: Criteria on Intergovernmental Transfers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Defining the Size and the Management System of Transfers 

4.23 The design of the transfer system should reflect that the size of the resource pool is suffi-
cient to close the fiscal gap, and should not provide perverse incentives for fiscal management. 
In principle, the magnitude of existing vertical imbalances would be a measure for the required 
overall size of grants to be transferred (i.e., the size of the resource pool created for this aim). 
However, the vertical imbalance itself is not unique, since it may vary as a function of the stan-
dard of services to be delivered and the degree of equalization desired. This is a critical issue the 
government of BiH has to confront, especially in view of its current tight fiscal situation.  

4.24 When determining the size of transfers, the government of BiH has to choose among 
three approaches: (i) the cost reimbursement approach—where the main policy concern is the 
fulfillment of certain specific objectives of national interest; (ii) the ad hoc political decision ap-
proach—where the emphasis is laid on more flexible macroeconomic management rather than 
budgetary transparency and predictability; and (iii) a pre-determined fixed share of national 
revenues (of individual taxes, or of a pool of taxes) regulated by an organic law—where the main 
concern is centered on the transparency, predictability, and sustainability of the budgetary policy. 

The international experience on decentralization reforms has shown that there are certain basic criteria 
against which intergovernmental transfers should be evaluated. When these criteria contradict each other 
it is up to the fiscal authority to decide on their relative priorities. 
♦ Autonomy—Local governments should be independent in setting their own priorities both on the 

structure of expenditures and on establishing their own tax rates on central tax bases. To the extent pos-
sible, transfers should have few or no strings attached. 

♦ Revenue adequacy—The volume of financing from transfers should be sufficient for local govern-
ments to discharge their responsibilities. 

♦ Equity—Equalization transfers should vary directly with needs and inversely with taxable capacity. 
♦ Predictability—The financing availability from grants should be known in advance by local govern-

ments. Parameters determining the size of transfers should be fixed and stable for a number of years to 
promote sound budgeting practices. 

♦ Efficiency—Transfers to local governments should be neutral with respect to local governments’ 
choices on resource allocation to sectors and types of activity. 

♦ Simplicity—The transfer formula should be easy to comprehend and based on objective factors, and be 
influenced neither by bureaucratic manipulations nor by political interests. The transfer formula should 
promote transparency. 

♦ Incentives—The transfer should provide incentives for sound fiscal management, and should discour-
age inefficient fiscal practices such as deficit financing. Transfers should not create a disincentive for 
local tax efforts or expenditure control. 

♦ Safeguarding grantor’s objectives—Transfer design should ensure that the grantor’s objectives can 
be attained, by allowing effective monitoring, progress reviews, technical assistance, and matching 
transfer programs. 

 
 ___________________________________ 
Source: Anwar Shah, The Reform of Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations in Developing and Emerging Market 
Economies, Policy and Research Series 23 (Washington, D.C., World Bank, 1994). Roy W. Bahl and Johannes Linn, 
Urban Public Finance in Developing Countries, Oxford University Press (New York, 1992). 
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4.25 Regarding the management of the transfer mechanism, the government of BiH must 
choose between a more decentralized and a more centralized system in designing intergovern-
mental fiscal relations. The decentralized approach would essentially involve an arrangement 
among regional governments, whereby the wealthier regions (the Cantons) would transfer grants 
to the poorer ones (the German “fraternal” system, where the above-average regions explicitly 
contribute a share to the below-average regions). International experience shows, however, that 
the fraternal system would hardly work in a post-conflict transition country, where the “wealthi-
est” regions are consistently arguing that they are also poor and should receive aid instead. Also, 
in BiH ethnic-political tensions might still be a constraint to a proper functioning of the “frater-
nal” system in practice. 

4.26 Working indirectly, the alternative “centralized” approach may create less resistance. 
Moreover, the centralized approach does not necessarily imply that a central government (the 
State, Entity, or Canton, depending on the arrangement) should be “controlling” the transfer 
pool. The pool could also be administered by some central institution (e.g., the Central Bank, the 
State Treasury, the Ministry of Finance, the Treasury of the Entities or the Cantons) simply for 
management purposes, but it would not be more than a transit account (such as a “Regional Par-
ticipation/Equalization Fund”), through which the resources would transit while being trans-
ferred to the respective recipient region/municipality. Decisions on the parameters that govern 
the pooling and distribution of resources among regions would, however, always be taken by the 
competent legislative body (the National Parliament, the Entity Parliament, or the Cantonal As-
sembly, accordingly), or, better, by a multilevel deliberative body (say, a Standing Decentraliza-
tion Committee with the participation of representatives of all stakeholders, including recipient 
authorities). Under these conditions, several options exist for the “centralized” management of 
transfers, including the following:  

1. A system that is controlled at the discretion of the government (State, Entity, 
or Canton), which has the “advantage” of providing the central authorities 
with full flexibility over the overall fiscal policy, including control over the 
volume and spending priorities of local governments. On the down side of this 
approach the following point must be considered: (i) Resource allocation 
tends to be less efficient, because genuine local choices are not taken into ac-
count seriously; (ii) the outcome may be unpredictable, because decisions tend 
to be ad hoc and too exposed to macroeconomic fluctuations; and (iii) the 
method lacks transparency because it tends to be exposed to political pres-
sures and manipulations according to the political party in power. This ap-
proach, therefore, tends to lack essential qualities for the sustainability of a 
normal delivery of standardized public services at the local level. Unfortu-
nately, this is still the approach adopted by the Canton of Sarajevo (which 
does not yet have a Law on the Allocation of Revenues) as well as by some 
other Cantons in the case of extraordinary/specific purpose transfers (espe-
cially capital transfers). This is so in spite of the fact that this practice has 
been highly unsatisfactory and criticized by local authorities. 

 
2.  A system in which a fixed proportion of specific taxes is assigned to local 

governments. This is the case in BiH with the current shared taxes (sales tax, 
wage tax, citizens’ tax, CIT-profit tax, and road tax), which actually constitute 
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transfers from the Cantons to the municipalities, since municipalities have no 
decision power on the rates, the base, or the administration of these taxes. Al-
though the current system is based on a legal predetermined ratio of the spe-
cific taxes, it still embodies two major weaknesses: (i) the revenue allocation 
resulting from the derivation basis is both unfair—because of the distortions 
stemming from taxes that are not adequate for decentralization (see Section 
3)—and unequal—because of disparities in tax capacities; and (ii) the ex-
pected tax effort incentive—which usually is the main reason for the deriva-
tion basis of the system—is actually not relevant in BiH, because all tax ad-
ministration is centralized at the Entity level. Thus, the current tax-sharing 
system ends up retaining its regressive distributive aspects only, without mo-
bilizing the efficiency element. 

 
3.  A system in which there is a fixed proportion of a basket of taxes, as already 

adopted by many other countries in transition (e.g., the Czech Republic, Hun-
gary, Kazakhstan). This system may be the most appropriate option for BiH as 
well, since it entails a more stable source of revenues that is based on objec-
tive, predetermined criteria and is immune to bureaucratic and political ma-
nipulations. If the pool is formed by taxes with diverse GDP elasticities—
sales tax (or VAT), PIT (progressive wage tax, citizens’ tax), CIT (profit tax), 
and road tax100—it could result in an overall resource pool (the “Regional Par-
ticipation/ Equalization Fund”) that is more transparent, stable, and predict-
able (compared with individual tax sources). The potential disadvantages of 
this system may be that: (i) it could be less stable from a macroeconomic per-
spective, since local governments may introduce new expenditure programs in 
years of unusually high revenues, which could hardly be reduced in years of 
shortage; and (ii) the central government would be obliged to transfer a com-
mitted ratio of the tax revenue to the lower tier of governments, which it could 
no longer control at its discretion, even in times of major macroeconomic in-
stability. These difficulties may, however, be circumvented by the following: 

 
a.  First, in the short run, the annual increase of the transfers out of the 

resource pool could be limited (by a ceiling) compatible with the 
growth rate of the fund in the long term (perhaps based on a moving 
average of the last 12-18 months). This mechanism would smooth the 
dynamics of the inflows to the lower level governments and would 
automatically compensate for rainy days.  

 
b. Second, while considering that the central government has also other 

fiscal and non-fiscal instruments for achieving macro stability (e.g., 
customs duties, CIT on large corporations, excise taxes, and eventually 
monetary policy) the predetermined ratio of taxes assigned to the pool 
(to form the fund) should be adequately calibrated to take macro sta-
bility into account, assuring that the central government is left with the 
necessary room for maneuvering to execute macroeconomic policies. 

                                                 
100 See Section 3 on the taxes that could be brought to a common pool. 
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4.27 Finally, the government of BiH should be aware that transfers are always less efficient 
than “own taxes.” For any given amount of transfers, local governments should be able to 
choose, within limits, the tax rates of their “own local taxes” (e.g., property tax, surcharge on the 
PIT on a residence basis, local fees, and service charges). This decision power on local fiscal 
policy at the margin, besides contributing to increase allocative efficiency and the accountability 
of local policymakers, will promote local tax efforts, thereby helping to achieve vertical fiscal 
balance.  

 

Achieving Horizontal Fiscal Balance 

4.28 Apart from specific-purpose grants aimed at promoting economic efficiency (based on 
the economic externality argument, including several types of cost reimbursement schemes), the 
main objective of a grants system stems from equity concerns. This is reflected in the horizontal 
distribution of the transfer pool. In practice, equity considerations are still absent in the intergov-
ernmental fiscal relations of BiH, but they should be accounted for in the redesign of its decen-
tralization strategy. 

4.29 As discussed earlier, relevant “own local taxes” should essentially take care of tax effort 
incentives and vertical balance concerns (related to the size of the transfers). The design of a dis-
tribution mechanism for the transfer pool should focus on equity. To this effect, an equalization 
mechanism represents a complementary instrument that renders the contradictory objectives of 
efficiency (tax effort, filling fiscal gaps) and equity concerns (equal opportunity of access to pub-
lic services, horizontal distribution) compatible. Thus, economic consistency can be attained and 
overall social welfare improved by the insertion of an equalization transfer mechanism, as a sec-
ond policy instrument, aimed at a desirable level of equity and fairness among regions. This is 
also compatible with the nation building of the post-conflict era in the BiH transition economy. 

4.30 Equalization transfers should take the form of non-conditional, general-purpose 
grants, in order to preserve local autonomy in making choices and to maximize allocative effi-
ciency. Nevertheless, equalization transfers can be used in combination with conditional and 
matching grants. The distribution of the transfer pool should be determined on the basis of objec-
tive, impersonal, and stable indicators, free from administrative manipulation and political influ-
ence. Therefore, it is suggested that BiH should use a formula-based approach, where the main 
elements and indicators entering the formula (see below) should be defined in an organic law. 
The formula and its parameters should be subject only to infrequent changes, when recom-
mended for major technical reasons (rather than being exposed to recurrent fluctuation at the dis-
cretion of one particular executive authority or a set of political party interests). 

4.31 Equalization transfers are economically justified in BiH, as in many other economies in 
transition, simply because the population is not perfectly mobile, owing to social connections, 
ethnic cleavages, moving costs, or employment constraints. Moreover, people may not have per-
fect information about the level and quality of public services in all Cantons. This imperfect la-
bor mobility will tend to create uneven development patterns across the regions of BiH, since 
better-off regions will tend to save and invest more and to develop more rapidly than the finan-
cially distressed regions. Equalization transfers will also promote economic convergence in the 
long term, which is a prerequisite for EU accession.  
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4.32 The elements entering the equalization formula are standardized indicators for “tax ca-
pacity” and “spending needs.” They reflect specific local problems and general objectives for the 
transfers, and are conditional on data availability. In designing such formulae, BiH can profit 
from the experience of countries in transition that have emphasized different elements: 

1. In determining regional tax capacity the effective tax collection is an inap-
propriate indicator that should be avoided, since the data may reflect different 
tax efforts of the regions. Also, the use of effective tax collection as an indica-
tor of tax capacity would create a perverse incentive to the effect that local 
governments are induced to reduce their tax effort in order to increase the 
amount of receivable transfers. The indicator for tax capacity should be a 
standardized tax base, possibly proxied by regional per capita income, some 
measure of value added, or regional GDP. It should be assured that the benefi-
ciary government cannot manipulate such indicators or use them for strategies 
to maximize their transfer revenue. In the absence of such indicators, other 
proxies could be utilized, such as regional per capita use of telephones, televi-
sionsets, cars, electronic and electric domestic utensils, etc. 

 
2. In determining regional “spending needs,” current outlays are also inappro-

priate, since they reflect local policy decisions and do not capture actual fi-
nancial deficiencies, including payment arrears. The relevant indicator should 
be a standardized measure of potential expenditure on an accrual basis (i.e., 
actual “spending needs” as opposed to actual outlays). Thus, a specific study 
is called for in BiH to identify the objective conditions of different regional 
needs and to establish appropriate indicators, which may include the popula-
tion and its structure (the elderly, school-age children, the concentration of 
refugees and displaced persons), health indicators (e.g., infant mortality, the 
incidence of contagious disease), poverty indicators (e.g., the percentage of 
the population below the poverty line), special needs (unemployment rate, 
area extension, mountainous areas, war damage), and the cost of providing 
public services. To convey the right incentives for efficiency, the indicator 
should reflect an “average” or “national norm,” instead of the actually ob-
served costs of provision of services of the individual locality, in order to 
eliminate possible strategic behavior of recipient governments. Moreover, the 
distribution criterion for grants should, to the extent possible, be based on 
“capitation” (per capita, per eligible student, etc.), and should move away 
from the old criteria that fully support the current structures of the existing in-
stitutions (e.g., hospitals, schools).101 

 
3. In simultaneously determining both “needs” and “tax capacity” the distribu-

tion formula should aim at equalizing the respective fiscal capacities across 
regions, by enabling each local government to provide its citizens with an 
equal opportunity to access similar standards of services (with regard to their 
respective regional choices) regardless of where they live in the country. The 

                                                 
101 If based on costing indicators (such as the number of hospital beds), the beneficiary would have an incentive to 
maximize these capacity indicators (the number of beds, for example), instead of the level of public services. 
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Table 4.2.  FBiH: Size of the Pool of Equalization Transfers
Shared taxes between Allocated to Cantons Municip.
Canton and Munic. (2000) Canton Bdgt.Mun.Bdgt. Total CantonEf.Shares
Sales tax 701236 73113 774349 9.4
Wage tax 172764 38187 210951 18.1
Profit tax 26174 1177 27351 4.3
Citizens' tax 19648 40209 59857 67.2
TOTAL 919822 152686 1072508 14.2
Source:  ZPP, MF.

equalization of fiscal capacity across regions is achieved through the formula 
by simultaneously considering the different regional tax capacities and the re-
gional needs based on expenditure norms. 

 
 

The equalization Transfer Mechanism: An Illustration 

4.33 Data on most of the variables mentioned above are not directly available to conduct a 
meaningful exercise on equalization transfers for BiH. The few data on hand are faulty, and are 
incomplete and still require a critical analysis of their quality. Notwithstanding, an exercise was 
carried out on the basis of some reasonable assumptions on parameters and on the basis of other 
countries’ experiences. The results that follow are to be understood as a mere illustration of the 
working of a possible equalization transfer mechanism.102 Thus, before any practical conclusion 
on policies can be derived, a critical review of the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the 
mechanism and the data is called for. 

4.34 The initial size of the equalization transfer pool may be equal to the total amount of the 
current shared taxes (say, the current total allocation to both Cantons and municipalities in the 
year 2000). For the sake of simplicity, we will start from the current system where shared taxes 
(St) collected in all Cantons and municipalities, such as the sales tax on non-excisable goods and 
services, the wage tax, the profit tax (other than the taxes of large corporations—see Section 3), 

and the citizens’ tax, are initially 
totally allocated to the Cantonal 
Equalization/ Participation Fund 
(CPF)103—i.e., CPF = αααα*ΣΣΣΣt St, 
where t stands for each shared tax, 
and α=1 since shared taxes are ini-
tially fully allocated to the Cantons 

for further reallocation (partially) to their respective municipalities. This is a reasonable initial 
assumption, since it would not disrupt the fiscal relations between the Entity and sub-Entity gov-
ernments. Based on data for the year 2000, Table 4.2 shows that the size of the transfer pool 
(CPF) would amount to KM 1,072 million. It also shows that the current effective overall share 
of municipalities of sharable taxes was 14.2 percent (or an initial amount of resources for a 
would be “Municipal Equalization/ Participation Fund-MPF” of KM 153 million).104 It is notice-
able that the effective share of municipalities is much lower than the nominal shares indicated in 

                                                 
102 This sub-section simulates only a “general purpose transfer” mechanism, but “specific purpose transfer” mecha-
nisms (e.g., at the sectoral level that emphasize, say, human or infrastructure capital investment, or maintenance, 
etc.) are not ruled out, either as complementary or a substitute mechanisms of intergovernmental transfers to miti-
gate fiscal disparities created by the derivation basis character of the local tax revenue system. 
103 Actually, in the year 2000 the collection of sales taxes on excisable goods represented 36 percent of total sales 
tax collection. This amount of resources went 100 percent to the Federation’s budget. Thus, this exercise does not 
consider this amount to be shared. Only sales taxes on non-excisable goods and services were considered sharable 
between Cantons and municipalities in the Federation. Only road taxes are shared between the Federation and the 
Cantons (but they are insignificant), and property taxes are shared between the Cantons and the municipalities, but, 
for simplicity, the exercise excluded both of them as well. 
104 On a second turn, each Canton will share its revenues, including those derived from the CPF, with the munici-
palities according to their respective Law on the Allocation of Revenues (Section 2).  
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Table 3.1 (Section 3). This is because many Cantons have adopted their Law on the Allocation of 
Revenues only during the course of 2000-01 and the Canton of Sarajevo has not yet adopted one. 

4.35 If the initial sizes of the transfer pools (CPF or MPF) are shown to be inadequate, be-
cause they are insufficient or in excess of the respective sub-Entity governments’ responsibili-
ties, the fiscal legislation should be reviewed accordingly and new resources should be 
added/subtracted with the subsequent adjustment of sharing rates. To avoid fiscal disruptions, the 
new allocation system should be phased in over time, whereby the present allocation of resources 
to municipalities is guaranteed for an initial period. The crucial implicit assumption is that, in the 
new system, the shared taxes are no longer collected under the derivation principle, and all reve-
nue streams would directly flow to the common “Cantonal Equalization/Participation Fund” 
(CPF), and then to the respective MPF—the former fund administered at the level of the Entity 
and the latter at the level of the respective Canton.105 

4.36 The distribution of the resources accumulated in the CPF would be governed by pre-
determined rules based on equalization principles. The rules would take into account, as much 
as possible, information from the equalization factors (i.e., the distinct characteristics of each in-
dividual region) as discussed above, to reflect at least the key indicators for tax capacity and 
spending needs differentials.106 One equalization formula that can be adopted could take the fol-
lowing general form: 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Where: 
Ti = the amount of transfer that Canton i is entitled to; 
T = the size of the transfer pool (CPF); 
n = the number of Cantons (or municipalities) for which the transfer pool is being 

distributed; 
fij = the share of factor j in Canton i relative to the total Σi fij; 
a = the weight coefficient for the fixed lump-sum element (see below); 

  bj = the weight coefficient for factor j; 
 
 and: 

Σifij = 1, i.e., all characteristic factors j are normalized to one, so the Canton’s spe-
cific share of transfers is proportional to its share in the total of the factor; and  

 

                                                 
105 The rest of this section discusses only the CPF. Basically the same principles would apply equally to the MPF. 
106 The formula can also be slightly modified to include “tax effort incentives.” The present exercise does not in-
clude the latter. 

Ti=T*(a/n + ΣΣΣΣjbj fij) 
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 ΣiTi = CPF = T; i.e., the distributed transfers should exactly exhaust the total 
amount of the transfer pool (i.e., Σi(a/n + Σjbjfij) = a+Σjbj = 1).  

 . 
 
4.37 Given the data quality and availability, the present exercise simulated the distribution of 
equalization transfers among the Cantons, using the T = KM 1,072 million as determined in Ta-
ble 4.2. 

4.38 The lump-sum element is a fixed amount to be split evenly among the 10 Cantons of 
FBiH (1/n). In this exercise (ai) is assumed to be equal to 10 percent (0.10) of the total fund T 
across Cantons. Thus, every Canton would be receiving a lump-sum amount of transfers (0.10/10 
= 1 percent of the pool) irrespective of its distinct characteristics (indicated by the other ele-
ments, fij, entering the formula—whose weight bij are assumed to be equal (bj) for all Cantons). 
Many countries attribute a small share of the total transfer to this lump-sum amount in order to 
take into account the indivisibilities that usually exist in the provision of public services. (For 
instance, costs of the administration, and costs of maintaining basic infrastructures are practically 
indivisible costs.) Also, as small communities generally have a lower per capita income and a 
higher percentage of poor people, the presence of the lump-sum element in the formula would be 
favoring the small Cantons. On the other hand, the lump-sum element is to be kept modest in 
size to avoid providing perverse incentives for a proliferation in the number of Cantons.107 

4.39 Given the data limitation, a formula for a preliminary simulation for the FBiH could take 
the following specification:  

Where:  
  Pi = is the population of the Canton i; 
  Ci = is the cost of service provision in the Canton i; 
  Ei= is the number of enrolled students in primary schools in the Canton i; 
  Gi = is the value added (a proxy for the Cantonal GDP) in canton i. 
 The same variables without subscript i stand for the total of all Cantons, and the 

numerical coefficients multiplying each variable are the assumed weights for the 
respective factors (on the basis of other countries’ experiences). 

 
4.40 Population is a basic indicator of expenditure needs. In the formula, its role is to dis-
tribute transfers equally on a per capita basis. Thus, the formula incorporates the effect of popu-
lation expansion, since the need for providing public services will increase correspondingly. For 
instance, the differential impact of refugees/displaced persons among Cantons is, to a certain ex-
tent, captured by this part of the formula. The use of the population factor is a common feature in 
distribution formulas (developed, developing, and transition countries have used it), because it 
has the merits of simplicity and transparency, which are basic criteria for assessing intergovern-
                                                 
107 To prevent jurisdictions from splitting up in order to multiply the impact of this lump-sum grant element, there 
could be a rule by which the concerned jurisdictions would have to share their former joint entitlement, either in full 
or partially. 

Ti=T*{0.1*(1/10)+0.4*(Pi/P)+0.2*(Ci/C)+0.2*(Ei/E)+0.1*[(Pi/Gi)/ΣΣΣΣi(Pi/Gi)]} 
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Table 4.3. FBiH:  Distribution of the Pool of  Equalization Transfers
Transfers Current Deviation

by the Derivation from the
Canton Equalization Basis Equalization

Transfers Allocation Formula
A (Th.KM) B (Th.KM) A/B

Una-Sana 128178 109427 1.17
Posavski 39317 20769 1.89
Tuzla 229952 181609 1.27
Zenica 164610 119034 1.38
Gorazde 38777 9832 3.94
Central Bosnia 112542 84998 1.32
Mostar-Neretva 94371 113919 0.83
West Hercegovina 48090 46588 1.03
Sarajevo 166823 361120 0.46
Herceg-Bosanski 49848 25212 1.98
Fed. BiH 1072508 1072508 1.00
Data Sources=>Population: INHCR (1999); GDP(Value Added);
"primary school enrollment" (1997/8):FBiH Statist.Yearbook,1999
"Tax collection",2000: ZPP, MF(FBiH); computation Tbl.A7 (St.App.)

mental transfers (see Box 4.2). For this reason, the highest weight (0.4) is assumed for the popu-
lation factor in the formula. 

4.41 The cost of public service provision tends to be higher in metropolitan areas because of 
congestion and pollution. The specific formula accounts for this factor, Ci, by simply assuming 
that the per capita costs of public service provision in Sarajevo are on average twice as high as 
those in the other Cantons.108 For the time being, this arbitrary assumption may be instrumental 
while more reasonable cost indicators are not available. Equally arbitrary is its weight (0.2), but 
it is important to keep in mind that this is an important variable in any case. It should help distin-
guish the highly urbanized regions, by factoring into the formula the differential effects of costly 
transportation systems, and infrastructure maintenance, including sanitation and pollution con-
trols.  

4.42 Educational needs tend to absorb the largest proportion of subnational budgets. In fact, 
only education responds for around one-
third of the aggregate Cantonal budgets in 
the Federation (Table 2.5). The presence of 
this factor in the formula is therefore es-
sential. The number of enrollments in 
primary schools, Ei, represents this factor. 
The school-age population could be a 
better proxy for the education variable, 
since it is less prone to be manipulated. 
However, recent census data are not 
available, and reliable estimates for the 
structure of the population do not exist. 
Later on, when more and reliable 
information becomes available, adjustment 
factors could be added to the formula to take into account some additional information, such as 
the density or sparsity of the population, to factor in the differential costs of education service 
provision. Given the importance of this variable, the formula also assumes a relatively high 
weight for education (0.2). 

4.43 Revenue capacity is unequally distributed because the tax basis is concentrated. The 
formula considers GDP—i.e., Cantonal value added in production, from the FBiH Statistical 
Yearbook—as a proxy for income or the tax basis. Actually, it is the inverse of the GDP per cap-
ita (Pi/Gi), which enters the formula because the transfers to Cantons should vary inversely with 
tax capacity (see the discussion above). In the absence of more appropriate, specific indicators on 
the condition of the population, this variable also serves as an indirect measure of relative pov-
erty. The weight attributed to tax capacity is relatively lower (0.1). 

4.44 The result of the present illustration indicates that a potential impact of an equalization 
scheme in FBiH may lead to a reallocation of revenues basically from larger towards smaller 

                                                 
108 A truly reasonable estimate for the differential cost of public service provision is not a trivial task, even when the 
necessary statistics are available. Wages and rents may be taken as proxies and, possibly, a relative index could be 
constructed. 
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Cantons. Table 4.3 shows the results of the specific formula as discussed above on the allocation 
of the shared-tax revenue from the transfer pool. Comparison of columns A and B shows that, 
under the given assumptions, the great majority of Cantons would benefit from the implementa-
tion of an equalization transfer system, particularly the smallest Cantons (Gorazde, Herzeg-
Bosanski, and Posavski), which are discriminated against by the current derivation-based tax 
sharing system. On the other hand, the two largest Cantons Sarajevo and Mostar-Neretva, are the 
ones that would lose under the new system. 

4.45 Data permitting, the above formula should be better specified, by the introduction of the 
other variables mentioned in the previous sub-sections. Of particular importance is the possibility 
of an adjustment to introduce an indicator for tax effort. Moreover, the same exercise may be 
worth replicating for municipalities, for each Canton of the Federation and for the Republika 
Srpska.  
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5. ACCESS TO BORROWING AND LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
INVESTMENT 

 
A.  PUBLIC SECTOR INDEBTEDNESS AND THE CAPITAL MARKET CONDITIONS 

 

Overall Financial Conditions 

5.1 For BiH, foreign debt increased substantially after the breakup of the former Yugoslavia 
and during the civil war. After debt rescheduling, consolidation, and write-offs by the Paris and 
London Clubs since the mid-1990s, the debt/GDP ratio was reduced from 1.13 in 1997 to 0.73 in 
2000 (including debt payment arrears of 22 percent of GDP since 1997). In 2000, the debt ser-
vice of the Federation was around 2 percent of GDP and 18 percent of tax revenue; in the RS 
these figures were around 3 percent and 15 percent, respectively.109 Although the actual debt ser-
vice has not been extremely high as yet, it represents a major risk for the fiscal position of BiH in 
the years to come. In fact, in 2000—after the rescheduling of external public and publicly guar-
anteed debt—the public debt/public revenue ratio mounted to 3.07, the highest in the Balkans 
and Central Europe, which does not augur well for the future. 110 

5.2 The country’s reconstruction was initially facilitated by the inflow of foreign financing 
after the war. But now the situation is changing and foreign aid appears to be drying up. Access 
to borrowing by sub-Entity governments to finance local infrastructure is severely limited by 
overall financial constraints and by the risks of macroeconomic instability. For the near future, 
BiH has to explore alternative sources of revenue and to rationalize the use of the available fi-
nancing. As the country operates a Currency Board,111 the options for government financing are 
limited by the performance of the external accounts and domestic savings. Thus, inflationary fi-
nancing is ruled out, and seignorage is not an alternative for government financing. However, 
neither the current account nor the balance of payments have as yet performed in a manner to 
cope with foreign debt obligations, nor have domestic savings increased sufficiently to provide 
the basis for a sustainable domestic capital market. Overall, the consolidated fiscal position has 
not improved since the mid-1990s, and in 2001 there was a consolidated fiscal deficit (after 

                                                 
109 Although the State carries the sovereign risk of foreign debt as a guarantor, it does not control a corresponding 
underlying resource flow, and the Entity governments have the responsibility to serve the totality of the debt ser-
vice—with the Federation assuming the responsibility for around two-thirds of the consolidated outstanding foreign 
debt and the RS being responsible for one-third. 
110 “Bosnia and Herzegovina: Creditworthiness Review,” World Bank, July 18, 2001, background paper prepared by 
R. Polastri for “Bosnia and Herzegovina-From Aid Dependency to Fiscal Self-Reliance,” PEIR Report # 24297-
BiH, October 2002. 
111 Under the Currency Board, the Konvertible Marka was set at parity with the Deutsche Mark, which has been ad-
justed to a rate fixed to the Euro (see Section 1). 
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grants) of 7 percent, compared with 5 percent in 1998.112 Therefore, fiscal sustainability remains 
a major concern, negatively affecting the creditworthiness of every level of government. 

  

Sub-Entity Government Indebtedness 

5.3 Sub-Entity government borrowing is a relatively new phenomenon in BiH, since Cantons 
did not exist and municipalities could not borrow in the former Yugoslavia. Although adequate 
consolidated statistics are not available, it is unlikely that sub-Entity formal indebtedness has ex-
panded significantly since independence. In 1999, interest payments and debt amortization were 
less than 0.1 percent and less than 0.4 percent of total Canton expenditures, respectively (Table 
2.3, Section 2). During the post-conflict period, market conditions were not propitious for the 
development of financial transactions, because: (i) the country’s political and macroeconomic 
risks remained high, and private capital (including privatization proceeds) did not flow in; (ii) 
domestic financial savings (private and public) remained extremely low, which limited the de-
velopment of the financial system; and (iii) the lack of transparency, the lack of revenue auton-
omy, and the low accountability of sub-Entity governments kept their creditworthiness weak. 
Thus, official loans were practically the only financing alternative open to lower level govern-
ments; but even that alternative remained insignificant. Table 2.3, in Section 2 shows that in the 
Federation there was no recorded net lending from the Entity to other levels of government in 
1999. Even net lending from the Cantons to their respective municipalities and Cantonal ex-
trabudgetary agencies has been quite small (less than 3 percent of the consolidated Cantonal 
budget in 1999).113  

5.4 In fact, scattered anecdotal evidence confirms that neither Cantonal nor municipal formal 
explicit debt is high.114 Apparently, municipal debt is very small and only of a short-term nature, 
and in general is taken directly from local branches of banks. Although the creditworthiness of 
municipalities is still low, some banks are prepared to open limited, short-term credit lines to the 
municipalities in which they are located. Some banks have an interest in these operations as it 
gives them an opportunity to manage the accounts of these public clients. For some transactions 
there is an implicit understanding that revenue intercepts are a guarantee against default. Particu-
larly since the implementation of the new Treasury and payment systems, these agreements be-
tween banks and municipalities have become more formal and are apparently widespread. 

5.5 Long-term borrowing of sub-Entity governments is rare in both Entities. On the one 
hand, Cantonal and local politicians are not keen to recognize and honor previous governments’ 
indebtedness, nor to take on long-term responsibilities for major reconstruction projects. It has 
been said that some shortsighted local politicians have realized that political connections usually 

                                                 
112 The average primary deficit fell from 17 percent in 1999 to 12 percent in 2001, but grants also fell from 13 per-
cent to 7 percent, respectively.  
113 The rules of interbudgetary on-lending are not always clear in BiH, since they are often effected without an inter-
agency contract. Also, the nature of such flows (whether credit or grant) is often disputed. For instance, the authori-
ties of the Canton of Sarajevo asserted that they received grants from the Federation for capital works (the refur-
bishment of school buildings) without being informed that this was an interagency loan to be paid back. The Canton 
declined the servicing of this “unexpected debt” and the Federation then decided to withdraw its financial assistance 
through on-lending unless the contentious “loan” was recognized and honored.  
114 See Section 2, and also Tables A.3b and A.4b in the Statistical Appendix, and Table I.1 in Annex I. 
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yield a higher and more immediate payoff than the difficult job of building up credibility and 
creditworthiness in a financial market. On the other hand, foreign banks have not yet shown 
great interest in lending to sub-Entity governments because they perceive the macroeconomic 
and political risks as still extremely high. Owing to these risks and to a lack of the right incen-
tives, the domestic capital markets are narrow, and they lack the adequate technical and financial 
capacities to exercise their role in mobilizing the necessary resources to finance sub-Entity gov-
ernment investment projects. 
  

Arrears and Contingent Liabilities 

5.6 Although borrowing from Entity governments is almost nonexistent, and access to the 
commercial financial market is limited, the lower tiers of government in both Entities are operat-
ing with fiscal deficits.115 While transfers from higher-level governments are neither large nor 
significant (Section 4), the fiscal imbalances of sub-Entity governments have been financed 
mainly by the accumulation of arrears on wages and of credit from suppliers. 

5.7 The accumulation of arrears has become the most important source of “debt financing” 
for some Cantons and local governments. In fact, anecdotal evidence indicates that wage arrears 
have accumulated at increasing rates and represent in some cases about one-and-half-year’s 
payments (see Section 2). In particular, payment arrears for the beneficiaries of the social assis-
tance system (especially those related to assistance to the poor) have expanded rapidly, mainly 
because of unfunded mandates that were pushed down to the municipalities by the Cantons.  

5.8 Payment arrears to suppliers have also increased, particularly to suppliers of utility ser-
vices. This has exacerbated the problem of cross-indebtedness among government agencies and 
levels. At both Entity levels, this problem has periodically been resolved through some form of 
barter arrangement, such as the use of tax offsets between the Entity government and one or 
more enterprises that possess claims against the budget. In both Entities, tax offsets are said to be 
prohibited at the sub-Entity level; however specific information is not available to confirm actual 
practice. 

 
5.9 While the explicit direct indebtedness of sub-Entity governments may not be too high, 
there are indications that contingent liabilities exist at lower tiers of government, and they seem 
to be significant. Cantons and municipalities are in principle not allowed to provide guarantees to 
private or public economic agents, but apparently implicit guarantees do exist to their respective 
Cantonal/municipal “own” enterprises, especially to utility companies.116 The latter situation 

                                                 
115 See Section 2, and also Tables A.3b and A.4b in the Statistical Appendix. 
116 In BiH it is questionable whether municipalities can convincingly deny the responsibility for their public utilities 
that operate off budget. For example, politically it is difficult to believe that a municipality would let a water plant 
go bankrupt. In general, municipalities provide a high level of support to their companies. For instance, it has been 
reported that Rogatica (RS) spends about 40 percent of its budget supporting the utilities. Also, municipalities have 
occasionally invested in companies, borrowing from banks and hoping to make a profit. For example, Cazin in-
vested commercially in the local paper industry, although without success. There are other cases of bank financed 
municipal investment and municipal guarantees to firms (see also Section 2 on the utility companies’ financial situa-
tion). 
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represents a public sector contingent liability and a major fiscal risk for sub-Entity governments 
that is still to be assessed. 

 

B.  THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR ACCESS TO BORROWING 

5.10 Currently, the organic law on the budget system and the laws on local self-government of 
each Entity authorize borrowing. Entities’ policies for sub-Entity government indebtedness differ 
and are still unclear. In the Federation, Cantons and municipalities are, in principle, free to bor-
row, but approval procedures differ from Canton to Canton in accordance with the respective 
Cantonal Law on Self-Government. While in some Cantons the borrowing requests of munici-
palities have to be submitted to Cantonal parliaments for approval,117 in others local borrowings 
are only submitted to the respective municipal council (e.g., Zenica-Doboj118 and Sarajevo119 
Cantons). Notwithstanding these organic regulations, recent budget execution laws have banned 
any type of commercial borrowing by sub-Entity governments in the Federation,120 which has 
been justified by the seriousness of the current financial and macroeconomic situation (see pre-
vious sub-section).121 In the RS, Art. 12 of the Law on Self-Government establishes that munici-
pal assemblies decide on municipal indebtedness related to investment expenditures, but short-
term deficits (due to unpredicted current expenditures or fluctuations in revenues during the fis-
cal year) can be financed only by borrowing from the Republican government.122,123 

                                                 
117 In spite of this, public officials in these Cantons tend to understand that the intent of the law was to submit the 
municipalities’ borrowing requests only to the municipal council for approval. (See also M.A. DeAngelis and G.E. 
Peterson, BiH-Local Development Project:Legal and Regulatory Framework, Urban Institute, July 2001.)  
118 Law on Self-Government, Art. 22, item 10. 
119 Law on Self-Government, Art. 29, item 10. 
120 The only exception to this ban being the Local Development Project (LDP) of the World Bank. 
121 For example, Art. 34 of the 2000 Budget Execution Law of the Federation. 
122 RS Law on the Budget System, Art. 38. 
123 Despite these prohibitions, some municipalities have borrowed directly from banks in both Entities (sometimes 
even with an unsustainable debt service, as in the case of Siroki Prijeg which has reported a debt service ratio of 
26.5 percent). Tomislavgrad has borrowed KM 100,000 at short notice to build a by-pass road. Novi Grad has taken 
a loan of KM 1.4 million, with the authorization and guarantee of the RS. This loan was passed on to the local utility 
for a water supply project that operates off-budget. Although there may be cost recovery in this case, budgetary risks 
were ignored by the municipality. Novi Grad plans to take up further loans during the coming two years. About 30 
percent of the respondents to a questionnaire that was sent out to the municipalities of the Federation reported ex-
penditures for debt service, including Bugonjo, Celic, Gradacac, Lukavac, Mostar-Sjever, Posusje, and Siroki Prijeg. 
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TABLE 5.1: DEBT LIMITATIONS ON SUB-NATIONAL GOVERNMENT  

Country Debt Service ratio limit 
Debt/Revenue 
ratio limit Other Restrictions 

Poland 15% of total revenues (debt 
service includes potential liabil-
ity under guarantee commit-
ments) 

- None - Short-term loans must be repaid within fiscal year. 
- No State guarantee, unless explicitly stated. 
- Long-term credit only for investment. 
- Carry-forward of unpaid principal on all debt to next budget 
year cannot exceed 60% of budgeted revenues. 

Hungary 70% of own current revenue 
(local taxes, fees, interest reve-
nues, environment fines). Debt 
service includes potential liabil-
ity under guarantee commit-
ments. 

- None - Local governments with outstanding loans and expenses of 
more than 100 million HUF must have external independent au-
dits.  
- Loans cannot be secured with primary assets, general transfers 
from the state, shared personal income tax. 
- Debt-service restriction does not apply to short-term liquidity 
loans. 

Romania  20% of current revenue - Short-term 
cash balance 
loans limited to 
5% of total 
revenue. 

- No State guarantee. Debt registration documents must include a 
clause to this effect. 
- Debt incurred must be reported in the public debt register and 
reported annually. 
- External borrowing must be approved by a loan authorization 
commission.  

Lithuania  10% of total revenue, exclud-
ing earmarked grants 

- Debt stock is 
limited to 20% 
(30% for Vil-
nius) of total 
revenues. 
- Borrowing 
limited to 10% 
of total 
rev. (excl. ear-
marked grants). 
Short-term bor-
rowing limited 
to 5%. 

- Short-term loans must be repaid within fiscal year. 
- No State guarantees. 
- Ministry of Finance can impose lower borrowing ceilings for 
individual municipalities based on budget performance. 
- Long-term credit can be used only for investment and must be 
approved by a Loan Commission of the MoF. 

Kazakhstan  10% of total revenue - Debt out-
standing cannot 
exceed 25% of 
total revenue. 
- Annual bor-
rowing cannot 
exceed 10% of 
total annual 
revenue.  

- Borrowing only for capital investment financing. 
- Total volume of borrowing is limited by the annual Republican 
budget. 
- Local borrowing is subject to Min. of Fin. approval. 
- Local debt is registered and controlled by Min. of Finance. 
- There is no guarantee by the Republican government. 
- Local governments cannot borrow in foreign currency or 
abroad. 

Czech Re-
public 

 15% of total revenue   - Placement of municipal bonds in foreign markets only under the 
authorization of the Exchange Commission. 
- Any financial operation shall be approved by the Municipal 
Assembly.  

Mexico     - States and municipalities are prohibited by Constitution from 
taking foreign borrowing. 
- States’ and municipalities’ loans controlled by specific regula-
tion on the basis of credit ratings performed by both the govern-
ment and independent credit rating agencies. 

Sources:M.A. DeAngelis and G.E. Peterson, BiH-Local Development Project:Legal and Regulatory Framework, Urban Institute, July 2001; 
 M. Giugale and S.Webb, Achievements and Challenges of Fiscal Decentralization: Lessons from Mexico, The World Bank, 2000; 
 Kazakhstan: Public Expenditure Review, Report # 20489, The World Bank, 2000; J.C. Oliveira and J.M. Vazquez: Czech Republic: Intergov-

ernmental Fiscal Relations in the Transition, World Bank Technical Paper # 517, 2001. 
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5.11 In an attempt to limit sub-Entity indebtedness to the respective government’s capacity to 
serve the debt, the Entities’ organic budget laws have established that indebtedness of the sub-
Entity governments is capped by an upper limit of 20 percent of total budgetary revenue.124 This 
had been a major source of confusion, however, since it was not clear whether this limit referred 
to the outstanding stock of debt, to new borrowing taken during the year, or to debt service.125  

5.12 Guarantees by sub-Entity governments to institutions where they are the “founders” are 
also allowed by the organic budget laws, but are conditional on the inclusion of the amount of 
those guarantees in the respective government’s annual budget law. The latter provision is not 
always observed in practice, since municipalities have provided guarantees to their utility com-
panies without previous legislative authorization. 

 

C. ISSUES ON SUB-ENTITY ACCESS TO BORROWING 

5.13 Economic and financial rationale for sub-Entity borrowing There is at least one fun-
damental economic reason for borrowing by sub-Entity governments in BiH: the financing of 
capital expenditures. This can be justified on efficiency, equity, and financial grounds. 

1. Efficient decision-making requires that maintenance and investment expenditures 
be financed by the same government level. Currently, sub-Entity governments 
have the responsibility for the maintenance of social assets, including those re-
lated to education, health care, local transportation, housing, and social assistance. 
Thus, the sub-Entity governments (Canton and municipalities) should also be re-
sponsible for financing local investments—i.e., capital expenditures related to the 
reconstruction of war damage and the expansion of local social assets (especially 
local basic infrastructures)—otherwise the outcome will be poor investment deci-
sions and low levels of infrastructure maintenance.126 At present, these responsi-
bilities are still confused in BiH and are frequently separated at different levels of 
governments. 

2. Public investments are lumpy by nature, so that their financing through current 
taxes would be neither efficient nor equitable, since the benefits of these invest-
ments tend to spread over a long period of time. Thus, debt-based investment pro-
vides an inter-temporal link, by involving future generations in the financing of 
infrastructure that they will use. 

                                                 
124 Federation organic Law on the Budget System, Arts. 37 to 39; RS organic Law on the Budget System, Arts. 38 
and 39. 
125 This confusion has been removed recently by a revision of the law however. For instance Article 53 of the Law 
on the Budget System of the Republika Srpska states that “municipalities and towns can borrow in the country and 
abroad up to 10 percent of the budget realized in the previous fiscal year, with a purpose to finance capital invest-
ment expenditures”, and in Article 54 that total debt and guarantees of municipalities may not exceed 20 percent of 
their budgets realized in the previous fiscal year. 
126 Local governments tend to have a better knowledge of the investment needs of their constituencies. Also, in the 
absence of other incentive mechanisms, owners tend to be more committed with an adequate maintenance expendi-
ture. 
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3. Local financing of infrastructure can alleviate pressures on the Entity budget. For 
lack of liquidity, the Entity governments’ annual budgets are usually under con-
siderable pressure. Thus, the access of sub-Entity governments to borrowing—if 
properly regulated and responsibly conducted—can alleviate those financial pres-
sures on the Entity budget, while indispensable reconstruction programs are pro-
ceeding. 

5.14 Undoubtedly, it would be an improvement in the incentive structure to assign both in-
vestment and capital maintenance responsibilities clearly to the respective sub-Entity govern-
ments. However, for this to be effective, at least two other elements must be brought in place: (i) 
adequate evaluation and administrative capacities at the Cantonal and municipal levels; and (ii) 
better conditions for sub-Entity governments to access the capital markets. 

Major issues on Access to Borrowing by Sub-Entity Governments 

5.15 Normal access to borrowing by sub-Entity governments in BiH is constrained by both 
demand and supply factors that impinge on the capital market. The key constraint on the demand 
side is the low creditworthiness of Canton and (especially) municipalities. 

5.16 Low creditworthiness of sub-Entity governments. The current low creditworthiness of 
Cantonal and municipal governments reflects their reduced capacity to pay, owing to lack of fis-
cal autonomy, lack of revenue predictability, ambiguous property rights, unrecognized contin-
gent liabilities, weak administrative and technical capacities, lack of transparency in budgeting, 
accounting and reporting, and lack of mechanisms to assure accountability. 

1. Lack of fiscal autonomy. Sub-Entity government revenues typically depend on 
centralized policies related to tax rate regulation, tax exemptions, and tax admini-
stration. Municipalities, especially, have very limited revenue autonomy, since 
they are mostly dependent on tax sharing and grants, as their own revenue are in-
sufficient to fulfill their responsibilities. Even the property tax (which is not effec-
tively implemented in either of the Entities) has its revenue shared with the Can-
ton governments in the Federation. Moreover, municipalities are delegated with 
unfunded mandates whose entitlements and standards of services are determined 
at either the Entity level or the Canton level. 

2. Lack of revenue predictability. The main parameters of fiscal policies (e.g., tax 
rates, tax exemptions, tax sharing) are determined at the level of annual budget 
laws, and have frequently fluctuated even during the budget execution year. This 
imposes a high degree of uncertainty on the budgetary process, precluding local 
ability to predict revenues and to program a medium-term fiscal framework, 
which is essential to access capital markets and to develop a debt management 
system. 

3. Ambiguous property rights. Property rights are not entirely settled. In BiH it is 
common to consider local authorities the “founders” of some local public build-
ings, as well as of some commercial and residential construction. This apparently 
gives them the right to manage the use of these buildings and to appropriate the 
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corresponding rents, but it also gives them the responsibility for their mainte-
nance. However, to what extent they can dispose of these assets (i.e., selling, 
pledging them as collateral for loans, etc) at their discretion is not clear in many 
cases. This uncertainty about property rights also applies to the utility (and other 
public) companies, whose delayed privatization policy is under the control of the 
Entity governments. Regarding the latter (in general, loss-making companies), 
sub-Entity governments, although the “founders,” cannot restructure the manage-
ment of these enterprises—which would be the only way to solve the protracted 
problem of their enormous operational inefficiency (see Section 2). 

4. Unrecognized contingent liabilities. Although sub-Entity governments are not 
supposed to provide guarantees to any commercial agency, there is apparently ex-
plicit and implicit support by these governments for such enterprises, particularly 
for those utility (and other) companies of which they are the “founders.” For po-
litical reasons, utility tariffs are neither cost-covering nor entirely collected (and 
this situation is aggravated by the problem of refugees/displaced persons). This 
has brought great losses to these companies, has thrown them into serious finan-
cial difficulties, and has fostered a symbiotic relationship between them and the 
local governments (involving cross-indebtedness). It has pushed these govern-
ments to implicitly and explicitly take on the responsibilities of companies (in 
general, through barter operations, tax-debt offsets, guarantees for companies’ fi-
nancial obligations, and improperly recorded extraordinary capital transfers).127 
This blurry financial relationship between the local governments and “their” com-
panies implies uncertain levels of contingent liabilities, that impinge seriously on 
the creditworthiness of these governments.128 

5. Weak administrative and technical capacity. Although it is overstaffed, the sub-
Entity public administration lacks a qualified, merit-based civil service. There is a 
considerable vacuum between the very few high-level public officials and the rest 
of the staff. As a result, there is neither the sufficient understanding of, nor the ca-
pacity to implement, a simple debt management system. 

6. Lack of transparency in budgeting, accounting, and reporting. Although the 
country is supposed to have adopted a harmonized budgetary system and the in-
ternational accounting nomenclature (GFS-based), the implementation of it is still 
at its beginning stages. The interpretation of concepts and the presentation of fis-
cal accounts still differ between the Entities, and among the Cantons in the Fed-

                                                 
127 For example, the municipality of Visegrad has leased out municipal property to the local energy supplier for the 
construction of a dam. The energy utility owes taxes to the municipality that were not paid due to low revenue col-
lection. The municipality, with the consent of the RS Ministry of Finance, managed to set up a compensation 
scheme by which the energy utility would provide free electricity to a third party to which the municipality had obli-
gations for services. Thus, the electricity firm is able “to pay” for its taxes and the municipality “to honor its com-
mitments” to the third party. (see also Section 3 for other examples). 
128 Also, municipalities are often subject to extortion by local firms that threaten to lay off labor if no financial sup-
port is provided. Recently, in Novi Grad (RS) for example, the local clothes factory (SANA), which took out a bank 
loan of KM 300,000 (bringing its total debt to KM 3 million), requested the municipality to take on its debt service 
in order to protect the jobs of local citizens. It has been reported that this firm continues to operate under bad man-
agement despite the fact that it has not paid taxes for seven years. 
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eration, and also among municipalities in the Canton. The reporting system is par-
ticularly poor and is practically non-existent in the area of indebtedness. 

7. Lack of accountability. Owing, in particular, to (1), (2) and (3) above, the systems 
of financial accountability and political accountability are faulty in BiH. As a 
consequence, the procurement rules are obscure,129 favoritism, nepotism, and cor-
ruption are said to be still common, and conflicts of interest arise because gov-
ernment officials take stakes in local businesses, including public utilities. 
Mechanisms for citizens’ participation in budget control are very weak, if they ex-
ist at all, and local politicians and authorities are rarely made directly accountable 
for their actions on public policies. 

5.17 On the supply side, the constraining factors regarding access to borrowing are those re-
lated to the current underdevelopment of the country’s capital market: inadequate domestic fi-
nancial savings, and weak financial institutions. 

5.18 Inadequate domestic financial savings. Domestic banks’ liabilities are predominantly 
short-term deposits, which are insufficient in volume and are not adequate for long-term loans. 
Personal and corporate savings (including insurance companies) are low, and the pension funds 
are insolvent, with assets shorter than liabilities. 

5.19 Weak financial institutions. The local banks are not yet technically prepared to deal with 
municipalities, and the financial system does not have an adequate amount of financial savings to 
be mobilized in order to sustain longer-term cantonal/municipal infrastructure reconstruction and 
expansion. This has not encouraged significant financial operations and the development of ex-
pertise on local governments, and this has constrained the development of municipal capital 
market institutions. 

5.20 As a consequence of these constraints, the functioning of the capital market in BiH is 
highly deficient and is marked by important market failures. 

 
5.21 Market failures. In BiH, perverse incentives that prevent the normal working of market 
discipline in allocating financial resources effectively and efficiently, include: 

1. Restrictions on financial markets. If financial markets are not free and open, mar-
ket discipline is not effective. In BiH financial markets are narrow and closed. 
Sub-Entity governments’ access to international markets, for instance, would only 
be possible through the Entities, and recent annual budget laws have banned their 
access to any kind of borrowing.  

2. Imperfect information (lack of transparency). Financial market discipline can 
work only if economic agents have the necessary information for decision-making 

                                                 
129 In the FBiH, there is a Government Decree on the “Procedure of Procurement of Goods, Services and Contract-
ing,” which has been in place since August 1998 and which applies to procurement financed by budget funds con-
ducted by Federal, Cantonal, municipal, and city administrations. However, many of the public organizations gov-
erned by this Decree are unaware of its existence or choose to ignore it with impunity. 
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and can equally access this information. In BiH, sub-Entity data on fiscal posi-
tions (including indebtedness) are not readily available, and where they are, usu-
ally they are irregular and/or inconsistent.  

3. Soft budget constraints and moral hazard incentives. Intergovernmental fiscal re-
lations are affected by several perverse incentives that encourage both sub-Entity 
governments and lenders to act irresponsibly on borrowing. For example, moral 
hazard incentives are embodied in the “gap-filling” kinds of transfers adopted by 
Sarajevo Canton and in the occasional discretionary “extraordinary” transfers by 
other Cantons to their municipalities. Similar perverse incentives for excessive 
indebtedness are also a reflection of soft budget constraints resulting from the 
possibility of tax-debt triangular offsets—not uncommon in both Entities—and 
from the implicit and explicit guarantees and contingent liabilities of municipali-
ties in relation to their off-budget utility (and other) companies. Soft budget con-
straints and moral hazard incentives impede the working of market discipline. 

4. Insensitivity to market signals. For market discipline to work, it is necessary that 
borrowers seek financial policies that are consistent with solvency. Thus, borrow-
ers must be sensitive to interest rate fluctuations or, if there is a possibility of 
market exclusion, must revise their borrowing plans accordingly. In BiH it is not 
always clear whether the sub-Entity politicians—as the highest decision-makers 
acting at the respective Cantonal and municipal assemblies—would give adequate 
weight to market signals when determining their expenditures.  

 
5.22 Moreover, in face of the current considerable disparity in revenue capacity across re-
gions, access to borrowing by sub-Entity governments may have further equity implications. 

5.23 Skewed regional distribution of revenues. Owing to the current derivation-based system 
of tax sharing among Cantons and municipalities, there is a considerable disparity in the distribu-
tion of resources, favoring the relatively more prosperous regions, Cantons, municipalities, and 
cities. This is aggravated by the absence of any regular equalization transfer mechanism. Given 
the scarcity of financial savings, the existing perverse incentives, and the high risks involved, the 
capital market tends to favor the financing of infrastructure reconstruction for the few largest ur-
ban centers and the already well-off regions, and to crowd out the rest of the country, especially 
the poorest municipalities. This jeopardizes the major objectives of promoting the capital market 
system to leverage the financing of post-war reconstruction in the country at large and thus to 
reduce poverty. 
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D. OPTIONS FOR THE FINANCING OF LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND DEBT MANAGEMENT 

 

Options for the Financing of Local Infrastructure 

5.24 The currently low creditworthiness of sub-Entity governments, the inadequacy of domes-
tic financial savings, the weaknesses of the financial institutions, the market failures, and the 
skewed regional distribution of revenues are possible factors that impede capital market disci-
pline and thus interfere with its ability to efficiently allocate financial resources in the post-war 
reconstruction phase and to reduce poverty. Undoubtedly, the government of BiH should em-
brace the implementation of reforms that create the conditions for a normal functioning of finan-
cial markets on a sustainable basis. However, it should be recognized that such conditions take 
time to come to fruition. As the reconstruction needs are urgent, the government of BiH should 
be prepared to adopt interim measures and institutions that can facilitate the responsible local 
financing of critical infrastructure immediately. 

 

Creating the conditions for sustainable sub-Entity debt management: developing a rules-based 
domestic capital market  

5.25 Even in developed capital markets (i.e., Canada, Australia, the United States), reliance 
solely on market discipline has proved to be insufficient to improve the access of responsible 
subnational governments to infrastructure financing.130 Although an adequately regulated system 
(i.e., the rules-based system) takes time to mature, it may be the only safe approach to follow. 
Nevertheless, if some desirable market discipline is to be seen in the medium to long term, the 
rules-based system must be put in place from the outset. These rules and regulations should 
minimize allocative distortions and should teach the agents to adopt market discipline by mimik-
ing, to the extent possible, desirable market practices. These rules and regulations should also 
prevent excessive local government indebtedness. The participation of the private sector in the 
financing process and the development of independent organizations and official institutions for 
the monitoring of Cantonal and municipal indebtedness are also to be encouraged. 

 
5.26 Consistent with the overall designing of sustainable intergovernmental fiscal relations (by 
restoring revenue autonomy, transparency, stability, and predictability to improve creditworthi-
ness—see above, and Sections 2 and 3), the basic rules and institutions for the financing of a 
Cantonal/municipal capital market should be put in place, and the financial market should then 
be let to work. A successful implementation of these basic rules presupposes, among other 
things, the clarification of property rights. 

5.27 The government of BiH may consider establishing these basic rules and institutions 
(through organic laws), aiming at a well-functioning Cantonal/municipal capital market in the 
long term. These rules and institutions would include: 

                                                 
130 Ter-Minassian, T. and Jon Craig, “Control of Subnational Government Borrowing,” in Teresa Ter-Minassian, 
ed., Fiscal Federalism in Theory and Practice: A Collection of Essays.. – International Monetary Fund, Washington, 
DC, 1997. 
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(a) Prohibiting the central bank financing of government, including sub-Entity govern-
ments (this rule is in principle satisfied while the Currency Board is in place); 

(b) Prohibiting the financing of consumption with long-term borrowing, in order to force 
sub-Entity governments to stop postponing the necessary adjustments in their recur-
rent expenditures (especially by reviewing the social assistance entitlements, tariffs of 
utilities, and housing rents ); 

(c) Imposing a binding proviso to the effect that short-term loans for liquidity assistance 
purposes should be liquidated during the same fiscal year; 

(d) Accessing international capital markets openly (without sovereign guarantees) to take 
advantage of potential opportunities on international capital markets and to prepare 
for possible entry into the EU. However, this should be conditional upon prior non-
objection (or approval) by the Entity government (and/or the central bank); 

(e) Limiting the debt service ratio to a maximum of, say, 0.1 of recurrent revenue (i.e., 
the flow of due interest and amortization to the flow of total revenue should not ex-
ceed 10 percent of the current budget excluding conditional grants—for example, ex-
cluding transfers to cost-reimbursed delegated responsibilities); 

(f) Limiting total indebtedness to converge to a maximum of, say, 0.8 (i.e., the debt out-
standing—including direct and indirect contingent liabilities—to the flow of total an-
nual revenue);131 

(g) Implementing a bankruptcy law which includes Cantonal/municipal governments and 
clearly defines debt workout procedures in case of local government default (the 
Hungarian law on “Procedures for Settlement of Local Government Debts” may be a 
good example); 

(h) Adopting a Law on Fiscal Responsibility aimed at limiting reiterated, excessive defi-
cits and imprudent buildups of debt. This is an instrument to basically, inter alia: (i) 
make fiscal authorities and managers personally accountable for their decisions be-
fore the law; and (ii) ban any government authority (including sub-Entities) from pro-
viding financial guarantees (or bailout operations) to their off-budget companies or 
lower level governments (New Zealand’s and Brazil’s “Fiscal Responsibility Acts” 
may be good examples); 

(i) Establishing an official State monitoring agency to keep records on, to supervise, and 
to disseminate information on the overall development of the indebtedness of the En-
tities and sub-Entities indebtedness: this should include all kinds of contingent liabili-
ties. This agency would also initiate legal actions regarding the enforcement of both 
the “Bankruptcy Law” and the “Law on Fiscal Responsibility”. It would exercise a 
coordinating and supervisory role, and would promote the development of independ-
ent private risk-rating companies in the long term. 

Interim Measures and Institutions for Financing Local Infrastructure Reconstruction 

5.28 While the central government (the State and/or the Entities) focuses its efforts on devel-
oping a private commercial banking system based on adequate regulations and institutions, there 
is a compelling argument for financial resources to be provided to sub-Entity governments to 
                                                 
131 Obviously, during an interim period, public indebtedness (including those of individual subnational governments) 
should be limited to lower levels, and only allowed to converge to that long-term general asymptotic maximum 
gradually, as macroeconomic conditions permit.  
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help them reconstruct and expand infrastructure in order to improve the delivery of urgently 
needed public services in the short and medium terms. The options to be considered should ad-
dress the main constraints on the demand and supply sides of the municipal credit market, taking 
into account the skewed regional distribution of fiscal revenue in BiH (as discussed the above 
sub-section). In any case, the current intergovernmental fiscal arrangements need to be revised, 
capital markets (including the banks) need to develop further, and fiscal (budget and debt) man-
agement issues at the subnational level need to be addressed if municipalities are to be successful 
borrowers. Considering that the government has a critical role to play in the short run, and that 
private institutions will inevitably be central in the development of capital markets, the following 
paragraphs discuss reform options for the near future. 

5.29 Regarding the demand side of the municipal credit system, much of this report describes 
the current situation of intergovernmental fiscal relations in BiH and suggests ways in which re-
forms might best proceed. For the financing of local infrastructure, a compelling case (on both 
efficiency and equity grounds) can be made for these types of long-lived investments to be 
wholly or partially debt financed.132 Although the government has begun to address some issues 
in this sphere, it is clear that without a comprehensive and concerted approach other attempts to 
“force-feed” resources to subnational governments will not succeed. Therefore, this report calls 
for the preparation of an intergovernmental fiscal reform strategy which should include measures 
to substantially improve the creditworthiness of sub-Entity governments, for example, by in-
creasing local fiscal autonomy, predictability, transparency, and accountability (including im-
proved budgeting, accounting, and reporting), as well as by clarifying property rights and build-
ing local capacities (see Sections 1- 4). 

5.30 On the supply side, the key issues in the financial sector are a lack of long-term savings 
to finance the term credits that the local infrastructure investments require and a general unwill-
ingness to take on the credit risk of subnational government borrowers (or, at least, an unfamili-
arity with how to manage it). The lack of long-term savings can be addressed by what is gener-
ally known as a discount facility, the World Bank supported Local Development Project (LDP) 
being an example of such an approach (see Box 5.1).  

                                                 
132 A percentage of the proposed “Regional Equalization/Participation Fund” (see Section 4) could possibly be allo-
cated, at least partially, to finance the grants for infrastructure rehabilitation/expansion needs.  
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 Box 5.1: Local Development Pilot Project (LDP) 
The Local Development Pilot Project (LDP), supported by the World Bank, recognizes the need to guide post-war reconstruction 
financing in BiH. This project, aimed at introducing the principles of a sound municipal credit market, devotes special attention 
to strengthening local governments and increasing the sustainability and public accountability of financing for local infrastructure 
projects.1/ 

The LDP explores new options for a long-term oriented lending policy to the municipal sector and for increasing the 
administrative and commercial capacities at the level of local private banks (supply side) and of municipal governments (demand 
side), through training and technical assistance (e.g., carrying out feasibility studies, analyzing the financial position of potential 
borrowers, assessing credit risks, establishing a legal and regulatory framework, filing loan applications).  

The LDP project operates in both Entities, and finances technical assistance for training officials of municipalities and 
banks in defining municipal infrastructure projects, in undertaking feasibility studies, in assessing credit risks, in tailoring financ-
ing schemes, in applying for funding, and in seeking outside strategic partners for lending operations. The project also has an 
interest in developing an appropriate legal and regulatory framework for municipal infrastructure financing. 

As of December 31, 2002, qualification technical assistance has been provided in 30 municipalities (20 in the Federa-
tion and 10 in RS). Out of this, 11 municipalities have qualified (5 in the Federation and 6 in RS). Project preparation technical 
assistance has been provided and feasibility studies have been completed in 7 municipalities (Ilidza, Tuzla and Bihac in the Fed-
eration; Banja Luka, Laktasi, Prnjavor, and Bijeljina in RS). Project feasibility study preparation is under way in 2 more munici-
palities in RS, Doboj and Gradiska. Loan application and project preparation technical assistance were provided to 5 additional 
Federation municipalities (Banovici, Gracanica, Kiseljak, Odzak and Tomislavgrad). Four commercial banks have been selected 
to participate in the LDP: Raiffeissen Bank BH (Sarajevo), Zagrebacka Bank (Mostar), Universal Bank (Sarajevo), and VB Bank 
(Banja Luka), and technical assistance services have been provided to three of these banks.  A fifth bank has applied to the pro-
ject and approved in principle. 

Although LDP loans have been extended to date to only 5 municipalities (Bijeljia, Bihac, Tuzla, Laktse, and Banja 
Luka, totaling KM 3.75 million), it is expected that activities at the municipal credit market in BiH will intensify next year, as 
many of the municipalities that have received technical assistance under the project are already negotiating with the banks. 

____________________________________ 

1/ The specific aims of the LDP are the following:  
Strengthening public finance management—Technical assistance is provided to municipal governments to improve their financial management 

skills, particularly in the areas of capital planning and budgeting, accounting, and financial management. The project provides an incentive 
for local governments to implement new government accounting standards and improve their financial management practices by making 
LDP loan eligibility conditional on reaching agreed standards of financial management and creditworthiness. 

Promoting private sector development—Under the project, selected local commercial banks are provided with technical assistance in municipal 
credit analysis and project appraisal, thereby building their capacity to provide long-term financing for municipal investment projects. By 
channeling loan funds through local banks, which take the full credit risk, the project aims to lay the foundation for the development of a 
local, private sector municipal credit market. 

Deepening the sustainability of reconstruction—The project is also designed to improve the financial sustainability of reconstruction by assisting 
municipal governments and their utilities to improve their financial planning and tariff setting practices, so as to increase cost recovery 
levels. The participation of local citizens in investment decision-making will further improve sustainability by building local ownership of 
capital investment decisions and increased willingness to pay for improved services. 

 
 
The LDP is a fairly pure form of this approach in that it provides willing private lenders (banks) 
with long-term liquidity to allow them to manage the maturity mismatch between their assets 
(the loans to municipalities) and their liabilities (short term deposits). Since all the credit (de-
fault) risk remains with the lender (banks) in this model, the pure discount facility falls short of 
addressing directly (or fully) the banks’ concerns about the creditworthiness of these borrowers. 
Only indirectly and partially, through technical assistance to both the banks and the municipali-
ties, does this approach address such issues. As discussed below, the approach can be augmented 
and substantially improved in order to better respond to subnational infrastructure investment 
needs under the current conditions in BiH. 

 
5.31 There are a number of measures that government could take to alleviate lenders’ concerns 
about the creditworthiness of subnational borrowers. Obviously, government could simply as-
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sume such risks, but this may not be an option open for Bosnia given the weak fiscal position of 
higher levels of government and the moral hazard built into such policies. However, if financing 
were available, either in the public budget or from donors, there are possible policy measures 
that could be considered and that have a sound economic rationale. Two examples illustrate these 
possibilities. First, there are certainly projects with significant externalities, either social or juris-
dictional, which a specific subnational government borrower is unable to capture, and thus it 
cannot service the debt on such an investment despite the high returns. Second, in view of the 
substantial disparities in revenue capacity due to the derivation system of the local taxation sys-
tem in Bosnia, there probably are high return projects in poor municipalities where creditworthi-
ness from the point of view of a private lender will not be sufficient to underwrite a loan. In both 
or either case, government could enhance the creditworthiness of borrowers for such projects by 
cofinancing them on a concessional or grant basis. However, in order to keep fiscal and financial 
policy clearly distinct, the government should be directly involved only with the grant compo-
nent. Public lending is not desirable, as it tends to undermine efforts to create a sustainable 
commercial market for municipal credit. 

5.32 Finally, to accompany the overall policy reforms to the intergovernmental fiscal frame-
work and the special measures (direct grants) to address the creditworthiness of projects with 
high social rates of return, or those in poorer jurisdictions, there will still be the need for more 
technical assistance to all parties involved. The LDP started the process by providing consider-
able technical assistance to participating banks and to some municipalities, on both budget and 
project preparation. However, once the real possibility of borrowing (and lending safely) be-
comes known, the demand for LDP resources from all parties tends to increase substantially. 
Thus, urgent planning to strengthen capacity building is critical for a successful implementation 
of the above reform measures. 

 
 


